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)his report describes A model of team organization and performance, and' a, method
for describing the structures and behavior of teams. Both the model and descrip
tion method were developed and validated through the field- observation of Army
team& performing selected team missions. The. model. is a set of c~oncepts, which
are used to describe the formal and actual (mission) structure of teams and
the behavior of teams and team members. The description *Method,essentially
provides a, structured means of identifying, gathering, and verifying the data
required to describe teams and team missions, using the concepts of the-model.
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OR(GANIZATlON AND KHIIAVIOR AND TEAM
ikSC [P'r ION METHOD

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requiremtent
Vhie obtj.'ctiv's of this first
year of a three-year research effort
were to develop two research products:
(1) a model of the organization
.and performance of any military team performing any team mission; and
(2) a stroictured, procedural method for describing the structure,
organization, and performance of teams, based on the model.
This
report describes both the model and description method, including
discussion. of the way in which these two products were developed and
validated.

Procedure
The,investigators

initiall.y recognized that no existing model of

team or small group behavior was sufficiently general and comprehensive
to be used as a foundation for the model to be developed.
Under this
basic condition, a "primitive" model of the behavioral elements of team
performance was created at the outset of the effort,
This primitive
model evolved into the present model in two ways.
First, the existing
literature on team and small group behavior was reviewed to identify
useful concepts which could contribute to a general model of team
organization and behavior.
Potentially useful concepts were
synthesized and incorporated into the primitive model.
Most major
features of the model were developed through the observation of a
variety of Army teams performing many different team missions.
Four
ofwaves"e of observation were conducted during model development at
different FOkSCOM posts.
At each post, several observers watched teams
performing missions and discussed the missions with members of the
teams that were observed.
Each of the teams, and missions, performed
was described in terms of the concepts of the model as it existed at
the time of observation.. When new concepts or features were needed to
adequately describe teams or missions, such concepts were developed and
refined by the project team between observation sessions.
gventually,
the model and its components became complete enough to accurately
describe all the organizational and behavioral characteristic. of all
teams and.missions observed during model development.
The completeness
and generality of the model were verified by observing both team types
and missions that had been previously, observed and those that had not.
The concepts and constructs of the model were found to be adequate for
describing the organization and the mission performance of the teams
observed during verification.
The tenas dtscription method was developed in paraltel vith the
model, as the model evolved.
When new concepts were added to the
model, ways to describe' the team organization or performance
characteristics associated with the new model concept 'were explored.
I
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The'new or revised description techniques were evaluated during field

observation, and the ability of the techniques to yield accurate
information in the desired form was assesed after trial use.
Description techniques which were found to be overly cumbersome or
difficult to use or which did not result in the quality of data desired
were revised, or discarded and replaced by alternative procedures.
The
utility andl comprehensiveness of the description method was validated
by applying the description techniques to team types not observed
during creation of the model and description method.
Several
shortfalls in the original description method were discovered during

validation, and midifications to the description method were made to
overcome the prnhlems generated by those shortfalls. These changes are
reflected in the descriptiou method as it is presented in the body of
this report.

Findingx
The model consists of two parts. The first part consists of a set
of concepts and termsafor describing the structure and organization of
teams both in the abstract--i.e., out of context of particular missions
(nominal team. structure), and in 'the context of particular missions
that are performed by teams (actual team structure),
For each type of
team structure*, a number of terms and descriptive dimensions are
defined.
The second part of the model deals with concepts, terms, and
•approaches for describing the behavior of teams as the teams perform
missions.
Only two basic components are needed to describe the
behavior of a team uniter this model: description of the individual
tasks performed by team members and the dependencies among team members
(dependencies are events in a mission 'where one team member receives
input from on? or more other team members which permits the receiving
member to initiat,!, contintse, or complete hit individual tasks).
The description method based on the model contains four steps.
Each step has associated with it a set of data requirements and
procedures for data gathering aid presentation. The first step is
concerned with identifying the teams and team types to be described,
and selecting teams for description.
Step two deals with preparing
detailed descriptions of the'structural and organixationaL
characteristics of the teams selected in step one. The third step
concerns selecting missions to be described for the team types selected
iln step one.
The fourth and final• step deals with describing the
behavior, stirilutire, awl performance of teams as they perform the
missions selectedI in step three.
Detailed procedures for recording,
analyzing, a.n'I dIscrihing tie perfiormance of teams are provided in
discussion of each step.
Standardized documentation forms to record
'data, observations, and decisions aggregated during preparation of team
descriptions are included, acid procedures for data recording are
provided.
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Utilization of Findings
The m,%del has already heen u.ed in the development of the method
for describing the structure, organization, and performance of teams in
this first
year's efforL.. The model and the description method viii
be
extensively refined in the following years of the effort, and used to
provide the foundation for several developments:
creating methods for
evaluating the performamice of teams; developing a method for
identifying team training Ireqlirements for various types of teams; and
evolving guidelines for selecting techniques for team training.
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MODEL OF TEAM O•Y1ANIZATION AND BRHAVIOR
INTRODUCTION
This report describes a model of team structure and behavior based
on the observation and study of real-world 'Army) teams and teem
missionq.
Unlike many previous team performance/team behavior models,
the m•del described here was based on the assumption that it would
ultimately be used to support assessment of team performance in the
real world and the' develooment of team training programs.
This is not
intended as a criticism of previous res2arch in team behavior, but as a
comment on the utility
of the findings of team research to date.. Most
studies of teams and team performance to date have been baiic and
.exploratory: attempts to describe and exxolain the differences in
performance of teams from that of individuals.
A very wide variety of
group entities and tasks has been studied under thi general rubric of
"team rebearch," and many valuable observations and speculations have
resulted frtm this work.
Many attempts have been made to model both
the performance of teams and the effects of various characteristics of
team organization and structure on team performance phenomena.
The diveriity and variety of group entities and tasks that have
been studied previously has led to the development of nearly as many
exploratory and descriptive concepts about team performance as there
have been researchers in the fiekd.
Unfortunately, the very variety of
sittuations staudied and investigative orientations has resulted in a
situation where the findings and concepts of team research cannot be
integrated in a meaningful, theoretical way.
There is no predictive
theory of teem performance in existence, despite the large body of data
on team performance and lthe'mAny descriptive models that have been
developed.
The wide variety of definitions of what kinds of entities
are to be called teams (and the -frequent failures to define the
boundaries of teams as opposea to other entities), the diversity of
team tasks or misqions studied,,and the frequently contradictory
results of studies make a general theoretical statement impossible.
One difficulty in arriving at any theoretical picture of team in
general is the lack of a set of concepts sufficiently general to

describe all possible teams and'team-missions/tasks, in a consistent and
comparable way.
Stich a set of conc-'pts could be thought of as a
"language of discourse" for thinking about and.studying teams and team
behavior.
Such a set, of concepts, if widely accepted, could be usud to

describe the rharacteristics of the. strucKture,

organization, and

behavior of any team in ways that would make the comparison of teams
and team behaviors possible.
Witha large enough set of
teaia-characteristic descriptions 'based on the same set of concepts and
description~rules, the relationships between team structure,
missions, and perburmasuci, can he identified.
Relationships, between
these characteristics of teams can eventually lead to general or.

•
•

-'
•

"'•
..

,

specific predictions or hypotheses about the ways in which various
characteristics of teams, team tasks, and the environment in which
teams perform influ-nce 'the behavior and performance of teams. A
sufficiently general set of validated hypotheses will lead to the
much-desired ':heory of team performance."
The model described here represents the first step toward a
general theoretical statement about team behavior and performance.
This model is a consistent and understandable set of concepts for
describing the structure, organization, and behavior of teams, based on
the observation and study of a variety of real-world teams performing
real-world missions.
Since time and resources for model development
were limited, only a representative variety of Army teams could be
observed to develop model concepts. Thus, this model is viewed as
probably incomplete from one or more viewpoints. The authors believe,
however, that this model represents a good first approxipation to a
consistent method of thinking about and studying team behavior and
performaince, which can he easily expanded and refine* to represent all
the important or necessary characteristics of teams and the performance
of teams.
The remainder of this section is divided into three chapters.
First, a brief discussion of the'way in which the modet was developed
is offered. The limitations of the model are also discussed in a
general way.

Next,

the concepts of the model are presented in detail.

Finally, a brief discussion of planned future developments to the model
and attemp~s at application of the model is presented.

2
*

.L

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND LIMITATIONS

Development of the team structure and behavior model was performed
in Ewo stages.
The first
stage began with a detailed review of the
The emphasis of
available literature on team .and small group behavior.
this review was to discover key concepts relating to the structure and
behavior of teams which could be synthesized into a set of
understandable and general methods of describing teams and th eir
behavior.
Stress was placed on identifying integrating concepts of
team structure and performance, definitions of teams (boundary
conditions that discriminate teams from other, group entities), and
models of team behavior.
When data or concepts relevant to any of these key areas were
discovered, the data were integrated into a primitive model of team
behavior.
This primitive model was only a conceptual framework into
which useful concepts could be integrated, rather than an attempt to
pre-specify a set of concepts.
The primitive model stressed two key
elements of team behavior:
the performance of individuals in team context as the individual
performance contribute3 to the performance of the team as a
whole; and
the dependencies among team members required to accomplish team
tasks or missions.
Thle primitive model did not contaii specific concepts related to these
two elements, nor any concepts related to team structure or
,arganization.
It was felt tthit maximum flexibility would result if
existing concepts were reviewed and synthesized, rather than providing
limiting categories into which research findings and concepts would be
sorted.
Based on the literature review, the primitive model was expanded
into a set of team structural and behavioral concepts which-were felt
work
to incorporate the useful'findings and speculations of pr
without being limited by the constraints inherent in the b.. j of data
features
evolved to date. 'A nimuber of extremely uiseful and- critical
were added to the primitive .model as a result of the review of existing
are.
For.example, the Original primitive model had no, way to
literat
characterize th,: structure and organiyRtion of teams in a consistent
way.
A number of team structure ard organization concepts found in the
literature were considered togeth,.r and the best features of each of
these were synthesized to form a set of structural concepts and terms
which were felt to have face validity for description of any type of
team.
These terms and concepts were added to the primitive model.

3
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Table I
Team Types, Sites, and Missions Observed
During Model Development and Validation

Team Type
4.2-in (107 mm)
Mortar Squad

Site
Ft.

Missions Observed

Benning,

GA

Registration and adjust
fire, repeat fire mission,

split mission (two
sections)
Improved Tow Vehicle
(ITV) crew

Ft. Benning,

GA

Dismount TOW, mount TOW,
simulated'fire missions,

reload,
Infantry Squad

Ft.

Riley,

KS

immediate action

Prepare tactical fighting

positions,

conduct

"reconnaisance patrol,

daylight defense,
provide security for
combat engineers
81 mm Mortar Squad

Ft.

Riley,

KS

Registration and adjust
fire, repeat fire
missions, traversing fire,
reduced strength fire'
missions (1

and 2-man)

81-mm Fire Direction
Center (FDC)

Ft.

Riley, KS

Call for fire (initial),
adjust fire missions,
section split missions,.
reduced strength (2'men)

TOW Crew

Pt.

Riley,

KS

Dismount, and emplace TOW,
erect camouflage and
improve positions,
simulated fire missions,
disassemble TOW and
remount vehicle

Combat Engineer Squad

Ft.

Riley,

KS

'Install
triple standard
concertina obstacle,
install tactical
minefield, construct
antitank trench

0

Table I (concluded)

Team Type'ct, Site.-, and Missions Observed
During Model Development and ialidation
TaTyeSite
infantry Squad

Missions Observed
Ft:. Benning, GA

Squad tactical training
missions: movement to.
contact, deliberate
daylight attack, squad
movement techniques drill.,
night attack, obstacle
crssig, odysearch,
operations in
urban terraini(MOUT)
-

-military

ITV Crew

Ft.; fenning, GA

Operational checkout,
reload and immediate
action, crew drill
(mount/dismount TOW),
simui~ated firing and
tracking

Assault Ribbon Bridge (ARE)
Platoon

Ft. Benning, CA

Staging,, launch, and
recovery*cf bridge
sections and'bridging
boats, construction of
5-bay raft, rafting,
bridge construction

4.2-in Mortar Squad

Ft. Benning, GA

Night illuininatiort firing

4.2-in FDC

Ft. Benning, GA

Night illumination firing

Infantry Squad

Ft. Bragg, NC

Movement to contact,
deliberate attack, hasty
attack, construction and
camouflage of defensive
positions. defend
positions against'attack

-----

- -- ---- -- -------

.Infantry Squad, Pl~atoon

1057rn Artillery FDC

VALIDATION BFLOW -Ft. Campbell, KY

Movement to contact, hasty
attack, hasty defense,
raid, deliberate defense

Ft. Campbell, KY

Initial call for fire,
adjust fire, split
missions,.repeat missions

.6

¶0

sbjected each concept and construct to a series of questions,
by the I!roject Io.am as .1 wlole.
The questions used were:

answered

* Is

the conwept clearly defined by example in the observations,
and can the concept or construct be stated and easily defined in
a comprehensible way?
Does the concept appear to be consistent and generalizable
D
across team types and missions? Is there reason to believe that
the concept should be broken down into sub-concepts that more
clearly and explicitly reflect what has been observed?
What
breakdowns appear reasonable?

* Does the concept or construct add materially to our ability to
describe the structure or behavior of teams?
Does the concept
"fill
holes" in characterizing team structure and behavior, or
does it merety duplicate other concepts?
* Is the concept or construct meaningful?
Does it represent a
genuine characteristic or attribute of teams and their
performance, or is it merely an observational artifact?
General, but binding, criteria
for the model were selected and
adopted at the outset of the effort, and are reflected in the questions
used to evaluate candidate concepts for inclusion id the model.' The
criteria
used in model development were:
. The model must be as complete as possible given observational
and conceptual limitations.
That is,
the model must be able
(id:atly) to account for or describe any and all phenomena
associated with team performance in terms'of model concepts.
Inf:!rences as to th, processes underlying team performance are
viewed as inferences, over and above the descriptive concepts of
the model.
* The model must be parsimonious.
Only the concepts and
constructs that are truly v'ital to describing team behavior and
Sperformance may be included. These concepts must be am
precisely defined as is possible, but definition by example is
acceptable in addition to statement of a concept,
of clarification..

for purposes

The model moist be general.
Model concepts must be based on
repeated, consistent obdervation of the phenomenon the concept
deals with in multiple teams and/or missions.
Concepts based on
single observations (i.e.,
one team type performing one mission)
are not considered sufficiently general for inclusion in the
model, unless the concept is clearly generalizable by projection
(e.g., it is clear that the concept will be useful, in general,.
to describe team behavior and/or performance).

.7

The '-oiiapt
s alf conlstructs of the model presented in this report
conform to the criteria
Listed above.
In addition to these criteria,
however, other 'characteristics of the model are discussed below.

Limitations of the Model

The current model of team behavior and performance is in some
ways limited.
'Some of these limitations are deliberate; that is,
the
limitations are intrinsic features 'determined by the type of model to
be developed.
Other limitations are due to limits in the data
available for model building.
Several known limitations to the model
exist.
First, the observations on which the model is based ,have been
limited to relatively few Army team types:
Infantry rifle,
squads,
mortar' squads, Combat Engineer squads and platoons, TOW crews, mortar
and artillery
fire direction centers, and assault ribbon bridge
platoons.
Although these team types (and missions observed- fer each
team type) are felt co be reasonably representative of• Army teams at
large, there is the possiblity that-some important tea- phenomena may
not be present in the teams and missions observed.
Although the model
is internally consistent and able to account for team phenomena of the
team types and missions that have been observed, the model may not be
'complete or entirely externally consistent.
There may be team
phenomena unique to team types and missions other than those observed
to build the model for which the model cannot account in its present
form.
it is believed that the conceptual structure of the model is
flexible enough to allow additional team structure, behavior, and
performance concepts to he added to the model reaily.
The model is
open-ended,.as an evolutionary model ideally should be, allowing for
ease of expansion or modifications of the concepts that presently make
up the model, in order to accommodate additional team phenomena that
may be necessary to increase the generality of the model.
A similar limitation comes from the fact that only Army teams have
been observed in creation of the model.
This may limit the
generalizability of the model.
It is felt that the model concepts are
sufficiently general in nature and scope that this will not be the
case, but no attempt has been made to apply or test the mode* outside
tho tAeams obterwed in developing the model-. ,Should such applications
reveal a need for expansion or modificationof the model, this can be
easily accoptblihhed.
The model offered

in this report

is

not considered a "final"

model.
Rather, the' model is in the midst of its evolution toward
generality and comprehensiveness.
Subsequent efforts will be directed
toward redefining, sharpening, and augmenting the model and its
component concepts in the directions of simplicity, parsimony, and
generality.
The model itself
will never be considered "final," since

•

•
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the model will always be open to expansion and modification of concepts

Sto

improve the toderstandabiity and usability of the model.
Perhaps

;/

'

the most important

limitation of the model at this point

is that it is not predictive.
It is nut presently possible to apply
the characte~is~t-"cs of a given team and team task (mission) under the
model and derive predictions of the behavior or performance of the
team.
The model at this time is viewed as purely descriptive; as a
"language of discotirse" for the description and study of teams, team
Current knowledge suggests that the
performance, and team behavior.
model can ultimately be used in a limited predictive' fashion to develop
hypotheses about saliernt characteristics of the behavior and perform-.
No attempts to apply the model in a predictive sense
ance of teams.
have yet been made, however, due to a limitation of available data on
team performance.
A final limitation of the present model is that, as yet, no
specific attempts have been made to use the descriptive concepts of the
model to account for observed team behaviors and behavioral variables.
In fact, it is not possible at this time to make such attempts, due to
a lack of data.
The data that would be needed to relate the model
concepts to specific aspects of team performance, in an explanatory or
predictive sense, do not exist at this time., and probably wiil not be
These data would consist of descriptions of
acquired in the future.
the performance of a very wide variety of team types, each performing
the full spectrum of team missions (tasks) appropriate to the team
type.
The data acquired on team performance and behavior would be
contrasted to other team characteristics, such as team structure and
composition, individual team member proficiency, and other factors, in
attempts to discover the predictive or explanatory value of model
As mentioned previously, it is unlikely
elements to team behavior.
that such a database of team behavior descriptions will be developed,
Rince the res,,etrces and time required would he prohibitive for the
probable low operational benefits to be derived from such an exercise.
As a theory-building procedure, hwever, this approach would be totally
appropriate.

.4
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MODEL. OF TFEAH STRi(IUCTUIRE,
BIasic lefinitions

ORGANIZATION,, AND BEHAVIOR
-

Team and Team Mission

A major diiriculty in integrating the existing literature on teams
and team performancwe is the wide vcriety of definitions that have been
used to differentiate teams from.other groups.
Few of the definitions
agree be-yond the stiptulation that a team is composed of two or more
people working in s.me way toward a common objective.
For the purposes
of this mode:l, non,.tf
the definitions offered by other researchers in
the team/tean wrformance field wits felt to be complete or adequate.
After considerable study, the following set of characteristics was
chosen to discriminate teams from other group entities*
There is no
A team in composed of two or more persons.
arhatrary tpper limit on the size of a team.
There are,
lovever, some practical difficulties
-n describing the behavior
of larg,,, teams.
All members of a team are involved in a common slissitn, and in
the context of that m ssion, work to fulfill
a common objective•
Tihe term mission was chosen (rather than task)for
the model,
for two reasons.
First, the activities oT"wlitary teams are
conventionally termed missions, and use of this term avoids
confusion.
Second, the term Task is employed in the model to
characteriz~e the behavior of an irdividual team member in the
context of the ttem misigion, A great deal of semantic confusion
occurs when attempting to discriminate individual tasks and team
tasks.
Therefore, it was decided to use different terms for the
ti-o •cEUt.Epatq.
Ain iodivit.dial porforms tasks that contribute to
accomplishment of a team mission.
• The reRponsibility for performing the various tasks that are
neces3ary to accomplish a team mission is divided among the temt
wembers.
J..ach team member performs one or, morm tasks in the
team mi{sion context.
* There exist dependencies

among the various roles involved in
Depen-encies occur at e9vents.or
.,ion.
.m
per ormng
tlmes in a mission where, it ordet to continue with or initiate
mission-retated tasks, one or more team member(s) reqtiire input
of Rome sort from one ,ur more othmer team member(s).
Dependencies cats lbe conceptualized a,% points of interaction
betwten thic members of a team in mission context.
In any team
mission, there are a -ninimum of two dependencies.
The absolute
minimum case would consist of one member of a two-person team
signaling the, initiation o! the mission to the other, the two
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performing independent tasks required to complete the mission,
and the signaling of completion of his assigned tasks by one
lIo reality, there are typically many dependencies
member.
involved in the perforiaance of any mission by any team.

Any entity that conforms to the conditions listed above is
These conditions are
considered a team for purposes of this model.
nnly bohndary, or excltisiotary, criteria
for the existence of & team,
however, and do not provide any more .nformation about the characteri tics of an entity than whether or not the entity is a term.
A team may be Nissessed of a formal organizational structure which
is charateristic
of the team typŽ represented by the team.
Teams
which persist over time wilI invariably have some organisational
structure, if only to identify the various team members.
The: teams
obslrved in cre,.ation of" the m.oel all possess persistent, relatively
conqistenc formal orgattizational structures, since the teams are
military units organized under Tables of Organization and Equipment
(TO&O).
It is piss.ible, however, for a team to be constituted' ad hoc
from available personnel (or pools of personnel having various, characteristics), perform a single unique mission, and disband, never
to exist again.
A team formed to investigate a specific civil aircraft
accident is an example of this sort of team.
A difficulty closely related to defining criteria
for teams is
that of specifying criteria
for defining a team mission.
A great many
different activities have been included under' the label "team task" in
the past, with consequent confusion.
Even when a team is definitely
identified, many of the activities peetormed by members of the team ('if
it is not a one-shot, evanescent team, are not directly related to team
rp, siRo s.
For example, members of .n. assault ribben bridge platoon (a
team tinder the criteria
listed above) may go on a physical training run
tozethr.
In this activity a mission?
The cameon-sense answer- is that
it is nt,
boot fsr purposes of ciarity, some criteria
are necessary to
bound the "teanm" activities of a team from other activities that
involve members of the teom.

Several- existing sets of conditions to define tasks or missions
were considered for use.
Nu particular one of these stood out as being
particularly appropriate, and each set had one or more serious
limitations.
The following conditions were finally chosen as a
practical, working set of criteria
for identifying team missions:
A. team mission in a.closed-ended or hounded set of activities
performed by the team.
In other words, there is a WRefnite
beginning and end to any set of activities that is to be thought
of as a team mission.
A team tni.sitin has a definite, purposeful
and achievable
Attainment of the goal is not necessary for
thIe activrtie'T-sivolved to be thought of as a mission, but the
pgoal certainly must be reached for the mission to be successful.

'objective or goal.

t2

U.C

A team
.
mi%.ion mist requiire two or imire individitals, Working
ltow..rd tie, same._t~itlecLive, with res!.,nsibilities for meeting the
ohbject ivo, clivid..l
tevtl membeh rs, ti).,e•"rftirm the mmissi(o ni
a Ireasonable length of time.
Many activities that are team
missions.could 1hv pothetically be accomplished by a single
individual, at an extreme cost in time to perform the missicn.
For example, one person could construct a log-crib antivehicu'.ar
,bstacle (normally constructed by a Coebat Engineer squad or
plaroon)--in abotit two weeks of brutally hard individual labor.
A competent squad .an construct such an obstacle in six hours.

Applying'these three criteria
to the example presented earlier
(the training ritit), it is apparent that this is not a team mission.
The example meets the first
two criteria
(the training run will
be X
miles.; the g•oal is to improve the strength and stamina of team
memhbrs), but fails tVe t.hird criterion.
Any one team member could run
the proscribed distant., alrne in the same time as th.e team can run it
together, ,1I,,st.,it ing di ffrences in fitness.
While these criteria
are adequate to differentiate tem missions
from other kinds of activities, in general, the criteria
are somewhat
clumsy to apply.
For example, when choosing among all the activities
performed by members of an Infantry squad to identify missions for
study, one might spend a great deal of time identifying the activities
performed by the team and applying the criteria
to decide which
activities are missions and which are not.
A more p-actical means to
identify and talk about potential missions is required.
Fortunat,:ly, stcle a mcacns is asvailable.
In developing Army
Training and 1valitation Plans. (ARTEP,), the military missions typically
performed by matiy t,!;,m typeg cre identified and listed.
Many of these
military missions meet the criteria
above, and are'considered team
missions.
In fact, almost all .of the ceambat-otiented ARTEF missions
for the team types studied meet the criteria
for team missions.
Tn permit easy conceptualization in building the model and to
avoid misinterprotation, the defined ARTEP-missions for the team types
that were studied in model building are simply thought, of as "the
missi•,ns."
All missions referred to as examples in this report are
'ARTUP-defino-d missions or part-missionb.
The reader, should keep in
mind the general criteriau for a mission (or "team task,") however, for
puerposes of thinking about teams and missions outside the military
cintext.
Tie.. riteria
are eqecally• applieable to "team tasks" which are
encotintered in non-military teams.
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Team Structure and Organization Concepts

The remainder of this chapter is divided into discussion and,
presentation of the two critical
aspects of th. model.
The first
section presents a set of concepts which can be used to describe, and
characteriz! the structure, organiration, and other characteristics of
a team (or team type), and to describe team missions.
The second
sect ion pr;sents concepts that are useful in describing the behaviors

of team.4 performing missions.
This separation was not accidental.
It is highly likely that, at
some futiorp tim,, it may be possible to predict thehbeetavior of teams
performing specific missions fnom the organizational and structural
characteristics of teams and of team missialls.
With this in mini. it
is reasonable to' think if, two sets of concepts:
a potential
performance/behavior
edictor set--team 'structure and mission
concepts; and a potential outcome set--team behavior and performance
concepts.
More important, from the perspective of the model, it is
vital to have a complete understanding of the concert* of team
organization and structure before considering concepts of team
behavior, since the discusiion of team behavior relies heavily on the
concepts of team structure and organization.
To.o kinds of team "structure" or "organization" are included in
the m),itel.
The need for two sets of terms or concepts comes from the
fact that there are two kinds of team organization.
All of the team
types observed to develop this model are "formally organized* teams;
that iq, the teams exist within an organized hierarchial structure and
have an internal structure.
The structures that organize these teams
derive from Tables of Organization and Equipment (T(i))
of Army units.
Under TO&F., all teams of a particular type have the same format
organization, with some minor variations.
We term this formal
organizational structure "nominal team structure." Uo;.inal team
structure of a team doeA not ch age.
When performing particular missions, however, teams frequently
organize in a different f'.shion than might be suggested by ther nominal
structure of the team type.
A team may be understrength, oaverstrength,
mission demands may require pecuiliar or oniqwe skills or procedures,
and so forth.
Any or all of these factors may cause a teams to be
organized inma different fashion than reflected by the nominal team
structore in orel,,r te accomplish a mission., A means was needed to
describe the organization of a team as it actually performs a mission,
since this organization frequently differs from nominal team structure.
The way a team organizes for a particular mission is called "actual
team structure."
To understand the difference betleen the nomtnTrFand
actual team structure co'ncepts, the reader may thank of nominal team
structure as 0 potential and' actual team structure as an expression or
elaboration of that potential.

".
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Nominal Team. Striocture
Nominal team structure is, simply, a de.*cription of the formal
organiz~ational (.hlracteristics of a particular team type (under TO&E.
all teams of a particular type are organized in similar ways).
Describing the nominal structure of a team consists of specifying the
following characteristics of the composition and organization of the
t e am:
. Name or title
of the team,
the team exists.

along with the type of unit in which

. Size of the team (number of members).
. Positions within the team.
Each team member occupies a position
in the organizational structure of the team.
Two or more team
ommbers may occupy positions with identical characteristics, or
a team member may occupy a unique position.
Position codes or
abbreviations may be used to uniquely identify positions.
For
military teams, each position is characterized by Lhe 5-digit
Military Occupational Specialty (1DS) Code and by any important
equipment (i.e.,
primary-weapon) associated with the position.
Other position descriptions for non-military teams could as
easily be used.
. Hierarchial relationships among team positions,
These
relationships are based on the chain of command in military
teams, but in many cases can be thought of as leader-member
subordination relationships.
Also, some teams may contain
n.-sted tt'ams within their nominal organizational structures.
N.•st.td t,-iuc4 are aggregations of positions within a team that
can he .oparately named and identified (such as the Alpha and
Bravo fir,. teams within an Iufantry squad), and that frequently
ir.rf, rm particrilar parts of missions independent from the rest
of tte .teaM.
The above are, the only characteristics needed to describe the
nominal structure of any team or team type, if the team type is
A nominal team structure can be expressed as a
consistently org;mizedI.
listing of positions with notations about hierarchial relationships, or
form, since this
an organization chart.
The. authors prefer the latter
form exprese.s the' hbnic information ahoit nominal team structure in a
concise' way.
An e.xamples, the nominal team structures of an Infantry
rifle
sqluadI mad of a Combat Engineer squad are presented as Figures 1
both Figures.
tlniqae and replicated positions are indicated in
and 2.
W•hen coisidering team types, rather than specific teams of a given
type, th,.rn ire' a nomher of c-hnracterintic.s
which are potentially'
useful in diqcriminating between team typen.
These characteristics may
also he rtlared to diffrernco:s in the behavior or performance of
different, tern types, the requirements for team training, and other
factors *
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Some descriptive characteristics of team types include the
following:
Nission variety--the number of different missions and mission
M

areas

groups of related missions) to which teams of a given

type may be assigned.
* PrescripLiveness or proceduralization of missions--the extent to
which a tam type follows well-established procedures in
performing its missions, as opposed to having the liberty to
perform missions in a variety of ways appropriate to the mission
goals and conditions.
This characteristic roughly' corresponds
to the emerge't-established dimension of team tasks found
frequently ik.the literature.
.

Equipment dominance of particular team types.
Some team types
are dependent upon one or more major items of equipment to
perform their missions (e.g., tank crews, mortar squads), while
other team types are relatively independent of major 'items of
quipmnent, (e.g., rifle
squads).
This characteristic may be
Ahighly correlar.ed with the extent to which missions are
procedural versus prescriptive in nature.

.Environmental
reactivity of missions--the extent to which the
performance of the missions of a team type are affected by
variations in the physical and tactical environment in which the
missions are performed.
This characteristic may have
implications for the nature and variety of team training
required for partic'ular team types.
Actual Team Structure
W-ile nominal team structure characterizes team types, or teams
out of mission context, actual team structure deals with the way
particular teams are organized and structured for particular mit.,ions.
A description 'of the actual teom structure of a team is,
in essence, a
description of the way in which tasks and responsibiitUies that are
required for the successful completion of. the 'team mission are divided
among the team members.
Nominal team structure reflects the latent, or
potential, capabilities of team members; actual team structure reflects
the actualization of some or-all of the potential capabilities of the
nominal team.
In ,nominal team structures, each team memberoccupiesa position,
which implies .1 set of competences and, capabilities.
The corresponding
concept in actual team structure is the role.
A role specifies a
defined set of task requirements and res'p-onsibilities in the context of
a given mission.
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As in
replicated

the case of positions, roles may be unique, or they may be
in an actual team structure.
Like positions, roles are

While the
essentially agnostic to the indi'viduals occupying the roles.
performance of different individuals in a particular role.may be quite
different, the duties and responsibilities of the role are invariant.
A role, in general, may be thought of as a subset of a particular
The position defines a.broad, potential set of
nominal-team position.
capabilities and skills that can be applied to many roles in the
Typically, not all of the skills and
context of many team missions.
a
abilities
that are associated with a pos-tion are required to fill
A useful way to conceptualize the
particular role in a given mission.
relationship of position and role is to think of a position as a "menu"
and a role as a "meal" selected from the
of skills and abilities,
11menull.
Just
roles can
position.
position,
Note that

as many unique meals can be selected from a menu, many unique
be constituted from the skills and abil'ities inherent in a
Each of the roles is a subset of the capabilities of the
but different roles may be different subsets of the position.
In fact, it is probable that
the role "subsets" may overlap.

each role embodies a "core" set of skills and abilities of a given
position, with a group of particular "peripheral" or "mission-specific"
skills and abilities added to the "core" set to compose the skill and
ability complex that is required by a particular mission role.
Describing the actual structure a team adopts for a particular
mission is very similar to a nominal team strucLure description, with a
A simple actual team structure description contains
few exceptions.

the following elements:
Team type name, plus any specific designations that are
For military
appropriate to the particular team being observed.
teams, this is usually a complete description of the
organization of the particular team (e.g., 2nd squad, 1st
platoon, R Company, 1/505 Infantry, 82nd Airborne Division).
• Name of the 'mission that the actual team structure is

for (e.g.,

adopted

hasty attack, construct log crib obst-ac ej--c-all for

fire, etc.).
* Listing of thi! number acid identification of the roles adopted by
team members in the actual team structure, along with KOS and
primary equipment.
Descriptions of the responsibilities and tasks of each role.
These descriptions are typically made at a relatively global

level (e.g., the description of the Infantry squad machine
gunnar's role might be "operate M60 machine gun in accordance
Task-analytic or behavioral-level
with squad tactics").

L
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descriptions are not required for a general description of
actual team structure, and are not useful at thL' level of
description.
it may bu that such descriptive detail will be
[ound useful in the context of developing team training, but
this speculation has not yet been tested.
A description o f hierarchial or associative relationships
between the various roles, including the description of any
nested teams.
As with nominal team str,,cturei, a useful method of presenting actual.
team structure is through the use, of organizational. charts, adding
appropriate (separate) descriptions of each of the rolme.
In describing a particular mission context, some information in
addition to the actual team structure has been found to be useful.
Much of this data is similar to the additional data elements that are
used to describe team types, Lut at a more mission-specific.level.
The
kinds of data that have so far been found useful in describing missions
are:
Mission goal--what the particular mission is .upposed to
accomplish as an end result, and any conditions that pertain to
the way tht, goal is to be achieved.
A relatively simpie,
straightforward statement of the goal and conditions is all
that is usually necessary.
For example, the goal of a
reconnaissance patrol mission might be characterized as follows:
"Reconnoiter the segment of Bear Creek from map coordinates
495272 to 497252 to locate any points where wheeled or track
vehicles might be able to ford the creek.
Avoid engagement with
any enemy elements encountered; if you take fire, withdraw
immediately."
Prescriptiveness or proceduralizatiop of the particular
mission--the extent to which the mission follows established
procedures versus being heuristic or flexible in execution.

.

Equipment dominance of the mission--how dependent the team is on
major items of equipment, and which roles are involved with the
major equipment items, and in which waysi For example, a Combat,
Engineer squad installing a hasty protective minefield is not'
highly'equipment-dominant:
a compass,.a few marking stakes Or
"sticks, a shovel, and some mines, are the only equipment required
to, pIlrform. this Iission.
The same sqna.d cont.ructing tank
ditches with bulldozers or front-end loaderIs would be involved
in a highly equipment-dominant mission, since it 'is
not feasible
to dig tank trenches without heavy equipment in any, reasonable
length of ti-me.
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Environmental characteristics surrounding mission

performance--the characteristics of the physical and tactical
erviornment which may influence or constrain mission
performance.
These characteristics include the necessity to
utilize chemical-radiological suits and masks, the presence or
absence of Opposing Forces (OPFOR) in the mission area,
availability of indirect fire or other support, availability of
equipment and supplies, team strength, terrain, weather, and
illumination (if' the mission it performed at night).
Any or all
of these factors may have influence on the way the mission is
performed, or mission outcome.

Team Infrastructure--Nested

Teams

It is frequently the case that some defined and delimited subset
of the activities and responsibilities required to accomplish a mission
is performed by a subset of the team, more or less independently of the
rest of the team.
The subset performs as though it were a "team within
a team," with relatively limited dependencies with the rest of the
team. Such'an entity is referred to as a nested teem. A neated team
has many of the characteristics a team at large, wit.; some
restrictions:
A nested team has quasi-independent responsibility for only a
subset of the activities and tasks required to accomplish a
mission; the team at large is required to accomplish the entire
mission.
The dependencies of a nested team with the rest of the team at
large typically occk-r through only one role (which may be
tlhought of as the nested Leam "leader").
In a team which does
not contain nested teams, dependencies are generally not
restricted in this way.
The condition of having dependencies
channeled through one role is not invariable, but occursfrequently.
Nested t•ams, in general, meet the criteria established for teams at
large earlier in this report, with the exception that a nested team
cannot accomplish an entire mission by itself. The activities of'a
nested t'eam withi'n an actual team structure have a recognizable goal
within the mission.

~1.More

than oiie'nested team may exist within an actual team
structure; in fact, the actual team structure of some teams is a group
of nes.ed teams with perhaps only one or two rlds
not included
nested team or another. An example of this situation (which alsoin one
illustrates the nested team concept in general) is presented
graphically in Figure 3.
This figure depicts the organization of a
Combat Engineer squad in the early stages of constructing'a log crib
obstacle.
As Figure 3 shows, the entire squad is organized into three
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n,'sted teams;, eaich with its own obhjective wiLhin the mission at large,
each o.Irating iii, a re i yve lyinde.pentdent fashion. One nested team,
supervised by the squad leader, has the objective of preparing the site
digging post holes for the upright logs
for the log crib obstacle:
which will frame the walls of the crib.
A second ne.ted team, under
the assistant squad leader, has the objective of cutting logs for the
logs to build the walls of. the log crib, and
upright framing and filler
for braces.
The final nested team has the objective of providing
Unlike the
security and surveillance around the site ot the log crib.
other two nested teams, the security, nested team is physically
distributed (i.e.,
to cover all approaches from the OPFOR side of the
site) and does not have a designated nested teawa supervisor (in
pr.-ictice, the squad leader provides what supervision is required for
the security nested team).
Figure 3 i lluastrates the two basic characteristics of nested
teams.
These are:
nested t,.ams are elements within a team at large which are
organized like teams, but are responsible for only a particular
(and defined) subset of the team'as mission responsibilities;
and

*

* Ithrough,

the dependenciee that the nested team has with other members of
the team at large are generally confined to, or channeled
one member of the nested team, who may be the
supervisior of the nested team.
Thus, a nested team is relatively independent of the remainder of the
team at large while the nested team is executing its designated
responsibilities.

Z
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STle composit ion, membership and existence of nested team
structures (within an actual team structure) may be static for the
duration of a mission (i.e.,
the nestttd teams are organized in the same
way throughout• the mission), or nested team structure may be dynamic,
"changing at

'a

* •earlier
*

various points in a mission.
That is,
nested teams may
form at one point in a mission, achieve their objectives, disband, and
form into other nested teams later, to achieve other mission-related
objectives.
An example of dynamic nested team structure is provided by
Sthe reorg-nizat ir
oflth. Combat Engineer squad depicted in Figu~re 3 at
later phase of installation of the log crib obstacle., The altered
nested team'organizational structure is depic'ted in Figure 4.
Here,
both the digging and timber cutting nested teams that existed in the
phase of the mission have completed their objectives (all holes
d(ig; and all timber cut, trimmed, and brought to the site).
The
personnel that were formerly members of those nested teams have now
been reorganized into two other nested teams:
a wall-e'recting nested
team which will erect and brace the walls of the log crib obstacle; and
a fill-gnthering nested team which will gather rock and dirt
fill,
for
tthe log crib. 'Note also that, two of the former members of the security,
nested team h4ve exchanged nested team membership (and, hence, roles)
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with one of the former diggers and one of the former timber cutters (a
changed role is designated by "EX"
role from Figure 3).

and the abbreviation of the previous

This example is also a good illustration of the fact that the role
occupied by an individual in a particular actual team structure may
call upon different skills and abilities
in different parts or phases
of a misusion.
For the purpose of describing a particular individual
role in a dynamic nested team a•ttial structure, the roles that a
particular individual occupies in the various nested team must be
identified in sequence.
For example, the role labeled El in the
wall-erectig party in Figuire 4 could be described by the tasks that
individual performs:
timber cutter/wall erector, or, in the shorthand
of tile actual structure organization charts, CI/El.
Note that this
kind of description is important when dynamic nested team structures
are part of an actual team structure:
the organization and membership
of the various nested teams that exist at successive phases of the
mission most be described, and the transitions of individuals from one
nested team to another must be recorded.
A final word on the subject "of roles and nested teams: no member
of a nested team may be a member of another nested team at the same
time.
In the example in Figure 3, the squad leader was said to be in
nominal charge. of the security nested team in addition to supervising
the digging nested team.
When thie squad leader temporarily leaves the
other members of the digging nested team to check on members of the
security nested team, the squad leader changes nested team membership
temporarily and heconmes a member of the security nested team.
When the
squad leader returns to supervision of the digging party, he once again
becomes a member of the digging party nested team.
Admittedly,
shifts in dynamin"
tosted team memberships by individual roles, as
described, may be difficult to visualize.
It is useful to think of the
squP.d leader as a permanent member of one of the nested teams (e.g.,
d(igging), and as a shadow or ghost member of the othe'r nested team,
occupying a role in the seconJTscurity)'nested team only
sporadically.
This could easily extend to the case where an individual
is a ghost member of more than one nested team, vith primary membership
in a single nested team., If an individual is not .a primary member of
one particular neqted team in such a case, however, that individual is
not a member of any nested team.
This may be illustrated by the case
of a platoon sergeant checking on the performance of each of the
independently-operating nested teams, during tihe installation of a
minefield--the platoon sergnnt' interacts with each of the nested
teams in turti, boot does not directly contribute to the objectives of
any of the tiested. teams. Thushle ts a member of none of the nested
teams.
ljp, to this point, neste'd, teams have been discussed primarily in
the context of'actual team structuire.
It is possible for nested teams
to exist in noonin-.l team structure, as well, as mentioned in the
discussion of nominal team striictur..
Tn this case, the nested teams
remain constant across all the missions that may be performed by a
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particular team type.
While the inter'hal organization of the nominal
nested Leams mnay change in response to the demands of various missions,

the basic structure and boundaries of a nominal nested team structure
do not change.
Ait examiple of a nominal nested team structure for an
Assault Ribbon Bridge Platoon is presented as Figure 5., Here, three
nested teams exist within the nominal organization of the team at
large.
This nominal organization persists across all the missions
perforrmed, by the platoon, even though the, actual team structure of the
platoon may change from the nominal nested structure in various
miss LOnS.

A final point on the subject of nested teams: nested teams may
at more than one level of nesting.
In other words, nested teams
may exist within nested teams, to any number of levels of nesting.
This situation--multiple levels of nesting--is not likely- to occur in
•tmerrically sm.ll-ler team types (e.g., Infantry or Combat Engineer
sqads), buit can be expected to-occur in larger team types (platoons,
etc.), which have more complex and demanding missions with many
itternal objectives or goals which must be achieved simultaneously.
exist
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Team Behavior Concepts

The previous section presented concepts that can be used to
conceptualize hoth the nominal and actual structure of tea" and team
types.
In addition to the structural and organizational
characteristics of teams, it is critical
to have a way of meaningfully
characterizing the behavior of teams as they perform missions.
The
ability to describe the behavior of teams in a consistent and
understandable way can provide a tool to be used in several important
developments, "neluding:
. a means to evaluate the performance of teams on consistent,
valid, and meaningful 'dimensions;
. ways to evaluate the commonality of behaviors and
characteristics of various teams, to discover important
variables which characterize critical
differences betveen team
types and their performance;
. techniques to identify generic and specific training
requirements for teams in general, team types,, and specific *.eam
missions;
. a theory of team performance which can link and explain
characteristics and effects of team organization, structure,
missions, and team behavior in a coherent and predictive way.
This section describes a simple, but very powerful, set of
concepts for describing the beluavior of a team performing anyý of its
missions.
As was mentioned in the discussion of the development of the
model, these concepts are the result of a synthesis of observation and
logical analysis of the behaviors of several types of teams and of
missions performed by each team type.
The concepts presented are
internally complete amil coherent (i.e.,
all of the behaviors of teams
and team members performing their missions can be adequately described
by using these concepts).
Howeve', there is no assurance that thebe
concepts can be used to.describe all possible behaviors of all possible
teams.
With this caution in mind, the following discussion is
offered.
The basic .pr,,mise of this model of team behavior is simply that
there are only twýo kinds of observable phenomena that occur in the
performance of aniy mission by any team:
the tasks performed
autonomously by the individual members of the team, and the dependency
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eve.nts that •c'ir between team mnembers.
Thus, describing the
irilividi.al task% that are performed by each role incumbent and
characterizing the dependencies that occur between roles completely
describes the b•ahavior of a team performing a mission.
Description of
individual t.4sks involved in a team mission is relatively simple;
characterization of dependencies is somewhat more difficult.
The concept of dependency is a synthesis of many different
attempts in previous work to characterize the ways in which members of
teams interact in performing team tasks or missions.
Previous
investigators have concentrated on such factors of team member
interaction as coordination, communication, activity pacing, control,
and so forth.
For whatever reason, a critical
underlying unity in
these concepts has remained unrecognized.
This unity ismade apparent when the nature and purpose of teams
is considered.
A team is required to perform a particular task or
mission when the number or criticality
of activities that must be
performed to accomplish the task o." mission goal is too great to be
accomplished by one person acting alone in a reasonable period of
time (recall the previous defining characteristics of a mission).
The
responsibility for performing the component activities or tasks of the
mission) is thus divided between t'wo or more people.
Since the
responsibilities for accomplishing the mission all relate to the common
goal, each member of a team is therefore dependent upon other team
members, in the global sense that all team members must fulfill
their
responsibilities in order to achieve the ultimate goal of the team
mission.
1Tiis establishes that there is a
.lobal
dependency among team
.rsmbers engaged in a part icular mission.
This would be the only
explanatory concpt necessary if each team member was able to pcrsue a
defined *sohset of mission tasks independently, with the successful
accomplishment of the mission 'requiring only that each team member
complete his a.ssigned tasks.
This-may even be the case in some
s t uatLios.
In the real world, however, team members' task's frequently requite
input resulting from the activities of other team members in order th it
the tasks he completed or initiated.
Take, for example, the followinj
two situations in the performance of a fire mission by a mortar squad
Doependency for task initiation:
The Squad leader receives
firing data via telephone from a fire direction center.
If th
squad ladher fail.s to relay this data to other members of the
MFS team, the t.Isks that mest be accomplished to get mortar
ro,,nid."o,,t of the t6b, catnot even be initiatee, jince the othr
team membe.,rs arer unaware that their tasks need to be performed
All. of the other team members are clearly dependent upon the
sV1ad leader tO initiate the various interrelated tasks of
laying the mortar and preparing rounds to be fired.

2

*
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De peiideinc y fo r ta;sk cont *iiiisar ioii or comp let ion: One TW,-mber of
ai mort ar .;qisaid, the ainnioniu)It io) haissd Icr, prepares mortar rounds
by itnstalling and nott ing the proper fuse and placing the
c.orrect amount of propellant charge on each round. If the
aimmllinition handler fails to prepare a round or make the round
availahl.- to' the assistant guinner (who places the round in the
mortar tube), the other members of the team cannot continue
their individual tasks involved in firing the weapon, even
thouigh they may have completed the gun-laying tasks for which
they are responsible, independent of the performance of the
ammunition handler.. The other members of the team are clearly
dependent upon the ammunition handler's tasks in order to
continue with their tasks or to complete tasks- which are
suispended pending the amnmunitionbhandler's completing
preparation of the round.
These examples point ou't.the critical aspect 'of dependencies',
which is that a dependency is basically no more than the provision of
inpujt to the inctimbent of a role. The input is necessary for the role
incumbent to initiate, continue, or completa tasks that are the
responsib~ility of that role. This is the underlying unity behind the
wide variety of concepts and explanation-; of the interactions of teams
members which have been generated in the past. Team members must
provide the necessary inputs on which other team memberr depend for
thuei r individuial task performaticen, when the inputs are needed. In thle
abstract, the type of input is not relevant, only the fact that the
performance of a team member in some way depends on the input.
In the p ractical, real world of teams, however, it is not
sufficient only to establish the existence of dependencies. To be
useful, de'pendencies must be characterized and put in context, both of
the~ teafn mission as, a1 whiole and of the tasks of the team members who
a re invol vedt in dlepeeslenc ies . Th is means that the sequences of
'individual tasks of the vario~ug team members must be described at some
level of detail. This leads back to the basic premise at the beginning
of this section: to describe a mission, one must describe individual
tasks and dependencies.
During the procoss of developing this madel, a convention fbr
describing -and characterizing individual tasks and dependencies was
developedI. Basically, Elhe inidividual tasks or activitie's of each team
member are listed side by side on'a common scale, preserving the time
or phia-4ing relationships between the tasks of each role,;* Dependencies
are entered ais I iiiks between each of tho ridles involved in the
depe nd en cies.
hThis me~thod allows one to create a time-line picture of
*an ent ire missioii* that inicludes informat ion about which team members
performed~ which tAmks, np.lproximflti'ly when the tasks were performed and
how long the tasks took, -whicht dependencies occurred between which,
teamti memnbers, and how the dependencie!s relate to the team members'
*individuail tasks. An) incomplete, di~agram of a very simple mission
performed by a te!am of three peopiz is offered in Figure 6 as'an
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exatijple of this kind of description.
This diagram shows that each team
membor ha.si several individual tiasks and is dependent on each of the
other team member.s for inputs (instructions, tools, materials,
subassemblies) that are needed to fulfill
his own responsibilities.
It was stated earlier that more than just the simple existence of
a dependency between two or more roles must be srecified when
disciissing dependencies.
To completely characterize a dependency in a
meaningful way requires the following information:
identifying the initiator
or initiators of a dependency:.
role(s) that initiate
the dependency, or provide input to
another role or roles;
• identifying the recipient(s) of a dependency:
that receive the input;
.

the

the role or roles

identifying and characterizing the type of dependency; that is,
classifying'the input or dependency element that is provided;
identifying and characterizing
dependencies;

the purpose of certain types of

idlentifying and characterizing patterns of related dependencies
(i.e.,
cases where two or more initiators, recipients, or
dependency elements are involved)
Identifying the initiators and recipients of dependencies is a
simple orocess:
the roles are listed. or identified by some sort of
symhols.
A convention which has been adopted is to use a flow arrow to
show the flow of the dependency element from initiator to recipient in
the simple case:
Initiator (I)

Element

Recipient

(R).

If multiple initiators,
recipients, or elements are involved. there is.
a dependency pattern, for which special descriptive' symbols have been
devel'oped.
Dependency patterns will be discussed in detail in a later
segment of.this report..
d,,ntifying and characterizing dependency types and purposes can
be accomplished in a similar .fashion; i.e.,
simply writing down or
abbreviating the kind of dependency element and the p,-pose that the
element serves.
In pralctice, a limited ntumber of type and psrpose
categories serve to characterize almost all dependencies and patterns
that have been observed in creation of this model.
The categories and
abbreviation symbols that were created for these characteristics, are

detailed below.
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Dependency

Types

In observations made to date, three general classes or types of
dependency elements have been identified, each of which is divided for
clarity and specificity into two or more subclasses.
Each subclass is
conventionally considered as a dependency "type" for purposes of the
model.
Table 2 presents the dependency types and subtypes currently
used in the model.
Each of the dependency types is discussed below.

Communicative Dependencies.
This label is somewhat misleading as,
in fact, all dependencies serve a "communicative".purpose; i.e., reduce
uncertainty about the next actions of the recipient role(s) or the
mission outcome.
The title "communicative dependencies" is, however,
appropriate, since the primary elements of these types of dependencies
are oriented directly toward-communication of verbal information, or
analogues or signals that parallel verbal communication.
Conversely,
the "information" conveyed by other types. of dependencies are notdirectly communicative; rather, their message is indirect.
Communicative dependencies are divided into two major
subtypes--verbal and nonverbal--and the verbal subtype is further
divided, as illustrated in the following discussion.
Verbal communicative dependencies are dependencies in which the
information-bearing dependency element is linguistic--i.e.', derived
from oral or written speech.
There are two major types of verbal
communicative dependencies:
Direct, or nonmediated verbal communicative dependencies (type
abbreviation--CD).
Dependency elements consist of speech
between two or more role incumbents.
Equipnent (e.g., non-coded
voice radin, or telephone) may be involved in the transmission
of speech from initiator(s) to recipient(s), but the
communication must be spoken language.
Indirect, or mediated verbal communicative dependencies (type
abbreviation--C).
I)n this type ,of dependency., the information

~in

•

the dependency element is

transmitted between initiator(s).

and
rocipient(s)
indirect~ly,
or by abs'tractions of spoken
ilanguage.
Some examples
of mediating
schemes that are possible
are :
-

written messages

-

courier with memorized message

-

wire teletype or telex

-

encoded voice radio messages (e.g.,

CEOI)

compitter message-forwarding systems

..
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Table 2
DEPENDENCY TYPES. ABBREVIATIONS, AND EXAMPLES

COMMUNICATIVE DEPENDENCIES - ELEMENT IS INFORMATION
Verbal Communicative Dependencies - Speech or Writing
Direct Verbal (CD)
- Direct speech, voice radio, telephone
Indirect Verbal (CI)
- Written message, courier with memorized message, teletype/telex, computer
message systems, Morse code (CW radio, lights, flags)

Nonverbal Communicative Dependencies (CN)
Standard, widely-Used signaling systems
- Hand signals, light signals, flag signals
Signal systems unique to particular teams but consistent over missions
- Unique hand signals, formations, body movements, forms of physical contact, etc.
Temporari mission-specific messages
- Shift covering fire on violet smoke, etc.

PRODL^ T DEPENDENCIES - ELEMENT IS PHYSICAL PRODUCT OR COMPLETION OF
PROCEDURE OR TASK
Physical Product Dependencies (PP)
-Dependency
element is a tangible physical object
Procedural product dependency (dependency element is the completion of a procedure, task,
or activity)
Mediated procedural product'dependency (P1)
- Procedure performed by equipment but controlled by role incumbent(s)
Nonmediated procedural product dependency (P2)
- Procedure performed by role incumbent(s) using passive Items of equipment

VIRTUAL DEPENDENCIES - DEPENDENCY ELEMENTS ARE IMPLIED, MULTIPLE
ROLES INVOLVED
Type I Virtual Dependency (VI)
Identical tasks performed concurrently by several role incumbents acting
, quasi-independently
Type II Virtual Dependency (V2)
- Collection of related tasks or activities carried out by a group of role
incumbents without specific assignment of roles to tasks .
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Morse code (CW radio,
etc.)

flags,

telegraph,

blinker signals,

Nonverbal communicative dependencies (type abbreviation--CN) are
dependencies in which nonlinguistic symbols (gestures, events, etc.)
are substituted for linguistic symbols in the information-bearing
dependency element(s).
On the basis of team behavior observation,
three distinct kinds of nonverbal communicative dependencies have been
identified.
Although they are not separate dependency categories in
the modpl, the threo kinds of nonverbal communicative dependencies that
"have been observed are listed below as examples:
Widely standardized and used nonverbal signaling or message
systems.
These are kinds and systems of, signals that are found
to be used in a wide variety of team types, missions, and
contexts.
Some examples are:
hand signal systems (e.g., tactical movement control
signals used in combat, standardized signals 'used for
marshalling aircraft, standard signals used for controlof boat movements, etc.)
-

light signals (e.g., ships' running and marker lighting
protocols, lights used from control towers to control
aircraft ground movements)

-

flag signals (e.g.,
etc.)

-

other types of widely-accepted nonlinguistic signal or
symbol systeros

mechanized or Armor 3-flag system,

Signaling or~message systems adopted for general (i.e.,
across-mission) use by particular teams.
These are signals or
signal systems that a particular team adopts for its own use or
convenience and uses as a regular part of its nonlinguistic
communicative protocol.
Some examples:
-

hand signals unique to-a team; e.g., the use of an
untstual gesture to indicate the presence and. direction of
OPFOR, by a particular Infantry squad
direct physical contact; e.g., tapping vehicle driver on
one or the othfershoulder or the top of the helmet with a
stick to signal thange of direction or "stop"
-

of particular team members with respect to the
rest of the team

-positions

-movement

of personnel

-etc.
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Special signals Adopted for particular purposes'for one mission
only by a particular team.
These are agreed-on, prearranged
symbols or events'that are used to signal or signify specific,
preplanned actions.
For example, a rifle
squad on a
inovement-to-contact mission may prearrange that the release of a
red saoke grenade after enemy contact is a signal to the "fire"
team to lift
or shift covering fire so that the maneuver team
can assault an enemy position without fear of friendly fire.
Ther,e categories are adequate to describe and characterize, at a
general level, the communicative dependencies that have been observed.
It may be that future applications or extensions of the model may
require more specific, highly detailed schemes for classifying
COmMmu:Iicative deperndencies to serve particular purposes.
When, and it,
such expansions or refinements occur,. it is suggested that the basic
types of communicative dependencies listed above be preserved, and
subcategories created, as needed, to maintain a coherent structure for
future models or extensions.
Product Dependencies.
With product dependencies, the dependency
element that passes between initiator(s)
and recipient(s) consists of a
physical or logical product of the activities of the initiator(s) of
the dependency.
Dependency types in this class are distinguished by
the general type of product--a physical entity (physical product
dependency) versus. the completion of a procedure or task .(procedural
product dependency).
* Physical product dependencies (type abbreviation-PP) are those
dependencies where the dependency element is a tangibl'e,
physical item of some sort.
An example of a physical product
dependeocy was provided earlier (the preparation of a mortar
round for firing by the ammunition handler of a mso-tar squad).
WMien the round is made available to the assistant gunner for
insertion in the mortar tube, a physical product d;ýpendency
occurs.
Note that not all transfers of physical ii"ms from one
team member to another d ritig the performance of A mission are
mission-related pi,ysical product dependencies.
For example, one
team member may hand his personal weapon' toanother member
during a rest break so tOat the first
team member can use both
hands to clean hif. boots of mud.
Handing the weapon to the
oother team member is not necessary to initiate or facilitate a
task on the part of eith r team member; therefore, it is. not a
,.depelidtcy at all (uilos ;, of course, the mtied on the boots of
the team member who handl
tihe rifle
off prevents him from
walkimg or keeping up wi h the rest of the squ'itd).
Careful and
j 2diciouis ohrm:varion is often needed to discriminate apparently
minor physical product d pendencies from incidentals such as
that described nhbov(!.

SProcedura

trodhct
dependencies are dependencies where the
dependemicy ellememnt is t ie complet ion of some procedure or task
by tenmi m,.mbors who ,ini iate the d(elpendency.
The completion of
the procedure or task m st be necessary to enable the,
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dependency recipient role(s) to initiate, complete, or -ontinue
t asks or act ivit ies for which the recipient(s) are r,:.-ijonsible
Procedu-ý'al product
in context of the mission being performed.
dependencies are divided into two types:
Mediated procedural

product dependencies

(type

abbreviation-Pl) are dependencies where the completion
of the procedure or task (the dependency element) is
wholly or partially accomplished by one or more active
items of equipment.
That is, the equipment used by the
dependency initiator(s) performs some or all of the
procedure.
An example of this type of dependency is the
use of a fire direction computer (FADAC) by a member of a
Fir.' Direction Center (FDC) team.
The operator'of the
FADAC enters data on target location and altitude and
shell type into the computer via a, keyboard.
The FADAC
computer processes the data entered according to a
defined algorithm and displays firing data, which are
then relayed by the operator to the gun captains (the
actual relay of the firing data is a verbal communicative
dependency which is associated with the procedural
product dependency).
The equipment plays an ac'tive role
in completing the procedure.
Nonmediated procedural product dependencies (type
abbreviation-P2) are procedural product dependencies
where completion of tile task is accomplished by human
action alone, even though the procedure may involve
passive items of equipment.
For example, an RTO,
(radio-telephone operator) setting a frequency on a
PRC-77 radio so that a platoon leader can communicate
with his company commander is'engaged in an activity that
loads to a P2-type dependency, at its completion.
Unless
tthe frequency is set properly, communication cannot be
established, hence there is a P2 dependency between the
RTO and the platoon leader,. The radio itself is passive
in the procedure of frequency setting. Another example
of a P2-type dependency is provided by the interaction
I)etween the two fire teams (nested teams) of a rifle
squad engaged 'in assaulting an objective.
one fire team
(the manfwver team) moves to flank the OPFOR position,
while. the other (fire team).lays down suppressive fire on
the enemy p6sition, but lifts fire (i.e., stops firing)
when tho ma,niv,,v'r team is in position and ready to
ass1'ault the OPFOR poIsition.
The' fire team's fire must be
lifted befor4! the maneuver team can assault the OPFOR
position. The lifting of fire by the fire team is a
dependency which allows the maneuver team to assault
without fear of friendly fire. The (collective)
dependency initiators are the fire team members, the
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r.c ii,,nts (again,
members,

c(-,I ec t i ve) are the. maneuver team
and the dependency element is the lifting,
or

cessation, of fire.
As in the case of 'communicative dependencies, these categories or
types of produt dependencies are adequate to characterize all of the
product-type dependencies that have been observed in model building.
Again, more detailed categorization of types may be required for
possible future applications or extensions of the model to particular
cases.
In describing missions, however, it has been found that
identifiying the physical dependency element in a PP-type dependency is
adequate to describe the dependency.- Also, the activities or tasks
performed by dependency initiators in P1-.and P2-type dependencies
often, serve to completely specify the kind of dependency elements that
exist in these dependency types.
Virtual Dependencies.
Virtual dependencies, in addition to being
of a distinctly different sort from communicative and product
dependencies, are always patterned dependencies (i.e., more than one
dependency element is involved).
Virtual dependencies'exist •here the
responsibilities of several team members (roles) are apparently
identical and the team members are involved in highly similar
activities (Type I Virtual dependency), or where several team members
share the responsibility for performing a collection of tasks or
activities without the tasks being assigned specifically or
consistently to the individual roles (Type II Virtual dependency).
The generic term virtual dependency was chosen for this kind of
team phenomenon following the same logic as in the choice of the term
"virtual memory" in computing jargon.
In computing, virtual memory
refers to a logical construct:
the existence of parts of a'computer
program or data space which do not have existence in the physical
computer memory on a continuous basis.
These parts of the: program are
brought into actual physical memory only at times when they are needed;
otherwise, their existence is virtual, rather than actual,. in the
computer hardware.
Thus, the virtual partt c the program are not
observable by inspection of the contents of the computer memory at such
times.
As with any analogy, this case is only approximate.
However,
there exists a parallel between computer virtual memory and virtual
dependencies:
while virtual memory has no physical existence, the
elements of a virtual dependency are not observable. ' Tn both cases,
the "virtual".entity is only implied and must be inferred from other
phenotmena.

As-stated earlier, two types of virtual dependencies have been
identified.
The follotdng discussion- presents the distinction between
the two types in detail.
Recall that all virtual dependencies are
considered to be patterned, and have multiple elements.
In addition,
all participants in a virtual dependency are considered to be both
dependency initiators and dependency recipiencs.
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. Type 1 Virtual dependency (type abbreviatio.e-Vi.).
In this type
of dependency, a single task or responsibility is shared by
The team members involved
several roles on a continuous basis.
in a VI-type dependency perform very similar activities directed
toward the same general objective.
The classic example of a
Type I virtual dependency is an Infantry squad during movement
in tactical condit'ons.
In this case, each of the squad members
has responsibility to maintain required separation from other
squad members (to avoid many people being simulatneously hit by
auitomatic-weapon or indirect fire), and to maintain surveillance
of the area around the squad for signs of the enemy.
The squad
members jointly share the responsibility for maintaining
formation and survellance during movement, providing security
simultaneously for themselves and all other members of the
squad, on a continuous basis.
There is considered to be a
continuous dependency element between each pair of squad
members, even though no actual dependency element can be
observed in this situation-'or
in any other Type I Virtual,
dependency).
All of the participants in a Type I Virtual
dependency are considered to be both dependency initiators and
dependency recipients, continuously.
* Typ, II Virtual dependency (type abbreviation-V2).
This type of
virtual depeondency is clearly distinct from the Type I Virtiual
dependency and from communicative and product types.
In this
case, a nimiber of team members jointly share the responsibility
for the completion of a number of related (but not identical)
activities ar tasks.
No specific responsibility for
acicomplishing any of the group of tasks is assigned consistently
to any of the team members who are jointly responsible for
completing the task.
Aa example of this type of virtual
dependency is provided by the erection of camouflage by members
of a TOW crew after the weapon has been set up in place.
The
crew members jointly have responsibility for setting up
camnoflaw, nets, clutting brush, building protective walls around,
the weapon, etc., but ione of these activities is specifically
assigned to any one crew member on any consistent basis.
Each
"crew member is aware of what must be done and performs some
subset of the tasks requi.red to improve the position', but does
not always perform the. same, subset of the tasks.
Unlike the
Type I virtual dependency, a Type II 'virtual dependency does not
typically' extend over a period' of, t.ime.
Rather, the activities
that milkv oil a Type J I vi rttnal d.pendlency are generally closely
related to one coinponent goal or objective of the mission, as in
the case of erecting camouflage-discussed above, or in the case
of four mvmbers of a combat engineer platoon unloading equipment
from a truck and establishing mine dumps in preparation for
installing a tactical minefield.
This'last example illustrates
one of the common characteristics of Type II virtual
dependencies--the activities of unloading the truck, and setting

"up mneI

dumps

isl.erformed by, a nested team.
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virtual !,ptendencies are by no means restricted to nested teams,
experience has shlown that •a majority of Type It Virtual
dependescies are observed in nested teams, and observers should
be alert for Type 11 Virtual dependencies when nested teams
exist (especially in a dynamic nested actual team structure).
While the above discussion has dealt with defining the: dependency
types which are presently included in the model, it has'not made clear
the point that a given dependency occurring in a team mission may have
two or more parallel elements of different types.
For example, an
infantry squad loader may simultaneously shout to his troops to hurry,
and raise and lower his right fist
over his head in the sign for
"hlduhle t ime."
Ihere, a single dependency has two parallel elements,
each of which conveys the same information, but of different types: a
CD (shout) and CN (hand signal).
This is a frequent situation not only
with respect to comtuinicative dependencies, but with product types,' as
well.
For example:
* the FADAC operator in an earlier example must relay the firing
data from the computer verbally to the RTO for further relay
to the guns.
In this case, the mediated procedural product
dependency element (completion of computation by the FADAC) is
paralleled by a verbal comunicative element-calling out the
data to tit(- RTO.
. the anvmutition handler in a mortar squad hands a prepared round
to the assistant gniner (PP 'element) and at the same time says
f"round up" (verbal communicative element in parallel to the
physical product element).
While these examples do not exhavtst the possible parallel combinations
of two or more ,lenient types in dependencies, they are typical of those
observed in building the model.

Dependency ,Purpses
Especially in the case of communicative dependencies, but also in
other types of dependencies, specifying only the depehdency type leads
to an incomplete'characterization of the dependency.
Specifying the
dependency type does not, for instance, indicate how a verbal
communi.-ntive dependency acts to facilitate the'task.performance of the
(lepe4ndency re(-ipiet.(s).
Recording the content of a e(imunicative
.dependency element wonld 'serve to completely clarify' this ambiguity,
give,
;itl ."a initiator, recipient', and task context were known.
When
a.ttal ly olbserving-t.iaams in the real-world performance environment,
however, this is imprna,
if not impossible (imagine the resottrces
that would he requirel! to caljol.
[he ,*-act contents of all the
communicative dependencies among membt.r_" of a .nmbat engineer platoon
[team', installing a -tactical minefield).
Pt'u
ealij
a system is
needed to characterize the general purposes of depenlzc'eieh -hoen the
purpose is not obvious from the, dopendency type (i.e.,
the ;,1rpo1;.' of
any PP dependency is to make the physical.,product available to tihe
dependenc'y recipient).
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In order to be able to classify dependency purposes when
necessary, the purpose categories described in the following paragraphs
The reader is cautioned that these categories by
have been developed.
The categories
no means represent all possible dependency purposes.
presented here may have some general applicability, but have been
specifically developed to characterize dependency purposes of the Army
Work in
teams that have been observed in development of the model.
subsequent phases of this project is planned specifically to expand and
make more general the dependency purpose categorization scheme.
The dependency purpose categories, currently defined and used in
the context of Army teams (and the abbreviations that are used to
represent the categories) are:
Provide orders,
roles(s) [OLDI.
Provide

instructions,

or directions to (an)other

information to an(other)

role(s) regarding:

-

status of mission progress or goal attainment (SM)

-

status of individual task activity or completion (SIA)

-

status of personnel

-

status of supplies (SS)

-

status of equipment (SE)

* Provide

(SP)

feedback or corrective information to (an)other role(s)

(FC)
.

Provide information about the mission. onVironment to (an)other
role(s) (IHE)

* Provide

information about OPFOR to (an)other

* Problem-solving or'didactic
* Provide data to (an)other

role(s) (IMO)

(PS)

role(s)

(DA)

Some examples to aid in discriminating-betveen.each
ca egories are:

of the

* (OiD) An infantry squad leader signals to one of his team
to the left to flank an enemy position.
leaders tocircle
* (SM) The assistant squad leader of a Combat Engineer'squad
reports to his squad leader that all of the timber needed to
'construct a log crib obstacle has been cut.
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* (SIA) A member of a TOW crew indicates to his section leader
that he needs five more minutes to finish filling sandbags to
constriocts par.apets on either side of the weapon position.
* (SP) A platoon medic reports to his platoon sergeant that only
one of three men wounded in a fire fight is *zriously hurt and
needs to be evacuated.
* (SS) A squad leader is informed that members, of one of the squad
fire teams are low on ammunition.

"*(SE)

Self-test of a TOW missle control unit reveaei
to the TOW
gunner that chere is not sufficient power left in the batteries
to fire a missile (Note:
this is a type PI dependency).

"*(FC)

An infantry squad leader points out that the members of the
squad's Bravo team are walking too close together and directs
them to "spread out".

"*(IME)

The point man on a squad patrol signals the squad leader
that the squad is approaching a danger area.

".

(CMO) During a frag order, a platoon leader indicates on'a map
the last reported position of an enemy unit.

"*(PS)

A squad member suggests a method of bypassing an
antivehicular obstacle to his assistant squad leader.

"*(DA)

After measuring the width of a bridge,
calls out the width to his squad leader.

a Combat Engineer

As in the case of dependency types, particular dependencies or
dependency patterns may have more than one purpose.
For example, in an
after-action report to his platoon leader, a squad leader may state
that he is low on ammunition (SS), has four casualties (SP), and that
the enemy is'just
over the next hill
(1MW).
These-items of information
are all part of the same dependency element, but serve differnt
purposes.
Dependencies which embody more than one purpose are
typically communicative dependencies.-

Internal and External Dependencies
The vast majority of dependencies that' occur during a team mission
have members (if the team of interest as both initiators and recipients
of the dependen'y.
In many cases, dependencies that are important to
team missions involve persons who are not members of the team as either
dependency recipients or initiators. 'When this occurs, an external
dependency is said to occur (when both initiators and recipients are
team members, a dependency is called an internal dependency, although
the qualifier is not really necessary).
External dependencies are
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characterized in the same manner as internal dependencies, by
specifying initiator(s), recipient(s), and dependency type(s) and

purpose(s).

Note that external dependencies cannot occur in virtual

dependency patterns, and that non-members of specific teams of interest
are rarely involved in product dependencies.
Dependency Patterns
Relatively few dependenciesoccur in isolation from other related
dependencies or have only a single initiator, recipient, and element.
The large majority of dependencies occur in related groups, or have
multiple initiators, recipients, or elements; i.e.,
the dependencies
occur in patterns.
When dependency patterns occur, it is often
possible to describe the pattern in lieu of describing each of the
dependencies that make up the patterns.
Describing dependency patterns
does not result in any significant loss of information, at least in the
cases of the teams and missions that have been observed and described
to date.
In fact, there is a significant information gain in
describing the dependency patterns that occur in Army teams and
missions (in lieu of the individual dependencies), since describing
patterns of dependencies tends to bring out complex relationships
between roles that are not always apparent when each dependency is
described separately.
Some dependencies, of course, must be,described
separate of'patterns or in addition to their inclusion in patterns.
While the number and variety of possible dependency patterns are
very large, several kinds of patterns have been observed to occur
repeatedly in the missions that have been obsierved to date. -In fact, a
very few basic kinds of patterns have proven adequate to represent the
dependency pattern phenomena that have been observed, and have been
adopted as the "standard" patterns for inclusion in the model.ý This is
not to say that there are not other types of dependency patterns which
may, exist and may 'prove to be valuable additions to the model.
The
"standard" patterns which have been adopted have been sufficiently
flexible to describe all the dependency patterning phenomena that'have
been observed to date'in Army teams,'however.
The "standard" patterns which have been formalized are depicted,
along with the pattern symbols that have been developed, in Figure 7.
Description of a pattern consists of entering the identification of
initiator
and reiipient roles, dependency types and purposes, and
(occasionally) other amplifying information around the symbol for one
of the "standard" patterns.
Descriptions of each of the "standard"
dependency patterns and the characteristics of each pattern are
presented in the following paragraphs. 'The general form of the symbols
used to represent dependency patterns is shown below.
Specific
examples of the way this "basic" symbol is elaborated to represent each'
of the "standard" patterns are provided in the discu-ssions of each of
the "standard" patterns,

initiator
code(s)

_

lee__t
E .emeht

Type code(s)
Recipient code(s)
Purpose code(s)
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DEPENDENCY PATTERN SYMBOLS

Simple
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1-

Dependency

(Element)

..
RI

Fanout
Pattern

1..P

T,... TN

X

(Element)

P1

P

Tl..T N
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1. R 2 )... (R4 ) .. (R7 - R8)

Outward
Cluster
Pattern

(Element)

P1

f

Inward
Cluster
Pattern

(I it 12) ...
.(14) ..
(Element)

P,

...

Propaqative

R1 . R2 .. (R8. R4 )-

..

R2 5 ...

(Element)

-P1

...Pm

Pattern

11 1 ZI R,

RN

T

T

(Elements)

V11

1
I. Depndeny
ntiatols

Dependency Recipienit(s)

P

I

'Pattern

Type II
Virtual
Pattern

(17. 18)
R

Z(Didactic)

R, RX

-TN

h/R1 IR 2. hIR3
.(Elementsor Description)

rgnlIiitr

(EDepeenncy TypDe~scito)

Pi

ZPPatter

Dependency Purpose(s)

(Element) -Description of Depend'incy Element (Optional)
JR 1, f!2 . R3 ) Grouliw'q of Rpcipients/lnitiacors in Cluister or Propagative Patters
h/R1. /R 2 . Etc.,.; Particilants in Virtual Dependencies

Fig,-te 7. Depend-ency Patl:Mn Symbols
*
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An ex;iril,. of i sinple dependency, not truly a pattern at all, is
presented below to introduce the dependency pattern symbols.
Here,
there is 0one dependency initiator, onc recipient, two dependency type
The dependency described
codes (parallel types), and a single purpose.
is a verbal communicative dependency, paralleled by a nonverbal
communicative dependency, between a squad leader (SL) and one of the
The purpose of the dependency is orders,
squad's team leaders (TLA).
This "pattern" is represented as:
or
directions.
instructions,
CD, CN
SL

_

TLA

Fanout dependency pattern. This pattern involves a single
initiator role, multiple recipient roles, and one very similar (or
identical) dependency element for. each recipient role.
All the
elements need not flow from the initiator to all of the recipients
simultaneously, but must occur reasonably, close together in time.
The
classic example of the fanout pattern is the delivery of the frag order
for a mission by a squad leader to a squad dispersed in an assembly
area.
The squad leader moves individually to each member of the squad
and briefs the member independently.
Very similar or identical
dependency elements flow from the initiator (squad leader) to each
recipient (squad member).
The elements are all of the same type
(verbal 'communicative) and have the same purposes (a frag order has
many purposes)..
The symbol for fanout patterns is as follows: the initiator role
code is placed to the left of the basic symbol line, and the pattern
symbol at the right end of the symbol line (arrow in the simple
pattern) is replaced by a double left *caret (<<).
Recipient role codes
are placed on top of the basic symbol line.
If any of the recipient
roles receive the dependency element simultaneously, the codes for
those roles are listed together and set off from other recipient roles
by parentheses.
'Outward cluster dependency pattern.
In this pattern, there is a
single initiator role, multiple recipient roles, and two or more
dependency elements of similar types and purposes-,--but differing in
details of the dependency element content (most outward cluster
patterns involve communicative elements).
Two or more of the
recipients may receive the same dependency element content, but at
least one recipient must receive an elementdifferent in detail from
that received by other recipients.
An example of this type of pattern
is the assignment of sectors of 'fire to squad members in defensive
by their squad leader.
The squad leader (initiator) moves
to each foxhole and.assigns fire sectors to each man (recipient); each

*positions,

fire sector is referenced to a different set of landmarks,

to provide

overlapping sectors of fire.
The general substance of the dependency
element' is the same in each case• (pertains to limits of the sector of
fire), but differs in details of the limits of the sectoL of fire
assigned.
The elements of the (verbal communicative) dependency

elements are similar, as are the purposes of each of the dependencies.
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The symbol for an outward cluster pattern is identical to ,0hat of
The pattern symbol
the fanout pattern except for the pattern symbol.
to the right,
pointing
for the outward cluster pattern is an arrowhead
located at the left end of the basic symbol line. The position of
initiator and recipient role codes, and grouping of recipient role
codes, are the same as for the fanout pattern.
Inward cluster dependency pattern. This dependency pattern is
characterized by multiple initiators, a single recipient, and two or
more dependency elements that are similar in type and purpose, but
Similar to outward
differ in details of dependency element content.
clusters, many inward cluster patterns are composed of communicativeAn inward cluster pattern is exemplified by the
type dependencies.
.receipt of an ACE (Ammunition, Casualty, Equipment) report by an
After a general call for "ACE report" each
infantry squad team leader.
member of the fire team in turn calls out to the team leader the status
of his ammunition, whether or not he is injured, and whether he has all
his equipment (and if he does not, which equipment is missing). Again,
the general content of dependency elements is the same, differing only
in detail; and the type and purpose of each of the dependency elements
that make up the pattern is similar.
The symbol for inward cluster patterns is similar to that for
First, the
fanout or outward cluster patterns, with three exceptions.
the symbol for an inward cluster pattern
pattern symbol is different:
is an arrowhead pointing to the right, located at the right end of the
basic symbol line (the same as the pattern symbol for a simple
"pattern").
Second, the recipient role code is located to the right of
Finally, the
the basic symbol line, adjacent to the pattern symbol.
various initiator role codes are placed on top of the basic symbol
line.
This pattern involves a single
Propagative dependency pattern.
first initiator, a series of recipients who in turn become initiators,
and a single dependency element that is "passed down the line"; i.e.,
the same element moves from the first initiator to one recipient/
initiatorto the following recipient/initiator, and so forth. Actually,
there are as many dependency. elements as there are -initiator-recipient
One
sequences, but the dependency elements are the same in each case.
initiator in a propogative pattern may provide the same element to more
than one recipient, in the fashion~of a branching tree. An.example of
.a progative dependency pattern is provided by an Infantry squad' moving
in/file through thick Junle, each team member following about ten
meters behind the man in front of him. To communicate with the rest of
the formation,,the point man gives a hand signal, which is seen by the
The hand signal
next team member in file, who repeats the hand signal.
is seen by the third man in file, who repeats it for the fourth, etc.

5

The symbol for a propagative dependency pattern consists of the
basic symbol line and a vertical bar at the left end of the basic
The first initiator role code is placed at the left of
symbol line.

I
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the basic symbol line, and the role codes for other recipient/
initiators in the pattern placed on top of the line.
If the propagation of the element is other than strictly linear (i.e., one role to
the next, to the next, etc), the branching or clustering of roles can
be indicated by setting the particular roles in a "branch" off in
parentheses.
Thus, if the first initiator in a pattern simultaneously
transfers a dependency element to two other roles, each of which relays
the element to others in a pass-down-the-line fashion, the grouping
would be symbolized as: (2,3,4,5,6) (7,8,9), where the numbers are
role codes.

Z dependency pattern.
This pattern characterizes the successive,
reciprocal interchange of multiple dependency elements between two or
more roles.
A Z pattern has a first initiator, and one or more
recipients who later become initiators of dependencies with the first
Not all of the recipients of the first
initiator'role as recipient.
element transferred necessarily become initiators of later elements
directed to the first initiator. The interchange of elements continues
until some criterion is reached,. Not all of the dependency elements in
A Z dependency
a Z 'pattern necessarily have-the same type or purpose.
pattern is illustrated by the following: to properly set deflection on
a 4.2-in. mortar, the gunner and assistant gunner must alternate in
making adjustments to the weapon mount. The gunner first sets the
desired elevation and deflection angle on the weapon sight mechanism,
then adjusts the pointing of the weapon by traversing the mount until
At this point,
his aiming stakes are lined up in his sight telescope.
he instructs the assistant gunner to "level" the weapon, which is done
by adjusting the cross-level knob of the mount until a bubble level is
The assista:nt then calls "check".
The process of
centered.
cross-leveling throws the deflection angle of the weapon off somewhat,
so that the aiming stakes no longer line up exactly in thesights. The
gunner repeats his adjustments to re-align the aiming stakes, and again
calls for "level," which is once again performed by the assistant.
This exchange of dependency elements (interpolated with individual
tasks) continues until the gunner is satisfied. The gunner than calls
"gun up" to the section leader. The successive interchange of
"dependencies between the gunner and assistant is a Z pattern. While
this exampleillustrates the simplest case of a Z pattern,'more complex
For example, a squad leader's frag order to
interchanges are possible.
an assembled squad is. frequently interspersed with questions from squad
members to the squad leader, which he answers before going on with the
frag order.
The' symbol for a Z pattern is substantially different from those
of other patterns.
A major difference is that the role codes of all
participants in the pattern are placed on top of the basic symbol line.
The role code of the first initiator is placed at the extreme left of
the line, and is separated from other role codes by a letter "Z"
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enclosed between two vertical bars (the pattern symbol).

T

role

/codes for other participants are placed to the right of -the "Z pattern
symbol.
The role codes of anly participants who are only recipients of
dependency elements from the first initiator and subsequent other
initiators, but never initiate dependencies, are set off in
parentheses.
Virtual (complex) dependency patterns. Earlier, it was stated
that all virtual dependencies are patterned groups of dependencies.
The patterns of virtual dependencies do not generally correspond to any
of the "standard" patterns described above.
Rather, the patterns of
both Type I and Type II virtual dependencies consist of a continuous
('virtual) intercbhnge of nonobservable elements between all the roles
participating in the virtual dependency.
This. is termed a "complex"
pattern, but not further described.
All of the roles in a virtual
dependency pattern are simultaneously and. continuously dependency
initiators and recipients.
Virtual dependencieF are symbolized by placing the type symbol (Vl
for a Type I virtual dependency or V2 for a Type II) at the left end of
the basic symbol line, with the role codes for all of the participants
on top of the Line.
Purpose codes are not entered on virtual pattern
symbols.
Rather, a brief description of the objective of the virtual
dependency is placed below the basic symbol line (i.e.,.-provIde
security," or "unload truck--establish mine dumps").
Dependency patterns are a useful way of representing related
groups of dependencies, and provide considerable information about the
patterns of interaction between the roles of a team performing a
particular mission,
Taken out of mission context, however, dependency
patterns are of little
practical use, except as a conceptual tool for
thinking about teams, their behavior, and their performance.
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MODEL SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The model presented in this report is one of two primary research
products of the first year of a three-year effort (the second product
is a detailed, procedural method for describing team structure and
A brief summary of the
behavior, based on the concepts of the model).
model is presented in Table 3.
This project is one of -a related group of efforts, with the
ultimate objective of evolving methods and techniques to improve the
performance of Army teams through evaluation of team performance and
As mentioned frequently in the'
developnent of team training.
presentation of the model as it exists, the model is by no means
final at this time. Eftorts in the subsequent years of the project
will be directed toward refining and expanding the model and the
description method, and toward trial application of the model concepts
and team descriptions in two critical areas. These areas are:, (I)
development of a set of techniques, procedures, and criterion
dimensions by which the team performance of teams can be measured and
evaluated; and (2) evolution of a method for identifying team training
requirements for teams and team types, based on team performance
In addition, metho(Is and guidelines for selecting team
descriptions.
training techniques.and procedures for team types will be exploredC
Planned developments to this model in subsequent phases of the
project include:
Expanding ind refining of the dependency purpose scheme and
incorporating related research findings on team functions to
make the dependency purpose categorization scheme more complete
and imseful ;
* Clarifying the relationships between the various descriptive
characteristics of team types and missions;
M
Modifying
the concepts of the model, or adding new concepts, to
be able to adequately describe team phenomena.
Developing an initial understanding of.the ways in which team
structure, team missions,' and constraints may influence team
behavior, and incorporating any such relationships into the
model.
It
Adventitious developments of the model' may also occur.
may be that, in observing and describing teams to accomplish the.
objectives of the subsequent years of this work,'valuable insights may
be made that can improve the descriptive potency of the model or
Any such insights will be fully
materially add to model completeness.
developed and added to the model, along with new concepti and
that will contribute to the
variations on .present m"•lelofconcepts
this model as a vehicle for studying
generality-and usefulness
teams.
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TABLE 3
MODEL SUMMARY
TEAM DEFINITION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two or more person; who are-Involved in a common mission, working to fulfill a common
objective; where-Responsibility for performing mission tasks is divided among
team members; with-Dependencies among team members.
(teams may or may not have a formal organizationat
structure).

MISSION DEFINITION:
1.
2.
3.

Closed-ended, bounded set of activities; with-A definite, purposeful, and achievable goal; that-Requires two or more individuals, with distributed
responsibilities for achieving mission objective, to perform
mission in a reasonable time period.

TEAM ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE:
Nominal Team Structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

described by:

Name of team;
Number of members;
Position descriptions (e.g., 4OS, equipment);
Hierarchial relationships among positions (including nominal
nested teams);
Team type descriptors (missions variety; degree of
proceduralization of missions, equipment dominance,_
environmental reactivity).

Actual Team Structure: described by:'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Team type name and designation of partitular team;
mission name;
Number and characteristics (OS,
equipment) of roles;
Description of responsibilities of each-role;
Description of hierarchial relationships among team members,
including nested teams;
Mission descriptors (goal, degree of proceduralitation,
equipment dominance, mission environment).

TEAM BEHAVIOR:
1.
2.

described by:-

Individual activities or tasks (associated with roles); and
Time or phasing relationships between individual tasks and
dependencies, and;

x\
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TABLE 3
MODFL SUMMARY (con't)
3.
-

for each dependency (or pattern)-Dependencies:
Initiator role(s)
Recipient role(s)
Dependency types (verbal communicative, nonverbal
communicative, physical product, mediated procedural
product, nonmediated procedural product, Type I virtual,
Type II virtual)
Dependency purposes (provide inFormation about: orders,
instructions,-directions, status of individual task
activity, status of mission progress, status of personnel,
supplies, or equipment, provide feedback or corrective
action,'information about mission environment or OPFOR,
problem-solving, data)
Dependency patterns-. Fanout: single initiator, multiple recipients, very
simildr element (same type and purpose)
. Outward cluster: single initiator, multiple recipients,
somewhat similar elements (similar types, purposes, but
different content, and provided at different times)
. Inward cluster: multiple initiators-, single recipient,
somewhat similar elements (similar types, purposes, but
different details of content, and provided at different
times)
. Propagative: single element, passed from one recipient/
initiator to the next, and so forth; may "brnnch"
. Z: successive interchange of elements between > 2 team
members, one member initiates entire pattern, other(s)
respond (as in question-and-answer)
. Virtual (Type I): continuous, mutual interchange of
dependency elements between participants, continues over
time
. Virtual (Type I1): nonspecified division (ad hoc) of a
set of tasks between several team members with no
consistency in task allocation over repetitions of the
event, or time.
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SECTION 2
TEAM AND THAM MISSION DESCR[PTION METHOD

Introduction

The first section of this report described the model of team.
organization and behavior/performance.
The purpose of this section of
the report is to present the Description Method that accompanies the
model,
It is no accident that the model of team organization and
behavior/performance was described first. The Description Method,
presented in this report, was derived directly from the contepts
contained in the model.
The model identifies those variables or
dimensions of team organization and team behavior that are considered
important to successful team performance.
The Description Method
provides a mechanism for identifying and recording those important
variables or dimensions in a systematic way, to generate team descriptions (team organization descriptions) and team mission descriptions
(descriptions of team mission behaviors).
Before discussing the Description Method, it is necessary to
understand how the descriptions produced by the Description Method will
be used.
It is anticipated that the descriptions resulting from the,
application of the Description Method will have many useful purposes.
These are:
1.

The resuLting descriptions can serve as a database from
which team training requirements can be identified.
From
the identified requirements, team training programs and
materials can be developed.

2.

The resulting descriptions can also serve as a database
from which team performance measures can be derived.
These
measures can be used to assess or evaluate team performance, to diagnose team performance deficiencies, and to
prescribe team training.

3.

The resulting' descriptiohs will be an invaluable research
tool. 'For example, the descriptions can be used to
discoverhosw teamwork developed, 'and to' identify critical.
differences (behavior) between successful and unsuccessful
teams.

.
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At this writing, the procedures to analyze the resulting descri
tions to identify team training requirements and derive measures of
team performance have not bees developed.

-

The development of these

analysis techniques is scheduled for the second and third years of t e
project.
This section of the report discusses the step-by-step procedure
required to upply Lhe Description flethod, and produce team organizat on
descriptions and team mission behavior descriptions.
It does not
present any procedures for how to use or analyze the resulting
descriptions.

Overview of the Description Method
The Description Method is composed, of four major steps.

These

are:
1.

Select the team (or team type) to be 'described (Step I).

2.

Describe the team type organization (Step 2); i.e.,
describe tie nominal team structure.

3.

Select the mission to be described (Step 3).

4.

Describe each of the selected missions (Step 4).

This

includes describing the actual team structure used to
accomplish the mission, and a description of the team
mission behaviors.
Each of these steps are described in detail in the following sections.
However, before fully discussing each strip, it is beneficial to clarify,
some important points abx)ut the Description Method.
The Description Method is

composed of two ingredients.

These

are:
1.

A set of recording forms. These recording forms contain
the information necessary to describe the team or team type
organizations and the team mission behaviors.

2. 'A set of instructions or procedures which specifies how the
information contained on the recording forms is to be
generated

(or gathered) and recorded.

The step-by step 'procedures
forms are completed.

then describe how and when the recording
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To provide an orientation, the next two sections briefly discuss
the recording forms and tle procedures for gathering the required data.
This orientation is provided for several reasons:
1.

It is beneficial to realize the kind of data'or information
that is collected about teams and team missions before
discussing each of the four major steps.

2.

It is important for the reader to "see" how the required
data is related to the ultimate uses of the generated
descriptions (i.e., the reader should realize that the data
used to describe team organization and team behavior is the
kind of data that will be useful in identifying team
training requirements and measures of team performance.

3.

It is beneficial to realize that the required data is
indeed related to the model of team organization and
behavior.

4.

It is necessary to discuss, in general, how the users of
the Description Method wilt be required to collect the
necessary data.

Brief Orientation to the Recording Forms
A list
of
The Description flethod contains eight recording forms.
the recording forms is provided in Table 1. The titles of the
recording forms provide a hlint to the' kind of data and/or information
To
that is used to describe team organizations and team behaviors.
gain a further appreciation for the kind of data and/or information
that must be generated and recorded when applying the Description
This table presents a list qf the data
Method, Table 2 Is offered.
items that are contained on the various recording forms, collectively.
0t.
It should be no surprise. that the data items can be organized
three major groups:1.

Those concerning the organizational structure of th
nominal 'team.

2.

Data items concerning the organizational structure of the
actual team, and

3.

Data Items conctrning the team activities associated with
performing a mission (mission specific data items).

It "should be no surprise that data items are similar to the dimensions
and.factors specified in the model of team organization and
behavior/performance.
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Mable 4
List of Recording Forms

FORK 1

-

Team Mission Listing

FUkM 2 -

lbninal Team Structure

FKWM 2A -

Nominal ITam Organizational Chart

FrORM 3 -

Cenerai Mission Intormation

.)RM 3A - Mission Situational Map
F1OR 4 -

ktual Team Structure

KAM 4A -

Atual Team Structre--.sted Team Desexiptiixi

FORM 5

Missiontieam Activity Description

-

Table 2
List of Data Items
Pbsttion Titles of tmuinl Team Mbmers
Numher of Nominal Tem Members
Function of Nwninal Team !mbers
Equipment Used by Nodmlt Teamquiment
Asstgnment of Equipment to INnal ha
mbiers
Existence of mirnt Nested Tema '
Size of [buinal Ntde dl Teams
Function of Itinal Nested Team

Position Titte of Aktual Tem PFrnbers
Aimber of Actual Tn Members
Function of Actual Teai Members
Used by Actual Team lmiters
Assignment of Equipwnt t Actual, "am
ftbhers
Existence of Actual Nested
Size of Actual Nested Tema
Functim of Actul Nwsted ibaw,

List of Mi.nstmis PLerfonrl by Mum

mission

• '

Gbal

(eneral Mission Procedures
Hbn-Organic Support Required for Mission
Mission Environmental 0xdlittons
AKU, Standards
Sequence of Mission Ativities
l
eisnueof External Deenencies
Existete of Internat Dependencies
-Icpxd•nw.y InttLators mnd Reciptents
Ujxtnk'r~y Kknuonts
.
I~1jxlrwImwy Ititt~erns
rupelndency Type
me 6
Depek-ndc.y i
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Brief Orientation to How the Data is

Generated

Thie data genyeration procedures specified in the Description ftethod
The
were based upon a validation study of the Description Method.
validation study was partially designed to determine which sources
would be the most appropriate to use to generate the required data.
Three sources were explored: military documentation, Subject Hatter
The procedures
ExAert (SME) interviews, and direct observation.
suggested in this report are those which the authors believe will
produce the most reliable, usable, and accurate team organization
descriptions and team mission descriptions (team behavior descrip-,
tions).
It was discovered during the validation effort that no one source
was the "best" to collect all the data items. Some sources were
"better" for some data items than other sources. Each source had its
unique properties with respect to the required data items. As a
result, the Description Method present.ed uses for all three sources
(military documentation, SHE interviews, and direct observation) at
various times.
In general, information concerning the nominal team
structure is generated by reading military documentation and interviewActual team structure information is generated via direct
ing SHEa.
The mission
observation and interviews with actual team'members.
specific data is also generated by direct observations of actual teams
performing the missions of interest, supplemented by interviews with
The procedures described herein clearly indicate
actual team members.
when and how the various sources are to be used.
It should be clearly understood that the data generation procedures specified in this report are those the authors believe to the
"best"; they represent an ideal.
The authors recognize that frequently
.it might not be possible to obtain the required information from the
Indeed,
suggested sources and that an alternate source might be used.
the required data items can, to varying degrees, be gathered from any
of the three sources.
However, there are some risks involved when
using different sources for specific data items than those recommended
For example, SSHEs intend to vary in their perception
in this report.
Thus, if SHE interviews are
of mission activities and team behaviors.
used. to generate specific mission information, the resulting descriptions may not be as reliable or as accurate as using direct observation
(the recommended source).
If the recommended sources cannot be used,
encouraged to consider the alternative sources.

1

1

the 'reader is'
The user is also

The current Description tiethod does not, however, provide guidance
on how alternative sources can be used to generate the required data.

12
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encouraged, however, to consider the risks involved in using nonrecommended sources.2

Cautionary Notes
It

should be clear from the previous sectiona that the Description

Method produces two kinds of descriptions. A team organization.
description (i.e., a description of 'the nominal team and actual team
organizational structures) and a team behavior description (i.e., a
description of the team behaviors required to complete a specific
mission).
Only one nominal team organization description is required
for each team type of interest (for each team type that is to be
described), since the nominal team structure is invariant with respect
to the-misstons performed by the team type.
On the other hand, one
description is needed for each mission that is to be described.
Furthermore, an actual team organization description is required for
each mission that is described, since the actual team structure may
vary from mission to mission (due to understrength or overstrengthb
circumstances).
Thus, if ten missions are described for a given team
type, the Description Method would generate:
one nominal team.
organization description, ten actual team organization descriptions,.
and ten mission behavior descriptions.
The step-by-step procedures discussed in this report explain how a
single nominal team organization description, a single actual team
organization description, and a single mission description is generated
or produced.
However, it should be realized that the same procedures
can be used to generate all the necessary mission descriptions and
actual team structure descriptions for a given team type.

It is 'also necessary to point out that the current Description
Method does not contain procedures for summarizing data or information
across missions or actual team organizations. That ts, if for a, given
team type ten mission descriptions (and thus the actual team organization descriptions) are generated, the current method does not provide
any, guidance concerning how the information obtained can be summarized
across the ten mission descriptions and the ten team structure descriptions.
Ii is anticipated that such procedures will be developed in: the
second and third years of the project.

It

shouild alqo) be ricalled (from previous discussions) that the

current method does not provide guidance on how to analyze, the resulting descriptions to identify team training requirements and measures of

team performance.

2To obtain an appreciation of the possible risks involved in using
non-recommended eources, the results of
Description Wethod should be read.
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the validation of the

SELECT THE TEAM TYPE TO BE DESCRIBED (STEP 1)

The first
step in applying the Description Method is to select
(identify) the team type to be described.
It should be recalled that
the descriptions generated or produced by applying the method can be
used for three purposes.
Thus, a team type should be selected if there
is an interest in any of the following:
I.

Identifying team training requirements and constructing
team training programs for the team type.

2.

Deriving measures of team performance for the team type so
that the teams who are members of the team type can be
evaluated or assessed.

3.

Studying the development of teamwork in

Step I requires performing two substeps.
i.

Precisely labeling the selected

2.

Verifying that the selected

the team type.

These are:

team type.

team type is

indeed a team.

Labeling Team Types
The Description Method requires a precise definition (label) of
the team type.
This label must include the general name of the team,
the echelon of interest, and any modifiers to name.
For example, the
following labels are satisfactory:
Infantry squads, light, mechanized;
Infantry squads, regular, airborne; Infantry' squads, light, air
assault; Infantry platoons, light', mechanized; Fire Direction Centers,
mortar squads; etc.
Each of the above ,labels represent a different
team type.
The following labels are,not satisfactory:
Infantry
squads, Infantry platoons, mortar squads, etc.
These labels are not
precise enough and, if used, cause problems and confusion in the
remaining steps of the Description ?tethod.
The labels must clearly
communicate'any variation in the 'general team type name.
This kind of
precision is needed for several reasons:
•1.

The missions performed by the various. variations of the
team may be different; e.g,, Infantry, (light, mechanized)
squads may perform a different set of missions than air

assault squads. 3
2.

The nominal team structure of apparently similar team types
may be different.

31t is recognized that. tifere may be nu,|y common missions between
apparently similar team types, but it should also be understood
there may be some unique missions.
'

..

.
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If appare.nLly dliIeretL Leam types do noL ieriormn

different missions or

are not organized diffe.rently, then it is-satisfactory to use the same
label for both tean types.
However, this is the only condition when
the same label should-he used to describe two team types.

Verifying

the Selected Team Type

After the team type:has been selected and precisely labeled, it is
necessary to confirm that the selected team type qualifies as a team.
It should be recailed that the model presents a definition of a team.
The selected team type would qualify as a team providing the following
criteria
are met:
1.

The team type selected

is

composed of more than two

individuals.
For practical reasons, the selected team type
4
should not be larger than 30 individuals.
2.

All the members of the team work together to successfully
attain the assigned team missions; i.e., each team member
must work toward the accomplishment of the same. objective
within the mission context.

3.

Each
member
assigned responsibilities (individual
tasks)team
within
eachis' mission.

4.

There are dependencies (as defined by the model) between
the various team members.

If the selected team type does not meet each of the above criteria,
then another team type must be selected, labeled, and the process
repeated.
Comments
To precisely label, the team type and to verify that the team type
meets the definition of a team requires "knowing" something about the
team type; i.e., in order C6 satisfactorily label the team type, it Is

important to know that there may be variations among' the teams which
are generally considered the same team type,, and in order to verify
that the selected team is indeed a team requires some familiarity
with the mnissions performed by the- team.

Thus,

this first step of the

Description Method assumes the •user of the method has some degree of
familarity with the team type of interest.

4If the other criteria are met,
than 30 team members,

smaller team types.

If the user does not

but the team type selected is larger

then consider reorganizing 'the larger team into

The iescription Method becomes difficult to

apply when the team type is large.
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possess this sort of familiarity with the selected team type,
following Is recommended:
1.

the

Discuss the possible variations of the selected team with
an SME or a team member incumbent.
A good place to go is
to the appropriate branch school for the suspected team
type.

2.

Obtain any available documentation which might clarify the
variations.

3..

Obtain and review any'ARTEP manuals for those teams which
appear to be similar and check the list of missions.
Do
different variations of the team perform different
missions?

4.

Obtain TO&E reports for those teams which appear similar,
and determine if the teams are comprised:of the same
position titles.
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DRS'CRI HE THE TEAM TYPE (STEP 2)

The second step of the Description Method is to generate a list
of
missions performed by the selected team type and to document the
nominal team structure of the two.
Three recording forms are. completed
during Step 2.
Form 1 is provided to document the missions performed
by the selected team type.. Form 2 and Form 2A are.provided for
recording the nominal team structure 'and the nominal team organization
chart, respectively.
The instructions for generating the required
information and for correctly recording the information on the
recording forms are provided below.
Before presenting the steps involved in completing the forms, it
may be beneficial to discuss what data are collected in this step and
why.
The list of missions performed by the team type- of Interest is
recorded for the following reasons:
I.

The list of mission titles is used later in the method,
when the missions to be discribed are selected.

2.

The list of mission titles provides an excellent. vehicle
for understanding what it is the team type really does.
That is, the reader of the descriptions generated can
survey or review the mission listing and quickly capture
the kinds of things the team type does.

The nominal team structure information recorded on Forms 2 and 2A is as
follows:.
1.

The position title of each team member.

2.

The HOS code for each position title.

3.

The number of individuals holding each position title (thusthe size of the nominal team).

4.

The likely rmnk of each position title.

5.

The equipment typically used by each position title.

6.

A nominal team organizational chart, which shows the
hLerarchial relationship between each position title
(and/or team member) and each nominal nested team (if
any).
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This informaLion is
descriptions for several

recorded and becomes part of the generated
reasons.
These ate:

1.

The reader -of the description can use the recorded
information to obtain an imediate picture of the nominal
team (particularly the nominal team organizationaL chart).

2.

It should be recalled that the nominal structure is
invariant with respect to the missions performed by the
In Step 4 of the Description Method, the actual team
team.
structure is documented.
It should be recalled that the
It
actual team structure may vary from mission to mission.
is useful (for both team training purposes and for team
performance measurement purposes) to compare the nominal
team structure'with the actual team structure.

Team Mission Listing (Form I)

The team mission listing form is
These are:

composed of two components.

I.

performed by the team
A photocopy of the mission titles
type as found in the appropriate ARTEP manual, and

2.

of ARTEP
Form 1, which is provided to update the list
Form, t is completed by requesting an SHE to
missions.
review the list
of ARTEP missions and to delete or add
missions.

The Instructions for developing a list
Form 1 are as follows:

of missions and completing

I.

Obtain the appropriate ARTEP manual for the team type of
of missions
interest.
Locate in the ARTEP manual, the list
Be sure to select the list
performed by the team type.
which reflects the appropriate echelon (squad, platoon,
and attach It to Form 1.
Photocopy the list
section).

2.

for
Make arrangements to have an SHE review the list
iccuraicy; I.e., to IdenttCy miss-ions' hich may no longer be
peirformed by tlKw team type. and/or missions which may have
SHE& are the branch
been recently added to the list.
schools can be used for this purpose. 3 If you are an
SHE, then arrangements for another SHE need not be made.

3For example, if the selected team is Combat Engineer squads,
mechanized, then the Directorate of Training Development at Fort
Belvoir would be a reasonable place to locate SMZs.
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3.

Complete Blocks 1, 2,

and 3 of Form 1.

a.

In Block I enter the label of the team type selected
(be precise).

b.

In Block 2 enter your name and title.

c.

In Block 3 enter the date the form was prepared;
enter month, day, and year (each as a two digit
code--05/19/84).

Your may also find It convenient to record the title of the
ARTEP manual used at the bottom of Form 1.
4.

Have the SHE review the photocopy of the ARTEP missions,
and then ask:
a.

Does the team perform any mission not listed?
If the answer is "Yes," then on Form I list
each of
the "new" missions (or the to be added missions) in
block 4.
Also place an. "X" in the add column of
Block 5.
It should be noted that the ARTEP manual usually
contains some sort of hierarchy categorization
scheme.
For example, for Combat Engineers, the
missions are divided into Major Mission Operations.
Within each Major Mission Operation are a list of
missions.
In other ARTEP manuals, the term "Major
tlission Operations" may not be used, but there will
be a major heading of some sort.' It seems desirable
to record the "added" missions by their major
headings. In this way, nil the "added" missions
within the major -heading will be located in the same
place on Form 1.
Complete Blocks 6, 7, and 8 for each added mission.
In Block 6 enter the SHE's name and title.
In Block
7 enter the date the "added" mission was identified.
In Block 8 enter any orher information about the
mission that might be useful (e.g., why the mission
was added).

h.

'Are there any mlssionns on the list which should be
deleted from the list;
missions which the team no
longer perform?
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If "Yes," then on Form I enter the title of each
mission to he. deleted.
Be sure to use the same
mission title as indicated on the photcopy or the
ARTEP mission list. Again, the deleted missions
should be organized by major heading.
After
recording each deleted mission, complete Blocks 5,
6, 7, and 8.
In Block 5 place an "X" in the second
column; the column labeled "DEL."
Complete Blocks
6, 7, and 8 according to the instructions provided
above.
In Block 8 enter the reason why the mission
has been or should be deleted from the ARTEP mission
list.
You may find it convenient to place a line through
the deleted missions on the phototcopy.
This will
highlight the fact that the mission is not performed
by the team type.
c.

Has the content of any of the missions or mission
titles changed?
If "Yes," enter the mission title (the one appearing
on the photocopy of the ARTEP mission list)
in Block
4 (and record the "new" mission title in Block 8).
If the title has remained the same, but the content
or intent of the mission has changed, then record
the "new" intent in column or Block 8.

Complete Blocks 5, 6, and 7 in

the usual manner.

An example'of a completed Form 1 is provided in Appendix B. It
should be noted that the missions which were added, deleted, or changed
are. organized by each Major Mission Operation.
As a precaution or an extra check, It is desirable to repeat the
interview with another SHE or team member incumbent.
The information
gathered from the second SHE can be, recorded on the same Form 1. This
is not a necessity, but it can increase the accuracy of the information
recorded on Form 1.
Once you have completed Form I and attached the ARTEP mission
list,
you shoild have an accurate list of all the missions performed by
the selected team type.

Nominal Team Structure (Form 2)

Form 2 provides a mechanism to record the nominal team structure
of the selected team type.
It should be recalled *that the nominal team
structure is the structure-of the team type when it is at full strength
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(when it is not under- or overstrength).
It is the structure
represetiled by the TO&E.
Form 2, when completed, will provide an
immediate picture of the nominal team structure.
It will be useful to
compare Form 2 with actual team structure (which is completed later in
the method).
Form 2 is primarily designed to -record the following
information:
1.

The position title and tilitary Occupational Specialty
(IOS)
code of each member of the nominal structure of the
team type.

2.

The equipment used and assigned to the team type.

Valuable sources to use when completing Form 2 are military
documents; e.g.,
1.

The Table of Organization and Equipment (TO&E).

2.

The ARTEP manual for the selected team type.

3.

Appropirate

field manuals and technical manuals.

"These documents usually contain the required information, but the
reader might have to rely on personal experience or consult with an SHE
to complete Form 2.
The instructions for completing Form 2 are as follows:
I.

In Block I enter a copy of the label of the team type
entered in Block 1 of Form 1.

2.

In Block 2 enter 'the sources that are used to prepare Form
2.
For clarity, the following should be entered from each
source.

a.

The exact title of the document(s).

b.

Any reference, number the document(s) might have.

c.

The date of the document(s).

d.

The specIfi
Ec page number of the document(s) where
the Information recorded on the form, can be
obtainvd.

-

3.

In Block 3 enter your name and -title.

4.

In Block 4 enter tIu date *he form was prepared.
Enter the
month, day, and year (each as a two-digit number).
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5.

Block 5 can only be completed when it is determined how
many pages are required to complete the form.

6.

Review the appropriate sources, and determine the number of
unique positions in the team type.
In Block 6 record the

position titles in a hierarchial manner (highest level
first).
To the. right of tVe position title entered in Block 6,
enter-the HOS code of the person who is most likely to fill
or occupy the position.
The MOS code should be entered as
a five position code (e.g., 12BIO).
In addition, enter
the typical rank of the positior holder (e.g., E4).
If the position title HOS code, or rank cannot be determined from' the documentation, consult an SHE or a team
member incumbent.
7.

In Block 7 enter the number of people in the team type that
hold each of the position titles. 'At the bottom of Block
7, enter the total number of people in the team type.
If
two or more pages are used to record the position titles,
then enter, the total number of individuals in the team type
on the last page in the box provided at the bottom of Block

7.
8.

In Block 8 enter the equipment assigned to each -of the
position titles.
This information may be difficult to
obtain from the documentation, since documentation
typically d6es not associate equipment use with the various
position tltls.
For this reason, the following approach
should he taken:
a.

Mike arrangements to discuss the equipment assignment with an SHE (if your are ilot an SHE).

b.

Photcopy the list of equipment in the .TO&E or other
documentation.

c.

Then interview the SME.
following instructions:

Provide the SHE with the

Review the equipment list, item by item, and for
Ite-m Indicate who (position title) typically
uses the equipment.

PdacIh

d.

If. the St' indicates multtple users of the equipment, then assign the equipment to the various
•se

rs.
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it the ~Mit indicaics Uhat thle equipment Is assigned
tile
ti a. b as is of thu varlouus missions (i.e.,
a.sigiiment of equipment varies from mission to
mIIssiou), then create an equipment category
designated "Assigned by mission."
no

Nominal TLham. Structure Organizational Chart (Form 2A)

Form 2A,,the Nominal Team Structure Organizational Chart, is
designed to graphically represent the relationships between, the
position titles rec~rded on Form 2 (e.g., the chain of coammand and/or
authority). The instructions for completing Form 3 are as follows:
1.

Complete Blocks 1,through. 5 in the usual manner. Be sure
that the information entered in these blocks is identical
to the information entered on Form I and Form 2-

2.

In Bloc *k 6 enter a hierarchial chart of the position titles
recorded on Form 2. There should be a block or box diagram
which:
a.

Has thle team leader at the top (squad leader,
platoon leader, section leader, etc.).

b.

Shows the relationships between the various position
:Ltles. Each position title recorded on Form 2 must
bO represented. There must be as many blocks (or
boxes) as there are total number of team type
memb~mers (tile tiulhe~r of boxes should correspond to
tile number entered-at the bottom of Block 7 on Form
These relationships should be represented as
2).
litles connecting the boxes together illustrating how'
the position titles are briefly related to each
other. The organizational chart should not be
influenced by thle missions performed by the selected

team type (i.e., the chart should'be invariant with
respect to the missions performed-by the team type).
Each of -the boxes should be labeled by Its corresponding
pof~ 1o
Ut it.- -be -.ure Lo use thi! wink.- posit Los titles ~as
recorded on Form 2 to avoid confusion.
Tite Infoematiott re-cord.16 oil Fo~rm 2A van typically be obtained from 'the
ARTEP manual or TO&K.
You may elect to verify the organizational chart
by having an SME 'review ft.* Al though the basic information' Is provided

in the ARTEP manuia, and/or the TO&E, you should be. made aware that
often these two.sources do not~ represent all thle position titles
encountered II ilie Learn type- ot interenL. However, it is usually not
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difficult to infor the relat ionships among the team memhers (position
titles) from the information provided in the two sources,
if you art! familiar with~ the team type of interest.

particularly

Summary of Step 2

Once the three forms (Forms 1, 2, and 2A) of Step 2 are completed,
the recorder hais what is called a team or team type description.
This
team type description include-, the following:
1.

A li st of all the *AR'1'-'P missions performed by the team type
type-.

2.

A l ist of the position titles w hich comprise the team type
nominal structure (including the total number of team
members in the nominal team).

*3.

A list of the equipment used by the team type (recorded by
position titles).

4.

An organizational chart of the- team type showing the
relationships among the team members.

NoLice that all this information is invariant with respect to the
various missions perforned by the selected team type; i.e., none of the
information'recorded in Step 2 should be mission specific.
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SELECT MISSIONS TO BE DESCRIBIEI)

After completing
forms), the next step
in detail.
There are
select missions to be

3)

the team type description (the first three
is to select the missions that will be described
several s'election approaches that can be used to
described:

1.

Describe every mission performed by the team type.

2.

Select critical missions to be described; i.e., sample from
the missions performed by the team type.
This approach is
probably less precise than the first approach, since errors
can be made in sampling.

3.

Determine which mission or missions a team type is likely
to have problems mastering, and describe those missions.

The following approach is
described :6

6

(STEP

recommended to sample the missions to be

1.

Make arrangements to interview an SHE or an incumbent team
type member, preferably the same SHE used to complete
Form 1.
(If you are an SHE, this does not apply to you.)

2.

Before interviewing the SHE or incum6ent, carefully review
the mission list
attached to Form I.
Also review Form 1
for the changes to the list..
Be sure the list is
relatively up-to-daate.

3.

Eliminate the missions which you believe can be safely
eliminated from consideration.
if you are selecting
missions to 'develop team training, some missions which
involve generating reports and managing personnel would
probably be impacted by team training, and therefore,,
should be elminated.

4.

Before meeting with the SHE or incumbent, 'read as much as
possible about the remaining missions in order to
familiarize yourself with them.
It is suggested that you
read the 4escription of the missions as given in the ARTEP
manual.. You may also Want Lo obta in sperll'ec field manuats
to review.

5.

Meet with the SME or 'incumbent..
nform him or tir of the
missions that have been eliminated from consideration.

The approach suggested has not been wv:ro.rieid or Lested.

It

is

scheduled to be verified in the second and third years of the current
effort.
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Review each of the missions with the SHE.
Have the SHE.
informally rank the missions from high to low on combat
importance or criticality.
This ranking should not be
official, but .only an indication of what is relatively more
or less important during combat.
6.

Starting with the mission that is judged most important
.(and going to the least important), perform the following
steps:
a.

Review the missions within the Major Mission
Operations, and ask the SHE or incumbent to rank
them in terms of frequency of performance; e.g., how
often is the mission likely to be performed during
war? The estimate does not have to be accurate.
The purpose is to rank order the missions within
each Major Mission .Operation.
Designate those missions with high, moderate, and
low frequencies.
This can be accomplished by
recording to the left of the mission title,
the
letter "11" for high, the letter "IH' for moderate,
and the letter "L" for low (on Form 1).

b.

If you are concerned about developing team training
for the selected team type, also ask the SHE for a
judgment concerning which missions are the most
difficult missions to master or to train.
Record
the SMEs response to the left of the mission title
with an "0" on Form I.

C.

You may also elect to ask the SHE for his judgment
concerning which missions within the Major Mission
Operation involve the most difficult teamwork.
The
SUE, however, may have difficulty in answering this
questions for several reasons.
These are:,
Teamwork is a difficult concept to explain,
and the 'SME's perception of teamwork may
differ from yours as well as other SHEs.

"•The SItE may confuse the difficulty of the
individual tasks Involved in the mission with
the teamwork.
However,

if you elect to obtain this information,

record the SlE's response to the left of the mission
title
with the letters
"TV" (meaning high
teamwork), again on Form I.
d.

Repeat the process with the next Major Mission
Opcrationý
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7.

At this point, it may be decided to verify the judgments
made by the SHE or incumbent, since SKEs will vary in their
judgments about the missions.
Because of this, it may be
reasonable to duplicate the above six substeps with another
SHE or incumbent.
Verification should not be viewed as a necessity. The
information provided by the SME is only to provide guidance
in selecting missions to be described.
Although errors may
be introduced if a giv-n SHE's judgments are not verified,
the seriousness of errors will not be enough to destroy the
intent of the effort.

8.

When all information has been collected from the SMEs or
Job incumbents, the missions to be described are selected
next. The selection process is somewhat subjective and is
done by logical analysis of information obtained from SMEs.
The goal of the selection process is to select 10-50
percent of the mission for detailed descriptions, based on
the considerations discussed below.
a.

Determine what percentage of the total number of
missions the missions indicated on Form 1 represents
(divide the number of indicated missions by the
total number of missions performed by the team
type).
If this figure is less than ten percent, you
should select additional missions to be described,
since describing less than ten percent of the
missions performed by a team type will not provide
enough data for any purpose except developing team
training for single missions.

b.

Determine the amount of time available to describe
the mission sample.
Describing a typIcal mission
for an average-sized team type will require an
average of about 20 hours (four to eight hours of
documentation review, four to eight hours observation time, and eight to ten hours preparing the
description).
This estimate does not include time
for liaison,' acquiring documentation, or travel for
observation.
The estimate of tlh time required for
a mission assumes that the preparer is naive with
respect to the' mission to be described, but not with
respect to the Description Method.
Since the average time to describe a mission is
about 20 hours, divide the time available for
describing missions (hours) by 20.
This givens an
estimate of the number of missions that can be
described in the time available.
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c.

Compare the number of missions that you estimated
there will be time to describe (in Step b above)
with ten percent of the total number of missions
performed by the team type.
If the time available
to describe missions will allow description of less
than ten percent of the missions performed, STOP,
and consult with your supervisor.
Less than ten
percent of the missions performed by a team type
will probably not be a satisfactory sample for most
uses of the descriptions. Your supervisor may elect
to stop the effort altogether, or may allow more
time for descriptions, or may tell your to describe
what Is possible in the amount of time available.
You and your supervisor must resolve this issue.
If more that ten percent of the total missicns •a:a
be described in the time available, continue. with
mission setecticil.
If time- is available for more
than 50 percent of the missions' to be described, it
is probably best to restrict the descriptions to no
more than 50 percent of the missions.
Describing
more than 50 percent of all missions performed by a
team probably does not add any more relevant'
inforamtIon than describing 50 percent of the
missions, if the missions are carefully selected.

d.

Select the specific missions to be described.
The
following general items of guidance are provided to
assist in selecting specific missions:
Select at least one mission from each of the
Major Mission Operations.
If this is not
possible, select missions from the Major
Mission Operations that were judged the most
important for combat.
if possible, select
missions from .:he Major Mission Operations in
the same proportion as the distribution of the
total number of missions across Major MissLon
Operations (i.e., if Major. Mission Gpecation
"A"contains 40 peccent of all tasks performed
by the teem,.then about 40 percent of the
missions selected should pertain to Major
Mision Operation "if").
The missions selected should have the'same (or
about the same)' distribution of low, moderate,
and high mission performance frequencies, as in
the entire population of missions.
This
frequency guidance must be considered along
with the questions of difficultyof mastery of
the mission, teamwork involved in the mission,
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and the need for systematic training for the
missions.
In general, the objective, should be to
prefer missions that are more difficult to master,
involve more teamwork, and are judged to require
systematic training, while keeping high, moderate,
and low mission performance frequencies balanced in
the sample.
Many missions will not meet all three
of these criteria.
Where all the missions to be
selected do not meet all three criteria, then
mission's meeting two of the criteria should be
preferred in the sample, after the mission that met
all three criteria are selected.
Missions meeting
only one of the criteria should be considered last,
If more missions are needed to make up the sample of
missions to be described'.
Indicate the missions to be-'described on Form I by
placing a captital "S- in'the-left margin next to
each mission selected.
9.

After the sample has been selected, and the sample is
checked against the guidelines, the sample should be
reviewed by an SME or Incumbent.
The puFrpose of this
review is to determine the following issues:
a.

Are any of the selected missions extremely similar
to each other in terms of cortent and/or teamwork,
so that one or more of the selected missions can be'
eliminated from the' sample? The sample should not
contain duplicate missions.

b.

Are the selected missions going to be easy to
arrange from an observation point of view? It
should be noted that to describe a mission, the
mission will have to be observed by the describer.
Thus, the sample should contain missions which are
consistent with what might occur in a normal field
exercise.
For example., when developing' this
description technique, mechanized Combat Engineer
Platoons were observed.
One of the missions
scheduled, to be observed was the construction of, a.
log crib.
Another mi'ssion scheduled, to be observed
was the breaching of a log crib. These missions
were selected because they were consistent and
placed fewer demands on tOe unit beLng observed.
If
a log crib was constructed, then it would be relatively easy to arrange for the log crib to be
bre.tched as part of field exercise.
It should also
be noted that constructing a log crib appears under
a different •Kijor hission Operation than breaching a
lob cr1ii (AR'rEP 5-25).

.7
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The SME or incumbent might provide some suggestions for
adjusting the sample after the review. Hake adjustments in
the sample by deleting some missions selected ý.-.. adding
other missions not originally selected to replace the
deleted missions.The procedures should provide you some idea of the missions that,
is not carved
However, the selected mission list
you want to describe.
When arrangements are made in Step 4 to observe the
in granite.
may
selected missions, it will be discovered that the mission list
have to be revised, because the cooperating FORSCOH unit (or team type)
will suggest other missions (e.g., they may not have the necessary
equipment to perform some of the selected missions). Thus, the sample
.of missions to be observed may he continually modified.
It should not
be -forgotten that the purpose of sampling is to select missions which
are representative of the missions performed by the team type.

Summary of Step 3

Selecting the missions to be described depends upon how you plan
If you are developing performance
to use the mission descriptions.
measures, only those missions for which you will develop performance
If you are developing iuission specific team
measures will be selected.
training, then you should select only those missions for which team
If you are tasked with developing general
training must be developed.
team training for team type, then you must carefully sample the
missions performed by the team type.' The sample must be representative
Guidance for
of the population of missions performed by the team type,
sampling missions has been provided in this section.
Hlowever, It should be realized that'the suggested sampling
In fac't, the sampling procedure is rather
procedure is not rigorous.
subjective and is designed to consider possible uniqueness of the team
The sampling 'procedures employ subjective Judgments based upon
type.
the frequency of performance of the missions, the amount of teamwork
involved in the missions, the frequency of missions in a combat
situation, and need to provide' mission training. The sample also
selected is moderated by the cooperation and availability of teams to
The list of selected. missions
actually perform the selected missions.
may change as the description process continues.
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DESCRIBE THE SELECTED MISSIONS (STEP

4).

The last step is to describe in detail the specific missions
This is by far che most difficult and time consuming step.
selected.
However, it is also the step that generates the most useful and
At the completion of
meaningful data about the team type of irterest.
At the
Step 2, a limited team type description is generated.
completion of Step 4, description of a specific team mission is
generated.
Step 4 requires the completion of five forms for each mission:
1.

General Mission Information (Form 3).

2.

Mission Situational Map (Form 3A).

3.

Actual Team Structure (Form 4).

4.

Actual Team Structure--Nested Team Description (Form 4A).

5.

Mission Team Activity Description (Form 5
will be generated for each mission).

iany. Form 5s

-

The information for these forws, can be derived from three basic
sources: military documentation; and/or StiEs; and/or observation of
actual

teams performing

the selected missions.

It

is

not recommended

that mission descriptions be generated from documentation alone.
Although it is possible to generate mission descriptions solely from
reading docut.entation, the completeness of such descr ptions is
Documentation typically does not address or discuss teamwork,
suspect.
and. it is the teamwork in *the mission that must be de:cribed. A useful
source for generating mission descriptions which high Light teamwork is
SMEs.
SHEe sometimes do not to agree on how missions are performed or
on the kinds of teamwork involved during the mission, but. SHE interviews add greatly to ti-e descriptions possible only from observation.
Observation is recommended, if at all possible, since this is the most
complete source of detailed relevant team behavior da:a.

Preliminary Activitic!

'The first substep of Step 4 is
These are:
planning activities.
1..

•

to perform some p eliminary

Make arrangements to observe the mission
selected mLssio.ts)'. if at all possible,
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and all otherspecific team. of

'4

tite team type which is believed to be an outstanding team
shiould be selected for observation. However, this is not
always possible. The quality of a specific team is not
usually known, and good teams are not always available to
be observed. But in spite of these practical limitations,
you should try to identify a good actuta team of the team
type of interest.
Make contact with the selected team and determine when
their next field exercise is to. occur. Determine what
missions are to be part of the field exerci3e for -the
selected team. Discuss with the unit which missit~na will
be observed. Itf necessary, revise your list of missions.
However, make sure the revisions do not violate the
guidelines that have- been provided in Step 3. Also,
explain that you WELL NOT be evaluating the teams, only
observing the teamwork involved In the performance of the
missions.
If more than one mission is to be described, then yott must
decide whether the same team will be be obserVed for all.
the missions that must be described. Little guidance can
be provided In making this decision. In order to provide
some continuity in the descriptions, i-&aeems reasonable
that the same. attual team should be observed throughout the
observation phase.
H~owever,,In practice, this goal may be
difficult to reacli.
It is not known what effects observing
different teams ;wdght cause in identifying team training

requi~remeet~s or in the creation of team performance
measures.
Similariy, it is not known If more than one team should be
observed per mission selected. From a theoretical point of
view it does not maike good sien;-;e to base team type training
dJecisions on Lthe observatidn of. only one team which is a
member of the team type. On -the surface, it make more
sense to observe a representative sample of teams
performing the selected mission(s). -This is particularly

true it'the objective Is to develop tedmi training which is
appropriate for every -actual team that is *&member of the
seleicted teaim type. However, observing more than one
actual team -performing each mission complicate., both 'rhe
recording and analysis processes. In terms of recorciing,
you wo21141 have to itecord ai miqsloon desc~ription once for
e.11ch nctual team observed.
in tcrmts of, analysis, each of
Lthe dehcr ipt. bus of the mitision would have to be analyzed-

and n sitiglc standard or representative description
derived. IL is anticipated that 'the second and third' years
of this research effort will shted sonk- Light on the
requirements for the number of tenam observed per mission.
For the time beling, the following is suggested:.

-

.

..

-
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"a. Seect an actual team of the team type that is
believed to be a good team.

2.

b.

Try to observe the team performing all the missions
that must be described.

c.

If after observing the selected actual team
performing the selected mission(s) you feel
uncomfortable about the teamwork involved in the
mission, then you should repeat the observation
process either on the same actual team or on another
team of the same type.

After making contact with the FORSCOK unit, you should know
which missions will actually be observed.
For those
missions that will be observed, obtain the military
documents that describe tie missions in detail.
The quality of documentation varies considerably.
Some of
the available documentation provides suffic.ient detail to
estimate the kinds of teamwork involved in a mission.
Other documentation provides only a blanket description of
the mission.
Thus, you should screen the documentation
that has been obtained, and eelect the documentation that
you believe provides the most detail.
If you are not an
SHE, an SHE might be able to provide some guidance in.
selecting the most useful and informative documentation.

3.

The documentation should be read carefully.. The first
reading should familiarize you with the activities and
events of the mission. During the second reading, more
careful attention should be directed, to mission details.
Notes may be taken to highlight areas of teamwork which are
Sunclear irom the documentation. For example, it is useful
to note the following:
a.

Does the mission rýquire the team to be organized
into nested teams or into smaller units or sections?

For example, if you are to describe a platoon
missi4n, yost need to ask yourselZ, "Is the platoon
organized inco squads or parties for this particular
Imission?" An example of a nested, team organization
Is a nvwchantzed cnmhat Engineer Platoon, which is
organized into four sepfarate parties during the
installatin ot a tactical. wiinefield (a siting
party, a marking party, a laying party, and a
recording party). An-ther example is an Infantry
nisuad which is typically organized into two fire
teams.
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You nay not be able to tell from documentation if a
nested team organization is used in a mission.
Because the documentation may be unclear,. the
following guidelines are provided.
A nested team
organization should be suspected if (from the
documentation) you determine:
*

The team type is
ten).

large (e.g., gteater than

The mission requires seve. I discrete activities to be performed irg p -allel by tie entire
team (e.g., a group of ac•Acrs performs "X";
while another group of sotdt-rs from the team
performs "Y"; while anothe" c:oup performs
"Z," and so on).
*

The team type is naturally'organized into
smaller units (e.g., platoons-organized into
squads), and all these smaller units ,perform
the same activities at the same time, but as
Individual units. For example, in a platoon
movement to contact, all the squaas are doing
generally the same thing at the same time;
thus the squads can be considered nested
teams.
The division of. labor in the team requires a
subgroup of soldiers to carry out a single
duty or responsibility throughout the mission;
e.g., a subset of soldiers are required to
provide security for the whole unit while the
mission is conducted.
The soldiers providing
security can be considered a nested team, even
though they may be spread out and are not
physically located close to each other.

If any of these conditions appear to prevail, a
nested team organization should be suspected.
If
the do,:omentation does not make these conditions
clear, then you should record in your notes that it
is important during observation of the mission to
determine If a nested team organization exists.7

7

When you have been tasked with the responsibility to describe a
mission performed by a large, team (e.g.,.greater than ten members), it
As useful to force a nested team structure.
It is difficult to
observe a large team, and if the team can be organized into smaller
units, then the observation detmintids becom. reasonable and acceptable.
Thus, when dealitg with a large team, try to hypothesize -natural"
nested teams, even if the con(cept of iested. teams lab to he
stretched.
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b.

If

you lave determined from documentation that a
team organ izaLtion or structure exists, then

netetId

ask yourself the following question:
Does the team stay in the same nested team
structure throughout the mission, or are nested
teams formed, disbanded, and new. nested teams
formed later in the mission?
You should suspect a stable nested team structure if
the nested team Is doing the same thing (the same
activity) throughout the entire mission. You should
suspect a variable nested team structuze if any, of
the following conditions are evident:
The size of the nested team appears to change
during the mission.
A nested team appears not to be engaged in
f-ome activity throtighoot tic entire mission
(I.e., they appear Lo petf[orm a set of
activities during only, a. certain segment of
the mission, and are not mentioned in the
documentation again).
For each nested team identified in the documentation, it is important to determine if the' nested
team is stable (static) throughout the mission, or
dynamic (variable).
If you cannot answer t.his question from the documentation, record in your notes that it is not certain
If the nested teams remain constant throughout the
mission or if the nested teams exist for some period
of time and are then disbanded.
The stability of
the nested teams, will have to be determined during
observation, if. it is not clear from the documentation.
c.

If you suspect a nested team structure from the
documentation, then you should try to pinpoint the
dependencies that occur between the various
nested. teams.
That is, you should try to identify
(from d!'cumentation), the interactions between the
various nested teams.
The documentation typically'
wi II itot mik, thlunHsted team dependencies
explicit.
Thus, you must analyze the situation and
try to logically derive these dependencies from
doctumentation.
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In order to obtain a full understanding of any
nested team dependencies, you may construct a matrix
In your notes.
The rows and columi's of the matrix
should each contain a label indicating each identified ne.ted team.
Only the upper portion of the
matrix will be needed.
For each ceil of the matrix,
you should think about the possible dependencies
between the nested teams corresponding to the cell
In light of tho documentation's description of the
activities of each of the nested teams.
For each
cell of the umatrix, ask the following questions:
Is there a product tranferred between the two
nested teams of interest? If "Yes," then'
enter in the appropriate cell the product that
is transferred.
Is there a procedural dependency between the
two t.ested teams of interest? You should
suspect a procedural dependency if one nested
team must perform a set of activities before
another nested team can perform its assigned'
responsibilities (e.g., when i.nstalling a
tactical minefield, the siting pirty nested
team must complete a majority of their
assignmentn before laying party nested teams
can begin their work).
If a procedural dependency is evident, enter a
phrase indicating the dependency in the
appropriate cell (e.g., 7laying party cannot
begin until siting party has finished").
Are there any virtual (implied) dcpendencies
between the nested team's of Interest? You
should suspect a virtual dependency' between
nested teams If: (a) there are two or more
nested teams which are performing identical
activities, but are organized as separate and
individual nested'teams; e.g., when laying a
tactical minefield there may be more than one
laying party, or (b) one nested team is
providing security, while other nested teams
*Or the team at Large are engaged' in other
awtIvOt!es.
If a virtual liependency is
suspected, record a phrase indicating the
,1ature of the dependency in th:3 appropriate
rell ,If the matrix (e.g., "neated team 'A'
provides security for nerted team '3').
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Are there -~ny commtnicative dependencies
between the nested teas
of lnerest?
Unfortunately, there are probably too many of
these to record in the matrix.
When reading
the documentation, one can imagine many
communicative dependencies., In fact, o.i can
speculate that at least one verbal dependency
wuld almost always accompany each of the
other types of dependenzies.
The matrix precess will require careful reading of
the documentation and force yon to think about the
dependencies that mighL exist betwee- . nested team
and all other roested teams.
It will at so highlight
areas to which, you must pay particsl.z, attention
when you actually observe the misatier' being
per f,• imd.
d.

Whetl reading the doctumentation, it Is titportant not
nilty to he sensitive to t.x- dependencies between
,tested teams, but also about the dependencies that
occur between each nested team member within a
nested team.
You may eler t:e v.,,eculate about these
dependencies, particularly these that the documentation does not clearly ,;:ptAin.
These notes can also
be used to guide your v'urnvation of the mission.
You Will find it iteful to construct a matrix,
similar to the c%-e 4escrtbed above for nested teams,
to Identti.f
tOw .. epe!Aencies between the team
members ot .ar;, of the nested tearms, one at a time.
If there are fi
nested Leans, then only one matrix
shiuld b• formed, the otv fo- the team itself.
You
should st.rrt with the smallest *uested'team, the one
with t:•, fewest team m-:.%mta
Record, i -the cells
Of t:-- .m.!trix, .a'y.•, p-' t.
Ž2pendenceies between
the n•,,ted tear., -.Pe'ri
V-'cch are unclear from
reanIng 0.-, doce- 'rL
Foot; dependencies which must
he rinrltflet'i.
p "!e ,observation phase.
Recall
that there ave
everidirls of team member
Jeptndencies to_%M'kiuk abot.t:
... mu.,tc.itive dependencies (e.g., hand.
ml;nsitls, verbIt instructions, radio communications, etc.).
Product dependencies (i.e., the transfer of a
product between the team members; e.g., the
pIasslnlu
ot ita
irLar round, the transfer of
mines, etc.).
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Procedurol dependencies (i.e., sequential
actions between team members where one team
nember must perform a set of activities before
another team member can begin, end,. or
continue his or her activities).
.

Virtual dependencies (i.e., implied dependencies--the providing of security, or two or
more team members performing the same
activities at the same time in order to
complete an event or a set of activities).

Remember, in your notes you need not specify every
dependency, only those which you feel are unclear
from the documentation.
You should not be afraid or
hesitant to speculate about possible dependencies.
The documentation probably will not describe every
dependency, and may stimulate you to hypothesize
dependenci les.
e.

The-e are certain dependencies which are frequently
or coumonly "missed" by describers when reading the
documentation.
Perhaps a discussion of these will
assis.t you:
Type II virtual dependencies.
A Type It
virtual dependency may exist if the team or a
nested team is tasked with' the responsibility
to perform a set of activities, but specific
assignments within this envelope of responsibility are not given.
For example, when
constructing an assault ribbon bridge, the
assembly section (a nested team of thed larger
team) has mnny activities which must be
performed when attaching a bay to an existing
raft.
Latches must be thrown, the connecting
mechanism must be locked into place, etc..
Assembly sections have been observed that do
not give specific assignments to specific team
members.
The team members know what has to be
done, and the completion of individual activities Is Relf-aasigned.
For example, when a
bay arrives one team member will throw the
la teh'•,
ltt. Ieian't beetn directed to do this,
hut knows it needs to be done and does it.
Another team nrember wilt self-select himself
to perform another individual activity. The
self assignment is not consistent (i.e., on
01,•. bay a team' memoer may throw the latches,
vit another bay he
.vma
set the dogbones, etc.).
This is a form of teamwork which has been
It
labeled a Type Ii virtual dependency.

•
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*slx)uld be- m.•pected when it is believed that
evtry teaum u'wmhter or ncsted te;am member ktows
1xim ti pertrm all the individual activities
wiLhin a set of activities, ind when it is
susie.cted that individual assignments to
activities are not given.
Type I virtual dependencies.
A Type I virtual
dependency should be suspected when the team
members or nested-team membere are all doing
the same thing (the same activity), and appear
to be acting individually. The primary
example is providing security.
A given team
member, When providing security, Is not only
providing security for himself, but for others
(who are also providing security).
Each team
member is dependent upon the others for
security or protection.
This is indeed a form
of teamwork.
Procedural dependency between two or more team
members who are performing identi.-a.
activities. For example, when laying a
tactical minefield, the laying party isassigned the responsibility to dig holes for
mines.
Frequently, there are four or five
team members performing this activity.
Typically, the members of the laying party are
not assigned specific clusters or holes to
dig.
One team member will self-select a
cluster causing other team members to select
other Clusters. The clusters are selfassigned.
A specific teas member works on a
cluster that another team member is not
working on.
They continue this self-selectio.
until all the holes are dug. There is a
dependency among the-teami--mbers in a sense
that they coordinate among thenaelves the
assignment of clusters, usually without verbal
communication. This sort of dependency is
difficult to Identify from documentation, butý
you should ask yourself it this kind of
self-selection exists.
Anotiter dependency which is easy'to miss
Iivolves ierformtnce of a procedure involving
electronic equipment where the equipment
performs most or all of the procedures.
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f.

Wlwn reading the documentation you should also take
,iotes on when external dependencies are likely to
happen during the mission. An external dependency
is a communication or the transfer of a product from
a member of the team to someone outside the team; or
a cornunication or the transfer of a product from
someone outside the team to someone who is a team
member.

Record suspected external dependencies, In your
notes. During the observation phase you should
verity the the existence of these suspected external
dependencies.
External dependencies should be
expected during the following segments of a
mission:

The issuance of an operations order to the
team leader from the next higher level
leader (from the team leader's immediate
supervisor).
*

The transfer' of coopl.eted products or procedures at the end of the miusion.

*

Status reports between the team leader and his

immediate supervisor during the mission.
Thus, external dependencies can occur at any time
during a mission.
g.

When reading the documentation,

it

will not always

he clear if a mission activity is an individual
activity or a team activity. If you cannot
determine this from documentation, you should record
in your notes .the mission activity, with a phrase
indicating that you are not- certain if the activity
is performed by an individual or by a team. The
expct situation can then be determined durlng •he
observation phase.

Experience has indicated that

the following mission activities can be either
individual or team activities:
T hT1,prepiaration of a report (e.g., a
folder).

target

The lifting, and/or carrying of objects (e.g.,
tools, construction materials, equipment,
etc.).
0

Tei

operation of equipment.
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"• The loading and unloading of materials from
vehicles.

". The measurement of dimensions (e.g., using a
tape measure to measure a bridge strucLure).
h.

Also, while ,reading the docunentation you should
record in your notes the eq;Lpment used by the team.
You need not be ccncerned at this time with
assigning that equipment to individual team members,
just record the equipment required'or used to
complete the mission.

Because note taking is so important, this description
method contains a note taking guide, ealled a documentation
worksheet,
It appears in Appendix A and has been designed
to assist you in analyzing the documentation, as well as in
recording !nformatibn about teamwork which is unclear from
the dot-timentation.
The worksheet need not be used and is
not considered part of the formal mission description.
You
are free to toke notes In your own format.
These preliminary activities are designed to help you plan for the
observation phase of the mission description process.
By following
these procedures or activities, you should obtain a good feel for the
context and content of the mission that is to be described.
It has
been found that readfn. about the mission before actually observing the
mission sharpens the observer's awareness.
Observers who do not read
about the missions before observation tend to generate mission descriptions which are less complete than those observers who carefully read
the documentation and prepare good notes.

Determining tle Number of Observers

You now need to determine how m
observers will be needed during
the observation phase'. Your understanding of the mission and your
notes (or the documentation worksheet) will help you to make this
decision.
The following guidnlines are provided:
1.

If the team type is small and the team members are not
organtzed Into nested teams, then one observer can
adequately make the observation.

2.

If time team type is smral (five team members or less), and
the team is organized into at least one nested team which
performs activities simultaneously with the larger team, it
is suggested thac two observers participate; one observer
for the nested teem and one for the team at large.,

,.

-

3.

If

the team type

is

of moderate size (greater than five

members, hut less than twelve), then two observers are
suggested regardless of the existence of nested teams.
4.

If the team type is large (twelve or more team members).
then the following formula should be used to determine the
number of observers:
Number of observers

-

Number of Nested Teams X 1.2

Thus, if the! team type has thrtie nested teams, then the
number of observers required is 3.8 or approximately 4.0.
These are estimated numbers.
You mat, elect to adjust the estimate
based upon your understanding of the mission to be described
(particularly your t.,derstandlng of when nested teams tend to perform
simultaneously with other nested teams).' The suggested guidelines
assume that one observer would not be able to effectively observe two
or more, nested teams at oue time.
If the nested teams perform the same,
activity throughout the mission, then a single observer would be able
to observe the nested teams by devoting part of his or her observation
time to each nested team.
This is only effective, however, if the
nested teams do, in fact, perform the same set of activities throughout
the entire mission.
If this is the situation with the mission your are
now considering, then the estimates generated by the guidelines can be
cut in half.

Pre-Observation Activities

After completing, the prelimin~ary activities, you are almost ready
to observe the mission being performed by the selected actual team.
Three or four days before the observation, it is necessary to meet with
the members of the observation team (if more than one observer' is.
participating).
The purpose of this meeting is to:
1.

Inform the observers of the mission to be lescribed and
observed.
It is assumed. that the observers 'are familiar
wi rh thet 44d
s ri pt io umeth ad, bu have
,
not yet read the
docsmautatioa describing tle misiion.
The mission should
he described to them in your own words.
Explain to them
what you lXlieve they will see.

2.

ecqluest thait eaich mmber of -the observation team read the
documevitatf io that you have already, read.
Also provide
them with. your notes or the completed worksheet.

3.

Assign.each member of the observation team a set of
observation responsibilities.
Make sure they understand
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whatt they are to observe, and what tnformatin.n they are to
ga.ther.
Ilsiig your notes; or tlxe completed worksheet, be
sure to point out areas of the mission where the
documentation has failed to provide sufficient information
about the kind of teamwork Irvolved,.
it Is important that
they clearly understand what they are to observw and
record.
The observation phase is 'the most important part of the mission
It is during the observation phase that critidescription proced'ure.
cal mission data are collected.
After the observation is comple.ted,
the data gathered is recorded on a set of forms.
The completed forms
constitute the mission description.
Thus, it is important to plan the
observation phase carefilly.
The akthors recommend that, during the observation, hand-held
tape recorders be used to describe the mission, or record important
informatira.
Paper and pencil has been tried and found difficult
to
use in the field environment, particularly if the observer is required
to move rapidly with the team or team members.
Paper and pencil also,
do not fare welt In inclement environments (precipitation, high winds,
It
Trying to complete forms during observation does not work.
etc.).
is more effective to take notes during observation, and then complete
the required forms from the notes.
Make arrangements, if possible, for
hand-held tape recorders.
You should plan to observe the mission from beginning to end,
starting with the operations order given to the team leader.
Fot
observation purposes, a mission can be thought of as containing the
following phases or segments:

I.

The jrecparatory phase.
This includes receipt of the
olperation order by the team leader, planning performed by
che team leader (i.e.,
the decision making involved in
,determining how the mission will be performed), issuing
a warning order, preparing equipment and materials, issuing
the crder, *.nd rehearsals (if
conducted).
execution phase.
This- includes movement to the location
wt.ere the mission is to be performed, unloading of
ee.I~pm.,nt, and actual conduct of the missioi.

TermiNLit io p.ha•_e.
1This inc htdes retoadtip, equipment,
movement biak to the original' location, and the
notification of mission completion.

SAll phase-s of the mission shotld be observed (but not necessarily by
all
the observers).
KxiKrience indicates that it is difficult
to
observe, All of the i)repar;ation phase.
Typically, the operation order
is given tor tJh team lender 12 to 24 htoutrs before the actual mission
in to be performed.
This is to allow the team leader time to plan' the
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mission and assess the status of his equipment and personnel.
In
practice, it is reasonable to start observation when the frag order is
issued to teammembers by the team leaider.
However, the team leader
should be questioned by the observer to detormine who delivered the
operations order to the team leader, and whenl.
If at all possible, the
observer should determiiie as precisely as possible the content of the
operations order, and who (if anyone) assisted the team leader in
planning the missLon, if the operations order is not to be observed.

Oni-Site Activities

Before- the actual observation of the mission, the following
activities should be perforned:
1.

Meet with the actual team that will be observed.
Introduce
yourself and the observation tei.. to the team leader.
Explain the purpose of the observation (e.g., to a obtain a
description of mission
, , which
.emphasizes teamwork).
This should occur at least an hour
or so before the mission is to begin; the day before" the
mission is even better.

2.

Request that the team leader introduce you to the team
members.
Count the number of team members in the actual
team and record the number in your observation notei.
Remember the assistant team leader's name and face (if
there is an assistant).
If you can recognize the
participants by sight, it will be helpful when. you are
actual ly observing.

3.

After meeting the team members,, interview the team leader
(platoon leader, squad leader, etc*). 8 -You should obtain
the following information:
a.

b.

8

When and how the operation order for the mission was
iasued to tthe team leader, and who issued it.
What
was the content of the operations order? Be sure to
note that, this was not observed, but obtained during
an Interview.with the team leader.
When and how the warning order was issued by the
team leader.
Determine if the team leader gathered
tie soldiers together to issue the warning order, or
if the warning order was propagated through the
team, member by member.

you should be senaitive to the fact that the team leader mwy still.
have a lot of work to do to prepare for the mission.
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c.

Wtho planned the mission? Who decided what
activities the individual team members would be
assigned?

If the team leader has time, have him explain the mission
to you.
More specifically, ask him:
a.

What is

b.

What are the ARTEP standards for cou.pleting the
mission?.

c.

Does the mission require any non-organic support
(e,.g., the use of indirect fire, etc.)?

d.

Are there equipment or materials the team is missing
or doesn't have that it would normally have?

e.

Is any equipment malfunctioning?

the goal of the mission?

Record the information given to you by the team leader.
Again, make sure that you identify this information as
being provided by the team leader and not observed.
It the team leader
position titles of
tion.
if the team
information can .be
completed.

has time, ask him to identify the
each team member.
Record the informsleader does not have the time, this
collected when the mission has been

Taking Notes During the Observation
By the time you finish asking the team leader the preliminary
questions, it will be about time for the team leader to issue the frag
order to the team members.
From this point, copious observation notes
should be taken.
In your notes, you should, try to capture the
following details of the mission:
1.

.2.
3.

General information about the mission includint
mission
go.-i,
criteria for, mission success, environmental
conditions, every situation, and equipment deficiencies.
A terrain map portraying the situnation in which thO mission
is'coniducted and locations of personnel and equipment.
Descriptton of tle'actual team structure, inctuding team
positions and HOS, number of. individuals in each position,
equipment assigned to positions, and the mission functiun
* of each position.
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4.

Iýs-rilptioiis of nested Leam structures (if any exist in the
team),
in-luding thel vu,:•
, sizes, and functions'of -nested
teams , ;ind how (and W•'hJ.n) nested teai.s are formed and
d isbaiided

5.

Descriptions of the sequences of individual activities of
and dependencies among' team members and nested teams.

The following paragraphs provide more detail on what to look for
(cues and events) during the mission, and suggested ways of recording
mission events.
Following these suggestions, procedures and suggestions for completiqn tlhe. mission description forms are -provided:
1.

Record data about the environment in which the mission

occurn;.

A situational map should be drawn, but often the

best you can do in the field is
following items:

to note,

in words,

the

a.

The type of terrain (sandy,

b.

"T'he locatiot of trees and other cover (e.g., to the
right or left of a bridge).

c.

The distancee between vehicles and troops, the
distances between individual team members, the
distances between buildings and landmarks (e.g.,
track is concealed 400 meters from the target
bridge).

d.

The elevations of landmarks (e.g.,
road).

e.

The location of troops and their direction of
movement.

rocky, etc.).

tree line vs

Record any information about the environment which you
belleve would help you to construct a situational map
later on.
2.

Record climatic conditions (e.g., rain, high winds, fog,
approximate temperature, time of day, eter.

3.

Also record In your noto:; any discrepanctes between the
acLuial nested team structure and the nested team structure
you hypotthesized from reading the documentation.
When observing, you should record notes about the specif'.c
functions performed by the nested teams (if a nested team
structure exists).
Briefly record the assignment*' given to
nested teams.
In your notes, try to capture the objective
or goal of thO nested team.
Also record the number of
soldiers in each nested team, as well as their position
Stitles.

'.
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For eachievsLed Le;aim, detLerm ne It the lwested team
stlril-ltire in stable or clianges In, size or m'inhership as the
mission progresses.
Also record when the nested team is

formed and if and when it is disbanded. -Clock time Is not
the critical dimension here, but it is imporLant to record
the "when" of an event of action in relation to other,
misston evn,ts.
When a nested team is formed or -disbanded,
try to record the specific mission activity which
accompanied the formation or dissolution of ithe nested.
team.
4.

You should also record in your observation .notes any
information which would help to clarify misunderstandings
from the documentation.
For example, if documentation is
uncle;ir as to whether a certain action is a team activity
or an individual activity, you should cla.rify.the
misunderstanding in your observation notes.

5.

The most critical

items or events to be looking for are

internal and external dependencLes (i.e., teamwork).
Recall that dependencies are events in the mission where
one team member is dependcnt on another team'membeie for
input that allows him to start,

or more of hil-; Individual

tasks.

identi fied by understanding

continue,

or complete one

Dependencies are

the definitions of each

(dep~endency tylpe.
In addition, tic,.following guidelines
will help. You should suspect a dependency when:
a.

Two members of the team communicate with each, other
(a verbal communication or a verbal. communication
mediated by a radio or some other equipment).
Typically these are easy to identify and observe.
Verbal dependencies should be suspected when orders,
directions, or instructions are given.,

b.

A member of the team uses hand or body- signals to,

direct another team member.
Hand signals and body
signals are also easy to identify' and observe.
If g
hand signal

is observed,

be sure you question the'.

team member using the hand signal to determine if
the hand or body signal is a standard hand signal, a,
'team hand signal (a hand signal developed by the
team and used in every mission performed by the
team); a mission specific hand signal (a hand signal
specifically developed and used only during the
mission being observed).
f!and and body signals
should be. suspected when a vehicle (boat, 'track,
etc.) is being guided into position.
Hand and body
signals should also be suspected when there is troop
movement, and the troops are directed into~position
or signaled to move into- action.
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Ot lit- r

forms of tioIn-dirvect

cofmmonlC~ltton are eitiint

light signals, audio signais,
Inon-speechl, etc.). Again, question the user of
these signals to determine if they are standard,
team specific, or mission specific.
(e.g.,

smoke signals,

Smoke signals, light signals, and audio signals are
typically used. to signal the start or finish of some
action or event during the mission.
Dependenciep
involving such signals car usually be detected by
noting the signal (e.g., by observing the smoke).
The task of the observer is to note the signal and
associate it with some event or action ,chat is
taking place (e.g., flanking movement of a fire
team).
d.

Two or more team members pass or transfer a prcduct
or object (e.g., a mortar round, a piece of equipment, etc.).
Typically, these kinds of dependencies
are identified by first noticing the product.
When
an observer first, sees an object or product, he or
she should suspect that the object or product will
be transferred between team members, and they should
anticipate the dependency.
As an observer, you must
he alert and attentive to all the objects that you
observe, since they in fact may be involve a dependency at some point during the mission.
Do not
dismiss any object from being involved in a dependency or transferred between team members, regardless
of how incidental the object might appear.
For
example, the object might be a piece of paper or a
pencil.
All objects observed during a mission have
the potential to be involved in a dependency, the
potential to be transferred between team members.
Although It is true that not all products or objects
that are transferred between two or more team
members are, in fact, product dependencies (for
example, handing another team member a rifle so that
one team member can use both hands to adjust his
spticeg'ear is probably not a product dependency)
looking or observing .for a transfer will enhance
your aL tity to identify dependencies .and teamwork.
The tratisfer of a product or object should be
suspected, when:
The team itself is manufacturing or making the
product (e.g., when a charge is being placed
on a mortar round).

'

'

'•
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Eqitpment and mtterial are being loaded or
mi l oaded.

*

e.

Tools are needed to perform the mission (e.g.,
shovels, hammers, chainsaws, etc.).

Two or more team members are engaged in an actiity
Typically, this
and appear to be working together.
situation involves either or both procedural
During t ie
dependencies and virtual dependencies.
observation, you need not decide which type of
dependency is ituvclved.'-. Your first concern is to
describe the observed team work in sufficient detail
that the type of dependency can be determined when
Lhe observation has been completed.
These types of dependencies are difficult to detect
and observe, since they typtcally do not involve
Two
verbal cormnunication or a F.,oduct (object).
an object can
team members working together to lift
If'sually be detected by noting the object and not the
When an object is not involved, the
teamwork.
For
teamwork is more difficult to identify.
examIple, when installing a tactical minefield, the
lusers and armers stay a safe distance from each
No object 's involv.li, but teamworK is
other.
Involved.
Only a little guidance is ava~ilable for detecting
these forms of -teamwork. The guidance is:
If
obn;erve or look for sequences of actions.
you notice that the mission has a definite
sequence, 'then you should suspect some sort of
teamwork among those peop!le ass Lgned the
responsibl'ity to perform each of the!
se*quencees*
for.one'team me ber assisting
Observe or look
another team member (e.g., one oldier holds a
re the stake
metal stake while the other ha
detected if
These might
Into the ground).
""Ihe
observi.r Is looking for a p oduct or an
object (stake and hammer), but ;hey may also,
he identified by abservi'R two ieopte working
n the name
I ,oge-i her or l x I%-ople wOf) are
Wh;n two or more people are in
s* ce or tre•'a,
should suspe t some sort of
you
area,
thIw same
You ýhould move to
toamwork or dependencies.
tLhu area and observe closely.
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Observe or look for a situation where a group
of individuals (or a nested team) has been
assigned a task to perform, but no individual
assignments within the nested team have been
given.
Typically, these situations require
some sort of teamwork between the nested team
members in order to complete the nested team
assignmenti
Observe or look for a 31tuatioR where two or
more team members are manipulating or
controlling a piece of equipment or a large
object.
For example, when constructing a
ribbon bridge, several team members (assembly.
section) perform a set of'activities together,
all directed toward a single bay.
Often they
appear not to be working as a team, but close
observation will reveal that they are.
f.

Two or more 'team members are providing security.
,crurity Is a form of a dependency (teamwork), and
should not be overlooked because no products are
transferred.
Actually, a service is transferred,
bhit security is common enough to be called out
specifically as one of those forms of teamwork you
slhouhl look for am] record.

Thus while observing, you should look for evidence of teamwork.
More sp.wcifically, look for-:
a.

Two or
other.

b.

Haud signals and body signals.

c.

Smoke signals,

d.

Objects being transferred among team members or
nested teams.

e.

Team members working in toe same space or area
(typically this is an indication that, teamwork is
haimflpn I nii') •
.

mire team members conversing with each

oiLt,e teaml

m-mbet

light signals, or audio signals.

assisting

antother.

g.

Tie provision of security.

h.

Occasions where team member's appear to be working
individually.
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j.

Occasions where everybody appears to' be doing the
same thing.
Occasions when one group or nested team must perform
.a set of activities before another group or nested
team can start their activities.

If YOu observe these kinds of things happening, you should
Immediately suspect some sort of teamwork and move closer
to observe the event in more detail.
After observing the
event closely, determine if there dependencies occur, and
record their occurrence.
6.

After idefitifying a dependency (teamwork), what information
about the dependency should you record in your observation
notes?
If you observe what you believe to be a dependency
(an Uistance of teamwork), you should record the following
items about the dependency in your observation notes:
a.

Thý Initiators of the dependency.
Who started the
depe'ndency.
Do not record names; record the position title's (squad leader, combat engineer, demolition specialist, etc.).
If two or more positions
have the same title,
it is useful to distinguish the
positions by number (e.g., rifleman #1, combat
engineer #6).

h.

The recipients of the dependency.
Who received the
communication, the product, or the servtce.
Again,
record the posftion titles
of the recipients.
Be
aware that there may be more than one recipient.'

r

" l, :iLtternn or flow of the dependency (I.e.,
how did
the produict, communication, or service flow from the
If there is only
Initiator to the recipientis)).
oti. recipient, then the pattern is not important.
llowever', if there is more than one recipient, the
pattern is, important.
The model of team

ixprformance/behavior

suggests several patterns

(e.g., fano-it, cluster, propagation, etc.)
You
slho:uid become familiar withi the patterns before you
hepIn the, observation.
it will make recording
patterns easier if you can use one of the pattern
n1,e.;.
Patternis are munmtrrized in Figure 7 of the
IN,1,1, l 0 i'S
S, t lon I.
It I.. not essential to describe the patterns here,
sin,•e they are adequately described in the model.
1Iow(1v,.r, two imtportant aspects of dependency
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ttt*,rnis will be iiitntioncd here to refresh your
memuty when recording observation notes.

These

dre:

Almost any pattern described in the model can
take on tlh..
form of a "Z" pattern. ' In your
observation notes, it is important to identify
the pattern, as well as record if the pattern
assumes a "Z" form.
A."Z- pattern or formation occurs when the recipients of the dependency communicate back to the initiator.
For example, when a frag.order is given, the
recipients may ask questions of the Initiator.
11tis makes the frag order dependency have a
"Z" pattern.
A "Z" pattern should also be
suspected when team members are trying to
align or position a vehicle using hand
signals.
When more than ore recipient is involved, it
is important to note if the recipients receive
the dependency as a group (all at the same
time) or as individuals.
This distinction is
critical.
For example, when a wiarning order*
is issued, the team leader say call all. the
team members together andt issue the order in a
group setting, or he may see each team
member individually.
This is a fanout pattern
in both cases, but it is important to record,
In your notes,. if the fanout pattern was
'individually or group structured.
d.

The dependency element or. what was transferred.
Describe in 'your observation notes, exactly what
took place between the initiator and the
"recipent'(s).. For example, if a band or body signal
was given, describe the hand or body signal, and its
purpose.
Record, if possible, if the signal is
standard, team specific, mission specific,
Tf a verbal commitncnmtton is given, indIcate in your
,hs,,rvntion note8 the conti':t of the communication
(e.g,., it you observe an operattt4 order being
iss.u'd, you sbotild record the coritent of the order,
su'h as the purpo.e ot tO, mission, the chain of
COmm.nd,
the ensemy situation, actions or enemy
rontart, lorntion of other friendly troopb, etc.).
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If the dependency involves the transfer of a
product, record the product that was transferred.
Also, describe its state (e.g.,, "mortar round fused
and charged").
If a swrvice was involved, describe the service;
e.g, security provided, bay assembly completed, etc.
IBe as detailed as possible in your notes.
Describe
the service as precisely as possible.
If the
service is not evident, describe the actions or
events you believe to be the service.
e.

Record In your
The purpose of the dependency.
observation notes, what you believe is the purpose
of the dependency.
The niodel of team performance/
behavior contains a list of dependency purposes.
This list should be read and understood before
actually conducting the observation.
It should be
noted that any given dependency can have more than
one purpose.
During the observation, if you cannot either
remember the list of specified dependency purposes
or if you cannotdetermine the purpose from the
observation, describe the circumstances surrounding
the dependency in as much detail as possible.
This
will help you later to determine the dependency
pirposes which are applicable.
Record the context
and content of the dependency in sufficient detail
so that

later, you will be able

to identify the

purpose or purposes of the dependency.
I.

[te ildivIdual actions of the initiator before the
dependency was Initiated.
Describe what the
initiator was doing immediately before the
dteKndehcy.
Yu do not have to be extremely
detailed.
Typically,-a' single phrase will suffice
(e.g., providing security, measurin3 the physical
dimensions of a bridge abutment, etc.).

g.

TIe individual activities of the ricipient(s) before
p.rtilcpatlng in the dependency.
Again, a single
phrase shoutld be sufficient.
If there was more than
mie. rvi.lldlent

;and evalc

was involved

in

a

separate

acitivity, tlhtn record tl- actions of each recipient
If at all possibie.
If the recipients were all
oti;uged in the same activity,, then you need only
record the activity once.
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i%. 'rihe individual activities of the recipient(s) and
initiator alter tleŽ depedency has occurred.
For
example, if an order was issued to unload a vehicle,
tOxn it should be noted If the recipient(s) started
to unload the vehicle.
7.

In addition to recording the occurrence of dependencies and
specific dependency information, you should also record, in
your i, bservatLon notes, the use of any equipment that you
s'e Or ,,bn;erve.
lAbel the equipment as best as possible,
and record who used the equipment by position title (e.g.,
"iensatic compass, squad leader").
If you have the time,
also record how the equipment was used (e.g., "lensatic
compass--to determine azimuth of reference points").

Taking observation 'notes is a difficult process. There is a lot
to remember and a lot of information to be recorded.
Your first
attempt will probably generate less information than you desire.
This
will become evident when you try to complete the forms ip Step 4 from
your observation notes.
However, practice will improve the quality of
your notes.
As you learn what is to be entered in the required forms,
your observation notes will become more comprehensible and complete.
A job aid to be used during the observation phase would be helpful in
this regard.
However, no compact job air is available for this
purpose.
As a substitute, the following is offered.
The priority for
coilecting observation data is:
1.

Dependency information (initiator, recipient, pattern,
Cleme|it, puri),se, and individuaL activities before and
after dependency).

2.

Equitfpment used.

3.

Nested

4.

lDocumentation uncertainties.

5.

Environmental data (situational map).

6.

Night or day-(climate conditions).

tvain structure and function.

If' you notice, the tirst letters of each category are DENDEN, or double
:l'N.
-lm'Imb4erin; double InlIWJ might help you when you.first start taking
observation notes.

Tihl, oost ,ilffi-iClt part of the, ohservat ian phase Is identifying.
occasions of teamwork;'i.e., identifying dependencies.
This Is why it
is extremely importatit to carefully read tile documentation before

observing the mission..
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li till),hL at.o he'lp to realize that. a mission can be divided into
three s•,ints..
Itiotifyi ug theseý se)-ments, as well as remembering

what Is likely to happen in each segment can help to reduce observation
to a manageable process.

The three phases are:

I.

Preparation.
During the preparatory phase, you should look
for the issuance of warning orders, operation orders, frag
orders, etc.
You should also look fL." the'dependencies
involved in preparing equipment and materials (e.g.,
loading vehicles, checking equipment, etc.).
Most
preparation phases also involve external dependencies.

2.

During the
Execut ion.
This is the "meat" of the missiota.
cxecut ion phase, you should expect to observe nested teams
being, formed, team members within nested teams working
together, nested team3 working together, etc.
Execution
phases vary widely with the team type and the mission, thus
more guidance cannot be provided.

3.

When the main part of
D)isposition or Termination Phase.
the mission is over, typically, most team types engage In
some sort of cleanup activities.
You should expect *to
observe the loading of equipment and materials, the
disbanding of nested teams, status checks on equipment. and
material, etc.
You should also expect some external
dependencies involving the team leader.
Typically, the
team leader will, inform his superior that the-mission has
been completed.

Treat each of the th ree segments as a separate observation unit
with an identifiable beginning and end.

Observation Note Cautions
*

The description method described in, this document is still
in ,its
infancy.
Thus, not, all the problems associated 'with the description

methodhave been resolved.

Most of these unresolved issues impact upon

the observation phase, and the recording of the observation data on the
required forms (Step 4).
A discussion of these unresolved issues
follows:
I.

In pra'tIce, during observation of a mission, more than one
* mission might he observed.
Recently, a mission performed
by umiih•
l.: I'iice r squad was observed.
The mission
observed was labeled "preparation of it 'target folder."
In
reality, the major part of the mission was a bridge recon.
Du|rfi|j; the refcon, daita were gathered for entry into the
target (older.
Preparing the target folder itself
ttirned
out to be a small part of the mission, and, incidentally,
turned oit to-he at ltdtvidual activity.
The mission was
observed troum the moment the (rag order was Lsaued to' the
team membuers to the time the target folder was completed by
the squad leader.
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After the frag order was issued, the team engaged in some
ibrcprat,)ry activities.
When it was time to depart in the
APC, the first
set of activities involved moving the
vehicle from its camouflage netting.
This iu;.olved a
certain amount of teamwork, and observers recorded the
events.
When observers returned to complete the mission description
forms, a debate started--was the removal. of the vehicle
from the netting really part of the mission or ,ws it
really a separate mission, according to the ARTEP manual?
A search of the ARTEP manual revealed a Major Mission
Operation title,
"Conduct Unit Movement Operations."
The
removal of the vehicle from camouflage netting was notsp~cifically called out within the list
of missions. but
could conceivably be a task within this Major Mission
Operation.
It was decided by observers that this activity
was a separate mission and this segment of the mission was
not recordod.
The authors cannot suggest a %ay to easily determine that
what is observed is part of the mission you set out to
observe.
Only familiarity with the total population of
missfons performed by the team type would 'help.
The best
practice in this case is to record the events as part of
the mission, then check the ARTEP manual or discuss' the
matter with an SHE upon your return frow. the observation.
2.

In practice you may see a repe.:t o' the mission.
For
example, in the bridge recon discussed above, two bridges
were assessed as part of the same mission.
This should not
bother yot, since it provides an opportunity to verify
observationq.
It is suggested that if this occurs dttring
observation
that, you treat the events as a single
mission.

3.

It hIes not *en decided if
information
For example,
important:

it is important to collect other
the following information may be

a.

Dura

1b.

Nitn
thei

c.

The
•, lmh(er of months or weeks the team has been
toge her.

d.

The

ton of the mission (start time,

ending time).

*r , tilms thlr miss.ioi has been performed by
cam observed.

imount of tturnover in the team.
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e.*WIhethI.r
Lea3m ilmxrs Ihive been assigned unfamiliar,
or novel, responsibilities.,
At this time, there are no forms on which to record this
information, but as an observer you should be sensitive to
these issues and record these k'nds of. information if
observed.
It is expected that during.the second and third
years of the effort, the importance of collecting this kind
of information will be further evaluated.
4.

Although the description method is designed to record what
you observe, there are certain practical limitations.
If
you observe two team members communicating' with each other,
and you hear them discussing content not related to the
mission, should you take observation notes? A rather
uncomplicated' response is, "No."
1owever, the difficulty
arises in deciding what is mission related and what is not.
Obviously, if the team members are discussing private
matters, then :the conversation is not mission related.
However, interspersed within this private conversation may
be examples of teamwork.
For example, one member says,
"Hey, we better hurry up.- At, first this warning may be.
taken casually by the observer, yet this dependency may be
critical to mission success.
There are no specific
guidelines to lhelp you determine what is and is not mission
aelated.
Record in the observation notes anything which
you believe Is mission related with the hope that
son-m!:shon related communications can be screened later.
Your judgment on this issue should prevail.

5.

L.r~ng many of the observations, It has been noted that
depem'dencies are often supplemented; e.g., an initiator
would give a hand signal along with verbal instructions.
This may apl')ear, at first, -to cause problems for the
observer.
Should the observer record the instances as a
hand signal dependency or a verbal dependency? To be-on
the safe side, indicate that both verbal and hand signals
were given for this dependency.
This phenomenon appears to happen primarily with communicative dependencies (i.e., product and procedural dependencles would n.at happen together, but communicative dependencies may supplement the passing of a product or completing a procedure).
You should also be cautioned that it is
easy to miss. a, product dependency or a procedural dependency when it is supplemented with a verbal command.
Inexl)erien,'ed observers often pick up the verbal communication
(because. it is nsu~ally obvious), and mitss the transfer of a
procedure or a liroduct.
It is easy to do.
Thus, it is
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su.ggesLed thaft for each verbal dependency you observe ask
yours;,l.t--- I tLthre atty lilig else going on beside tlh
transfer of words? In the second and third years of the
current effort, more specific guidelines for this
situation will he developed.
6.

The last tinresolved issue pertains to identifying dependenry rei•|i>[ents.
Often, when instructions or information
are giveii by an initiator to a defined set of individuals,
others can hear those instructions.
The question is,
"Should these 'other' Individuals be listed as recipients
in your observation notes?" Practice has been not to
identify these "others" as recipients.
It has been assumed
that unintended recipients do not require the information
to perform their assignments.
Thus, they do no't qualify as
being part of the dependency.
Ilowever, it is supposed that
an unintentional recipient might eventually us the
Information.
if the unintentional recipient uses the
Information in soie way, then the recipient has indeed
participated in the dependency.
There are no 'guidelines to
help you identify those, situations where an unintentional
recipient can be expected to become a legitimate recipient.
Again, your own Judgment should be used in this situation.

Every problem you might encounter has not been discussed.
If you
encounter a unique problem, it is suggested that you consult the team
performance/behavior model for definitions and guidelines.
By its
definitions, the model will assist you in thinking about a problem.
If,
the model does not assist you, then the recommendation is to describe
exactly what you observe.

Forms

After the observation.'is over, you should complete the forms
associated with Step 4, utsing information from the following sources:
1. The observation notes (including the notes gathered during
the Interview with the team leader).
2.

The doctimentation notes (gathered when reading the
documentation).

It is strongly sutggested that you review your notes before
completing the forms.
If at all possible, the notes should be reviewed
no later than 24 hoturs after the observation.
This is to minimize any
forgetting.
In addiLtLion, tlte forms should be prepared as soon as
possible after observation.
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The fiv fo-ms associated with this step can be completed in any
sequence.
lowe',er, for clarity, they are discussed irr the sequence in
which they were (heveloptd.
Before starring the forms, you may elect to meet with your
observation .ea.. and make individual assignments for completing the
The di-,,u-locn below assumes only one person will be completing
forms.
each form.
Exam'ination of the sample forms in Appendix B while reading
the following nmay prove useful.

General Mission linformation (Form

3)

"To provide an orientation to the mission that is being described,
Form 3 was developed.
The reader of your description might find it
useful to examine Form 3 before any of the other mission specific
forms, since it conveys the goal or purpose of the mission.
The
instructions for completing Form 3 are as follows:
1.

Complete Blocks I through 6. These blocks are for
"recordkeeping iprposes, and will help you keep track of all
the forms that have been completed for the team type and
the specific missions being described.

2.

Enter in Block 7 a statement indicating the goal of the
mission.
When you interviewed the team leader, one of the
questions asked was, "What is the purpose or goal of the
mission?"
Thus, your interview notes should be-useful.
You should
ilso consult the ARTEP manual.
Typically for
every Major Mission'operation, there is a brief description
of tiN, missions.
The missions are described on a series of
dimensions.
Each dimension is given a specific title
or
heading.
Under the title
"General Standards" of the
description, informationabout the goal of the missions
within the Ma jor Mission Operation is given.
This should
be read before completing Block 7.

3.

(or standards) for mission
Enter in Block 8 the criteria
success.
The ARTEP standard should be entered.

4.

Enter In Blork 9 any known conditions which Intl.uenced the
performance ot the mission, particularly those associated
with climate, temperature, etc.
You may also. want to
specify the enemy situation (e.g., was the enemy in the
area; did tly- te:am expect any attack?).
if NBC gear was
used, its
use should be entered in this block.
The purpose
of this block is t,, enter any information which might help
the reader to undterstand the mission, as well as interpret
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the SpcitLed criteria for compLeting the mission.
ob:ervatuLioU notes will bv heltpful here.

Your

5.

Enter in Block 10 Lite non-organic support the team required
to compIete the mission, such as indirect fire support,
security provided by another unit, etc.
Frequently
vehicles and equipment are obtained from other units.
Be
sure to specify all non-organic support noted during the
observation.
You may also want to check the ARTEP manual
frequently.
It describe!s the kind of support the team
might require to execute the mission.

6.

Enter in Block It any assumptions you may have made during
the observation (e.g., it is assumed that ")C or "Y" is
part of another mission, and although observed, in not
described).

7.

Enter in Block 12 any other information which you believe.
the reader might find Important (e.g., equipment
deficiencies, the experience cr inexperience of the team
leader, the reason why the ARTEP standard was/was not.
achieved,. etc.).

Mission Situational Map (Form

3A)

In order to orient the reader to the mission, a situational map
is constructed.
In addition, the map also helps, to explain or describe
Form 3A is designed to provide this sort
the observed team behaviors.
of pictorial representation of the mission.
The instructions for
completing Form 3A are as follows:
1.

Complete Blocks 1 through 6. Enter the same
(with the exception of Block 3) as entered in
Enter in Block 3,the sources used to develop
situational map.
In most cases, this will be
observation itself.

2.

In Block 7,
observed.

information'
Form -3.
the
the

construct a sketch of the mission as it

was

The sketch should:

a.

Use standard military symbols.

h.

Illustate troop, movement (with directional arrows).

C,.

Ilidic'akt
the location of Lrees, roads, bridses,
brush, and other landmarks or features.

d.

Indicate the ixositton of 'the team members and/or
nested teams in relationship to other team members,

ill.!•
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a,

nos ed team1Is,

veh ciecs , and landmarks (e.g.,
buildings, trees, etc.,).
C.

Lahe i the approximate distance between te~am jmembers,
nested teams, etc.
(Note:
Only those distances
critical to the mission should be given).

f.

Indicate elevation if elevation .is critical to the

g.

Show the location a nd movement of the OPFOR in
relationship~ to the- team being described.

It. Illustrate

I.

tile location and novement, of vehicles..

If-movement of troops (including OPFOR) is
inidicated, attempt to associate the movement with a
mission activity (i.e., when-during the mission did
.0h42 Wivement occ**ur, such as before 6r after activity
Xor
Y)

It may be necessary to draw or construct more than one sketch, perticulprly if the- mission Is lengthy or if there is considerable movement of
troops and vehicles. If muoltiple sketches are required to describe the
mission, be sure to label cacti sketch (i.e., indicate what Lhe sketch
describes).
Tile situatijonal mar entered in.Block 7 need not be precise and
accurate~. The puirpose of tile map is only to provide the reader with an
orientation tr% the nission, as weli as to explain possible -team
bell.v Iors (eog.
vemet
Illtiested Learns).
User8 of

thle JV9Crip)Lion methiod have also found it

uIse Form 3A to de~wrihe. specific

ftums4

(e.g.,

convenient

to.

when describing some of

the missions performed by codmb'~t Engineers, thle users found it

convenienit t6 entter sketches of obstacles constructed in Block 7)..
Thes~e sketches were a1 suipplement to thle situational viap. The item
sketches should contain dimensions of the object, as well as pictorall.y

represent the configuration of the item.
Tbe primary source Uor, the situational map should be your
observatioin noten. It othetr sketette4 are provided; e.g., a detailed
sketich of 1;,), crib or a uiitn.'floli, yoto iny flout it necessary to conmutit
fieltd mitiosi s. it i 's loot otevv-tsary to' dutplicate any sketches provided
in field m~itnal s, simply roference the, page andu title of the field
mi~itial where tile sketch. can x, 'located. if loossible - aitach a copy of
Lhuw sketct. to ~Form 3A.
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Actual Te•ha

Structure

(Form

4)

It is iriev.s!;iry to doctiment the istructinre of the observed team.
Of partit-ular importance are tle position titles
of the team members,
the nutmbr of soldiers having each position title,
the equipment used

by the position title, and the functions performed by the position
title
within the n.i.ston being described.
It should be recalled that
Form 2 was designed to record similar information for the nominal team
structter..
By comparing Form 2 with Form 4, the reader can determine
if the actual team is under- or overstrength and has the necessary
eq niprncn .
The instructions for completing

F6rm 4 are as follows:

1.

Complete Blocks I through 6 in the usual manner.
Be sure
the Information entered is identical to the information
eittered in Form 3 and Form 3A.
Ti Block 3 enter the
sources you used to complete the form.
The primary source
"will,he your observation notes.

S2.

In Bl,'-k 7 entirr the position titles
that existed in the
team.
Lnter the five dLgIt MOS code and grade beside the
position title.
If you are not sure of either the position
title
or the HoS code, leave them blank, but be sure to
onmpil.te Blocks R throtigh 10 for the unknown. position
title%.
It may be necessary to consult Form 2 when
completinig Form 4.
Form 2 should contain the official
position titles.

3.

hit Block 8 enter the number of individuals holding 'the
correspondilng posttion title.
This may be difficult to do
from thie observati'n data.
tHowever, from the observation/
intir ~vi ew 'tat a, ymn, should have! the total number of
individials In 'the actual team.
What you may not have, if
the actual team is extremely large, is the way the total
n,,mber of team'members are distributed among the position
title.i.
* If you do not know the number of individuals
holding each posit lon title,
Indicate "unknown."
Be sure that the box at the bottom of Block 8 contains the
total inli,;er -I, teien members of the actual team observed.

4.

Ins Blipt'k 9 enter the equiliment ald materials you observed
thl
hr
nosi 'mlIn tl
utiltl .
It two or more team members lukive
Ihw n;ame ps|it•Ini title,
hblt are tising%different'equipment,
"separt,, tilt posittion
tit les with identifiers.
For
example, sapip)ose the teaim observed -has two construction
spec[.Ialfstq who use' different equipment during the mission.
The positf•o•
t
titles
shoiuld then -be construction specialist
(M) and constrsncton.s peclnitst (2).
Record in Block 9 the
equipment used by each identitled title
(e.g.,, construction
specialist
!i).
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EInter oiily the equipment observed being used to perform the
mission.
You need not enter individual issue items unless
the Itterm is a weapon.
If a Lool. used by the position title
Is part of a larp.,r collection of toots, then specify the
tool and the collection it is a member of (e.g., hammer
[from carpenter's tool box]).
Only the end user of the
items should be entered (if not all the items itt the
carpenter's tooL box were used do not enter the carpenter's
tool bx)x ais a piece of equipment).

If position titles share a tool or piece of equipment, list
the item for both lx)sitlon titles, but indicate in parenthesis that it is "shared" (e.g., hamaer (shared between
construction specialists)). 'Notice that if equipment is
shared, then there ts ;n opportunity for product or
procedural dep:.ndencies to occur involving the equipment.
Specifying equipment is relatively' important to training.
Often, individual training and team training revolve around

manipulating equipment and toots.

Although it is often

difficult, you should try to use the name of the tool. as
given in field manuals.
5.

Enter In Block i0 the functions performed by the position
title during tlx, mission. The phrases entered should be
short , hot IllI,;t rat Ive (e.g., provides security, carries
mines to minefield, measures bridge structures with squad
leader, itc. ).
Ii the position title is a member of a
nested team, this should be indicated In Block 10 by either
grouping positions within nested teams or indicating nested
team
.neiiihbrsili
with Letters.
Also enter the function of
the position title within the nested team. Do not enter
the fuic tion 'of tLi e ntire nested team, only tive function
performd by the hidividual within the nested team.
There
is a separate form for recording the major functions of
each nesLed team.
Be sure to be aware of the possible
existence of variable nested teams.
If a team member performs multiple functions,

be sure to

enter eacti function.

If a team member is a'member of.

variots nested teams,

list all nested team affiliations in

Block .10
A typical entry can be fairly complicated (eg., "loads
vehlcl e.' with other team members; at the site performs the
initial mrine .;weep; after mine sweep, joins security nested
team and assumes security position northeast of the bridge;
-it blvol,:ai ,it-,'
hll pother tet-am membprs to offload
vehic e").
Block 16 will typically contalin information that is related
to teamwork.
in fact, Block 1O should highlight the.
teamwork the im)sition title engages in during the mission.
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Block 10 slhouild provide the reader of your description with
a s•utmairy of the'individual, and team activities of the
position title
(the tmodel calls this a "role description").

Actual Team Structure -

Nested Team Structure (Form 4A)

if the, actual Lea;n observed had a nested team structure, then it
is important to describe the nested team structure.
Form 4A is
'designed to record nested team information (e.g., the number of nested
team members, the title of tie nested team, the functions performed by
the nested team, and information concerning when and how the nested
teams were formed and disbanded).' It the actual team you observed did
not have a nested team structure, then Form 4A need not be completed.
Before preparing Form 4A, your observation notes and documentation
worksheet shotuld be carefully reviewed.
•fthe actual team-had nested
teams which were stable throughout the mission, then Form 4A will not
be part L'ularly ditlicutl
to complete.
lowever, if the nested team
strurtiure was variable, Form 4A can be time consuming to complete.
Notice that Block 10 ot Form 4 must be consistent with what is entered
in Form 4A; i.e., Form 4A indicates the nested teams, Form 4 indicates
what position titles
are members of each nested team, as ,well as what
function each position served within the nested team.
If nested teams
were vartahle, then son.c position titles
had changed from one nested
team to another.
IBtween Forms 4 and 4A, these changes should be
clearly dep-icted.
If

you betlieve you haive observed variable nested teams,

sug'estvd yott dI-•( .m,' lre,-piIanniflug betore completoing Form 4A.
fol lowing ac t i viii e.f .;Isold t(1 I-wrforn-.d:

then it
The

is

I.

Oti a .. tasd.mrd s;heet tl paper, near the left edge, list
all
of the, nwsted teams you observed.
To label the nested
teams$, use words found in the documentation,.or if the
doi'it,
at l,1o1 dJoes Ilot label 'tile nested teams, construct
your own labels (e.g., security).
tie labels which are
descriptive of the function performed by the nested team.

2.

At the top of the page, List each member of the larger
Lean.
Use short descriptive labels.

3.

For. cath ne.steid team, place an "X" In the cell of each
ilndividuaL whom yoii believe was a member of that nested
team.

4.

B.y looking down the column of each team
sible to deru.rmlfi
what nested teams the
associated with.
If A 'team member is a
one ne;sted teiam, then a variable nested
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evldent and one of several situations can exist.
Either
nested teams are formed and disbanded (allowing the nested
team member to become a member of a new nested team or a
member of an existing nested team), or an individual is a
member of two or more nested teams simultaneously.
The
latter has never been observed, except where a team member
Is a supervisor and has. management responsibilities for
several nested teams.
In these cases, the supervisor is
not Inctuded as a member of any of the nested teams he
supervises.
Thus, if the team member is a member of more
than one nested team, you must .determine how that occurs.
One simple explanation is that he is a member of nested
teams which do not perform activities simultaneously.
You should check your observation notes to determine if the
two'or more nested teams perform within the same period of
time.
If they do, then several explanations are possible.
These are:
a.

The team member was reassigned to another nested
team sometime during the mission.
This should
Indicate some sort of dependency.

b.

TIe team member volunteered himself in and out of
nested teams.

In either case', the sizes of tlie various nested teams may
change during tie mission, and this is important' to note.
Instructions for recording this variability are provided
below.,
5.

Continue the analysis of the matrix you contructed until
you have a complete picture of the size of each nested
team, how the nested teams were formed and disbanded, when'
the nested teams were formed and/or disbanded, etc.

6.

Attach the matrix to Form 4A,

then complete Form 4A.

Before providing the instructions for completing Form 4A, some
cautionary notes concerning variable nested team structure are
warranted.
During a recent observation, a situation arose which was
almost Impessible to record.
The mission was the construction of a log
crib by a platoon of over 30 team members.
The team was not genuinely
organized' Into nvn;t,,d It n'a,;.
Nested teams w.re Iput together as needs
arose (e.g., to dig post holes,, to carry 'logs,' to cut timber, to.
construct the Log crib, etc.). Nested teams were put together almost
at random--whoever was available and appeared to be unassigned was.
assigned to a nested team.
Each nested team was temporary.
For
example, logs were carried iron a dtimp point to tie construction area
.several times.
Each time the composition of the'log carrying nested
team was diffe'rent.
Becautse of the size of the team involved (a
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platoon), it was impossible to keep track of every team member.
Thus,
it was impossible to accurately record who was a member of each
temporary nested team.
To record this situation, observers simply
listed the various nested teams.
They approximated the size of the
nested team (with a minimum and maximum number).
In addition, they
recorded that the nested teams were formed upon demand and quickly
disbanded when the immediate need was.over.
This was not a precise
description of what occurred, but it did convey the general situation
to the reader.
The Instructions for completing Form 4A are as follows:
1.

Complete Blocks 1 through 6 in. the usual manner.
.oemember,
in Block 3, you should enter the sources used to prepare
the form.
The primary-sources will be documentation and
your observation notes.
Be sure to enter exactly the same
information as entered in Forms 3, 3A, and 4.

2.

InBlock 7, enter the titles of each nested team.
If the
precise titles of the nested team are not known, enter a
titte which is descriptive of the nested team function.

3.

In Block 8, enter the size of each nested team (how many
team members composed the nested team).
If the nested team
varied in size, enter the smallest and largest size
observed.
Also, enter the average size of the nested team;
the size the nested team tended to have for most of, its
existence.
It is important to list the size as variable,
because this is the only indication to the reader that the
giested team structure was variable in size.

4.

In Block 9, enter a description of. the function performed
by the nested team.
Be, as comprehensive and corplete as
possible.
If the nested team performed multiple functions,
be sure to list them'all.
You may also find it convenient
to specify the phase of the mission in which the function
was performed (e.g.,-"nested team performed function during
preparation").

5.

In Block 10, enter a descrip-tion of how and when the nested
team was formed and disbanded:
a.

Indicate if the nested team structure was discussed
during the frag order.

b.

Indicate how individuals were assigned to nested
teams (e~g., standing operating orders).

C.

Indicate who was the supervisor of the nested team
(by position title).

"d. Indicate' when the nested team was disbanded (e.g.,
when function I's complete).

1
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e.

Indicate how the nested team was disbanded (e.g., no
orders given, the nested team disbands when the work
,ass;ignment is complete, nested team leader informs
next higher supervisor when the responsibility of
the nested team has been satisfied).

Mission/Team Activity Description (Form 5)
The most useful mission data are detailed descriptions of the
mission activities provided by Form 5.
Form 5 is the most time consum-.
ing form to complete in the description process, since it contains a
listing of mission activities, plus a description of the teamwork
involved in'those activities.
The form is primarily designed to
present the dependencies that occur in the mission, as well as the
sequence of those dependencies.
In addition, the form presents a
description of each dependency; the dependency participants, dependency
pattern, dependency type, dependency element, and dependency purposes.
Before completing Form 5,
required:
1.

Carefully review your documentation and observation notes.
You must hIve a complete and accurate mental picture of the
mission before you can record it on Form 5.
It may be
necessary to review your notes more than once.

2.

If you have a nested team structure, determine whether you
want to describe the activities of the team at large (the
entire team) on Form 5, or use ,a separate Form 5 for each
nested team.
This is a critical decision.
Experience
indicates that if the actual team is smalf and has nested
teams, it is more' efficient to record the activities of -the
entire team (include the activities of each nested team on
a,series of Form 5s).
If the team is larger or has three
or more nested teams, it is more practical to record the
activities of each ne'sted team on a separate separate
series of Form 5s. This decision has some recordkeeping
and description consequences.
If it 'is decided to describe
each nested team on a separate Form 5, then an additional
Form 5 wilt be needed to record the dependencies that occur
between the nested teams.
This additional Form 5 is not
nceded it all tOr: nested teams are described on the same
Form 5, since txetween neusted team dependencies will be
described on it, as well.

3.

If it has been decided to describe each nested team on a
separate series of Form 5s, then you have another decision
-to make.
Should you describe the dependencies between the

+/
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nester. Learns first, or describe the within-nested-team
acctivilties first? Experienced'describers find no advantage
one way or the other.
4.

Depending upon what approach you have selected,
following:

perform the

a.

If you have elected to describe the entire team on
one Form 5, review your notes, and documentation.
Then, on a worksheet, record or list the team
mission activities In the sequence in which they
occurred.
To help you organize the. list of
activities, keep in mind *the concept of mission
phases.
The activities should not be described in
detail, use brief phrases (e.g., issue frag order,
prepare equipment, load vehicle, mount vehicle,
enroute activities, initial.on site activities and
orders, esLablish security., etc.). Use phrases
which indicate team activities and/or dependencies.
Be sure the activities are in their proper sequence.
If some mission activities are repeated, note this.

b.

If you have elected to describe the activities which
occurred within each nested team separately, then
prepare a worksheet for each nested team.
This
worksheet should be similar to the worksheet
described in item a above.

c.

if you have elected to describe the dependencies
between the various nested teams first, then
construct a matrix of nested teams titles. In the
cells of the matrix indicate which nested teams have
dependencies with other nested teams.
Briefly
describe the between-nested-team dependencies.
Use
key words or phrases.
This 'is similar to the matrix
developed in the documentation worksheet.

After completing these preliminary activities, you are, ready to start
completing Form 5s. The instructions for completing Form 5s'are
provided below. These instructions are appropriate regardless of wha~t
approach you have selected..

I.

Complete the if'rst six blocks of each Form 5, In the usual
manner.
He sort all the entries are identical to
previotsly completed forns.

2.

If the team has a nested team structure, circle "Y" in
Block 7; otherwise, circle "N."
If the "Y" is circled,
then a Form 4A should be completed.
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In Block 8, check the most appropriate phrase.

This block

is designed to communicate your decision concerning which
approach you have elected (to describe the activities of
each nested team on a separate Form 5 or describe the
activittes of the larger team on one Form 5). If you are
describing the dependencies between nested teams, leave
Block 8 blank.

4. If you checked the first phrase in Block 8, then in Block 9
enter the name of the nested team being described.
.5. Review your preliminary worksheet notes (the ones developed
before starting to complete Form 5). Enter the first team
or mission activity on your list (e.g., platoon leader
Issues operation order to squad leader) in Block 10, toward
the top. The phrase should be more descriptive than the
phrase in your worksheet notes.
The phrase should have a
subject ("platoon leader"), a verb (issues"), and an
object of the verb ("operation order"). For clarity, you

should also enter any informative phrases (e.g., 'to the
squad leader").
Remember, the phrase must provide 'the
reader with an understanding of what is going on in the
mission. Enter succeesive mission'events or activities in
order down Block 10, using additional Form 5s as required.
6.

In Block 11, enter a label at the top of each, column.
indicating each of .he team or nested team members.
If the
form is being used to describe the dependencies between
nested teams, enter a label indicating the nested team
name.
For convenience, each label should be numbered.
If
ther- Is insufficient space to record the team meniber's
title or the nested team name, record the titles or names
on a separate shebt of, paper.. Number them from one- to the
size of the team or to the total number of nested teams..
Enter in Block 11 only the corresponding numbers.
Attach
the separate sheet to the front of, the first page of Form
5.
Block' ll only contains enough space for an 11 member team
or nested team.
If the team or nested team you are
describing has more than 11 members, then you must

construct an additional parall'ei 3eries of Form 5s.
IEnter, in the columns of Block It, the pirticipants of the
first. activity recorded In Block 10.
Identify the
Inittiators by citt.e:!g an "V' in the, appropriate columns.
Identify the recipient(s) by entering an "R" in the
appropriate column(s).
A single individual can be both an
initiator and recipient ii. a given dependeacy.
If this is

S•
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the case,

enter in

the appropriate columns "I/R."

it

should he noted that it, external dependencies only an "I"
or "R" will be entered, but not both.
7.

In Block 12 enter the Information necessary to describ*e
dependency.
Perform the following activities:

the

a.

Determine If the dependency is external or internal.
External dependencies can be casily identified.
In external dependencica, the initiator or recipient
is an individual o,;tside the team of interest.
Thus, in Block II, tfhe columns would contaiva only an
"R" ui"I,"
but not both.
If the activity being
described involves an external dependency, place an
"E" in Block 12.

b.

Determine the dependency pattern (the flow of the
dependency element from the initiator(s] to the
recipient[s]).
In discussing the model, several
common patterns were noted and defined.
Standard
sketches of these patterns were developed.
Examine
the dependency under consideration and attempt to
match it with one of 'the common patterns.
These common patterns and their definitions and
sketches are illustrated in the section dealing with
the model.
To match a pattern, simply determine the
number of initiators, the number of recipients, and
how the dependency element flows from the initiators
to the recipient(s).
If you cannot match the observed pattern with a
standard pattern, then you must s etch the pattern
(i.e., a standard sketch cannot be used).
To sketch
the observed pattern, simply start from the
initiator and draw lines with arrowheads, indicating
the direction the dependency element flowed to the
recipients.
It has been our exper ence that
non-standard patterps are very rar ly needed.
In Block 12, enter the sketch of t e pattern.
For
example, if the observed pattern ii a fanout
pattern (one initiatorseveral re ipients, several
very similar dependency elements),

enter the following sketch:

-.
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then in

Block 12

c.

At the top left
of the sketch, enter the initiator
ol the dependency as a number.
Use the notmber of
the team member indicated in Block 11 (i.e.,
the
number corresponding to the column which contains
akil
Also, indicate the recipients on the top right of
the sketch by entering the numbers of the columns in
Block It corresponding to those who are identified
as recipients.
Thus, if position 1 was the initiator and positions
3, 4, and 5 were the recipientsi
n a fanout
dependency, the appropriate sketch would be:
3,

d.

4,

& 5

-<<

Determine if the dependency followed a "Z" format.
A "g" format occurs if the recipients ask questions
of the initiator.
For example, when a frag order is
issued by a squad leader, the team members might ask
specific questions.
Although the pattern is
basically a fanout pattern, the question and answer
part of the dependency makes the fanouL a "Z"
format.
Almost any standard pattern can have "Z"
format.
0
To indicate a "Z pattern, enter the letter
Z"
after the initiator.
Thus, in the example, we have
been using a fanout "Z" pattern would be indicated

1 zl
e.

3, 4, & 5

Determine if the recipients received the dependency
elements individually or as a. group.. This is
particularly important in fanout patterns.
For
example', a frag order can be issued by the squad
leader to all the team members at one time, or the
frag order can be issued to each individual
separately, but qpproximately within the same t.ime
period.
In either case, the appropriate pattern is
a faniout pattern.
However, it is important to
specify if the recipients received the information
individually or as a group.
To specify if the
fanout was group-oriented or individually-oriented,
record the words "group" or "Individual" at the

1 26
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bottom middle of the sketch.
For example, a fanout
patlern, where the recipients receive the dependency
4element

In a group,

[Z]

would be recorded as:

3, 4, & 5
Group

An alternative

to bracket those who received the

is

Sdependency element as a group; e.g.,

,

1

13, 4, & 51

"It the recipients received the information individually, the sitsiatton would be represented as:
Z

3,4,
ýz

5 <<

There are occasions where some individuals receive
the dependency element as a group, while others
receive it individually.
For example, in the
illustration being used, if the team members 3 and 4
received the content of the frag order as a group
tron team member L, while team, member 5 received it
individually, then this situation would be
represented as:

l(3
Z
or it

4

5

rould be represented. as two separate

pat tern-s:

•1z~l- , _.4.1 _<
>

5

TIw. fIr.t pattern Is a "Z". fanout with two recip,Ip•LS.
The second pattern is a simple pattern with
one

IWtltiiator atid one recipient.

Two patterns

sho.,ld he tned to represent the situation only if
the patterns are different; e.g., in the example
given bo.ve, the group sitaation involved a question
randIanswer component; thus, a "Z" format is not
Indicated.
In the second pattern, there was no

qu',stion and answer period.

Thus, a *Z" format is

not indicated.
These patterns are different,
therefore, two separate patterns can be used.
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f.

Determine the dependency type. The section dealing
with tle nmldel of team. performance'and behavior
discusses dependency types.
S'.lect a dependency type which you believe correctly
represents tile mission activity being described.
For tLh type selected, record the type abbreviation'
If the situation involved is
in the appendix.
consistent with the definition, then the correct
If the definition does not
type has been selected.
agree with your specific situation, then repeat the
process until a suitable type is found.
Once you have selected the most appropriate dependency type to describe the situation or activity, it
must be recorded in Block 12. Each dependency type
The code of the selected typeý is
has a code.
entered at the top right of the sketch (above the
In the frag, order illustrarecipient Identifiers).
f
tion, the content of the rag order was given
verbally to the recipients (the coaunication was
not mediated or given indirectly via a radio).
Thus, the proper type Is direct verbal communcation
The proper code
(or verbal enmmunication, direct).
The code would be recorded in the
is "CD."
following manner:
CD

1 l~zl
" 3,

ssj \<<

In a previous section it was noted that some dependeoicy types are tiIpplemented or.paralleled with
For example, a hand signal
another dependency type.
tor an Infantry fire team to flank right or left Is
the
often supplemented with a verbal comand; i.e..
hand
the
time
sow
orsl comand is given at the
A review of tha dependency type
signal is given.
definitions would reveal that two types of dependencies are Appropriate to describe thO situation
(direct verbal communication and standard hand
slgnals). The codes for these are CD and CH,
Thus, the situation could be recorded
respectively.
ds totl lows:"
co CNb
2.

I

<<

..

Notive that h.ých dependency types are recorded,
Multiple codes wLll typically
separated by a comma.
only be required if one of the dependency types is a
verbal E.lmrn';dt ion; i.e., verbal communications are
given when hand signal are given; when products are
transferred, etc.).
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g.

Determine the dependency element.
element

The dependency

refers to the communication,

procedure,

the product,

or service that was transferred during

the dependency.
Notice that dependency elements
correspond closely to dependency types.
For
example, in a product dependency, the dependency
element is a product.
In a communicative
dependency, the dependency element is a message.
In
a procedural dependency, the dependency element is
the completion of a set of activities.
In virtual
dependencies, the dependency element. is a shared
service (such as security).
Thus, examine the
identified dependency type.
If it is:
A communicative dependency, specify the
content of the message (e.g., if a frag order
is given, specify the content of the order; if
a hand signal is given indicate what the hand
signal means).
*A product dependency, specify or describe
product (e.g.,' a charged and fused mortar
round).
Be sure to specify any. important
characteristics of the product.

the

'A procedural dependency, specify or describe
tlw set of activities that are completed
(e.g., a sited minefield,
operational check, etc.).

a completed

A virtuat dependency, specify or describe the
service or' shared activity (e.g., security
beIng provided).
Record the dependency element below the sketch of
Lth, dependency patCteen.
In the frag order example,
the dependency element would be recorded as
follows:
CD

z3,
7l
I.I.l.lt.NT:
K

*

4,
FRA(

O•I)KK

5j
5
(L)N'AINCD

TflE

VULLOWIN(

INFOR-

RATrI'ON--I'URPOVS.
OF TIlE MISSION, TIME OF DEPARTURE,
(CIIAIN OF COMMANI),
PASSWORDS,
FRIENI)LY SITUATION,
.NI.mY
SiTUATION,
WHAT TO DO UPON ENEMY ATTACK,
INI;IVII)IIAt, ASSI(;NIFNTS, REVIEW OF STANDING OPERATING
,PROCI'DI)URES AND SIGNAlS, MISSION APPROACH, LENGTH OF
.?IfSSION, EQUIPMENT STATUS, CONDITIONS OF PERSONNEL,
STATUS OF AMtIO.
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The
Determine the purpose of the dependency.
of
section containing the model provides a list
To determine
dependency purposes and definitions.
the I)urpoe of a dependency, the context of the
you must
dependency must be understood (i.e.,
understand ,,hy-a frag order.is given; why a hand
signal is given; why a product is transferred,
Thus, to determine the dependency purpose
etc.).
ask yourself:
"What is the purpose of the dependency or
teamwork?"
Often the question can be answered by reading the
After asking
description of the dependency element.
of
yourself the above question, examine the list
Read each purpose and ask
dependency purposes.
yourself if this purpose is appropriate for the
Record, in Block 12,
dependency being described.
Record the
each purpose that is deemed appropriate.
identified or selected purposes at the bottom right
To continue the-frag order
hand side of the sketch.
example, it can be determined that the frag order
These are:
has many purposes.
.

Orders, instructions, and directions (e.g.,
time Of departure, chain of-command).

*

Status of Individual Activities (e.g., making
of assignments).
Status of Personnel (e.g., who is

•

injured).

Status of Supplies (e.g., number of ammo
rounds).
Status of Equipment (e.,g.,
of H-16).

working condition

Tnformjation-Mission Environment (e.g,
.locp ton of friendly troops.
•

lnformatlon--OPFOR (e.g., enemy location).

MIlKcodes for each of these are: OlD, SIA, SP, SS,
The purposes would
Si, IME, and IHO, respectively.
be recorded as follows:
CD

51)

(,4,

Oil), SIA, SP,

SS,

SK, MHE,

LHO
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Few dependencies have as many purposes as a frag
order.
Typically, only one or two purposes are
enough to adequately describe the situation.
It should be noted that dependency purpose
categories are scheduled to be revised during the
second year of the effort.
Completing Block 12 of Form 5 is the most difficult
activity in completing Form 5.
There is a lot of
Information which must be entered.
A summary of the
substeps Involved in. completing Block 12 is provided in
Table 4.
This table can be used as a job aid when
preparing Block 12.
8., In Block 13 enter any information which might be helpful to
the reader of the description in understanding the activity
or dependency.
For example, if a hand signal is used you
may want to describe the hand signal (such as, hand signal
was flat hand, palm out, held near the chest). You may
also want to describe the individual activities of the
initiator and recipient(s) before and after the activity or
dependency if this is not clear from the description
itself.
9.

Repeat steps 1 through 8 for the.next team or mission
activity on your worksheet list. Continue this process
until all activities are described.,

IHelpfil Hlints for Completing Form 5
Experience in completing Form 5 has resulted in some useful
conventions which you might want to adopt.
These are:
1.

Although only a selected variety of team types have been
observed to date, it has been noticed that some Mission
activitiesare common to many missions.
For example, most
missions' involve the issuance of orders. Thelifting and
carrying of objects recurs, as does loading and unloading
materials and supplies. . Because of the commonality of
misslon activities, the authors have prepared descriptions
of the.e common activities.
The descriptions discuss the
co.smi:ul inis.'tlim activities and provide guidance about how
to record thesp In Block 12.
For convenience, these
descriptions ar,. provided in Appendix C.
When you record a mission activity In Block 10 of Form 5,
it is suggeated that you consult Appendix C.
Determine if
the misu.ioii aetivity you are about to describe is-discussed
in the Appendim.
If It* is, then mich of the work involved
in completing Stock 12 can 'be minimized.
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-ible 5
Siuiry of Instructios for (ompleting Block 11

Step

Status of Block 12

1. Determine if mission activity involves
an extermal dependency or an internal
dependency.

If external dependency, mnter am E in
Block 12. If hntermnl depndenc-y, enter
nothing.

2. Determine the dependency pattern
(see model for standard patterns).

Enter sketch of depenlerd

3. Identify initiator of dependency
(exmd Block U for an "I").

Enter initiator's amber designacion ca
sketch of dependency pattern; e4g.,

4. Identify recipients of dependency
element (examlin Block U for "Rs").

Biter recipient's aumber designation on
sketch of dependenry pattern; e.g.,

y pattern; e.g.,

3, 4, & ,
5. IWtermini

if patteri has "r format.

If question and aramrs, then Indicate a
"Z' fornmat; eg.,

I Zl '3,
4, 5
6. Deteriinem if recipients recelwvd
dependei-y eleent individailly or as
a rJ-oup.

If, receited as group o indivtdually,
indicate so on pttern:

z
(koup-

3, 4, &5
3, 4; Tndividual - 5

This can also be resentm! in a storthand notner. Place kumIkets aroun those
wtu r•ceived the dqmvkercy element as a
group; e.g., t
Ullowifd
r detch is
consilered equivalent t ti above
sketch:

7. LX-termine
ni:dpent ncy Lylx (sme
mit).

Enter appropriate type code; e.g.,
CD

Z.

5

[3, 41,
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lible 5 (Orntinted)
Sunnary o f Instructions for Catpleting Block 12

Status of Block 12

Step
8. Describe ck-pernIency elemit (i.e.,
describe 4Jiat is transferred fromi
initiator to m-cipienL(s).

Enter description of dependiency eleme~nt
below sketch; eg.
CD

IZI

13, 41 &5

FRAG a

lE cAIdI
OJ~fie
awaR
J.HIMMMION-PURPOSE OF MISSION, TIME OF
DEPARRJRE., CIAIN OF anMD, PAMsaRDS,
FRIF2IJT SMIATION, 141AT MD DO1E"t Iff
OLWAcr, WIID[UXAL ASSIQWWS, FIEVIEW
OF StADAWD CFERATMN pR)(aMM~ AND
SICGWS, MISSION APPRAaI, TIM (II LWMD
OF MISSON,, EIWJPI4 StAIU, aWtI)IN
OF HMSXME,
SrAnIS OF Aft).
9. Mktermirn doŽiix-Iily IRjrjx)qe(s) (sc

Reord depcrniency purpose(g);- e~g.,

model).CD

Z

[ 3, 41 &5

<

flIP- CIDER ~IJaIMMD lIE KULDWIIC
IWMMMA.IO-MFURM)E OF MISSION, TDIE OF
DEMMK1JE, (UMI OF (UWADtI, PASIA1D,
f4
FRIMILY SMTATION, VIIAT 10Do "X WfN
c(MfACF, EIN)LVIIXJUL ASSIýflMI, REVIEW
OF StAjWMMR) (tWERAIN I'ROXIMX S AN)
SIGNALS, MISSION PAPa)Ai, TIME CR IUDi
OF MISSION, HEJI2tfW StAIUS, (IWITON
OF MWMSLA US OF &Wt.
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It should be realized that Appendix C will not provide
guidance on every situation you must describe.
However,

it

does discuss those mission activities which are likely to
be repeated in the mission and/or frequently encountered.
2.

Experienced users of tlie description method have a tendency
to attempt to "chain" dependency patterns together.
For
example, suppose team member 1 issues an order to team
member 2, who in turn issues the order to team members 4
and 5.
There is a tendency for experienced users to sketch
the dependency in this fashion:
CD

CD

> 2' zI

[4,51

<<

OlD

OLD

Although this is acceptable (because It can be
interpreted)o it is strongly suggested that first
time
users avoid chaining dependency patterns together until

they have accumulated a fair amount of experience.
It is
not as easy as it looks, and often times you can unintentionaliy misrepresent what you have observed.
3.

If a single member of the team is engaged in a given
individual activity for, a good part of the mission, it is
reasonable to list this Individual activity in Block 10 of
Form 5, and then indicate that the activity continues by
placing a line down the individual's column in Block U1.
The line should continue until the individual changes
activities.

4.

Often segments or sections of a mission are repeated; e.g.,
the second row of a minefield is laid exactly like the
first row.
There appears to be no need to duplicate these
in the mission description.
It is useful to bracket those
repeated activities and note that the bracketed acoivities
are repeated "X" times.

5.

It is often Ihlpf.ul to explain the situation you are trying
to describe to another. individual familiar with the
.description method.
Often this person can assist you in
determining, how to exactly .record the situation.
this
Ltechni rilu is particularly useouL if 'you have encountered a
situation that is giving you difficulty.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the description method may at first
appear to be overattempt can
Experience has shown that the first
whelming, it is not.
There is a lot of information to record, and there are
be frustrating.
a lot of recording guidelines to remember.
It wilt be found that
practice greatly Impr•ves the situation.
This report has attempted to
However, every mission and
make the process as systematic as possible.
team type is to some extent unique.
This uniqueness makes it
impossible to develop a process which is rigid or mechanical.
In addition, this report has attempted to alert the user to
possible situations which.might be encountered and to suggest possible
recording solutions.
This desire to avoid surprises for the user has
resulted in a detailed complete discussion of the team description
method.
One concern is that the user will encounter a situation not
covered or discussed in this document.
Failure to adequately discuss
possible deviattons might lead the user to either disuse the description method or to become so creative in recording observed team
activities that the resulting description would not be readable or
interpretable by others.
One objective of preparing this report ws to
avert either outcome.
Although this document co'ncains definite procedures and recording
conventions, it should not be forgotten that the purpose of the
description method is to record information about team types and the
missions they perform, which readers of the forms can understand and
use.
It is really not so important to adhere strictly
to the guidelines or conventions provided
i
herein.
Indeed, the important criterion
is .to generate team and team mission descriptions which others can
Sread, understand, and use. The guidelines and conventions were
designed to assist you in identifying what is important to record about,
the team type and the missions it performs.
The guidelines should not
be viewed as laws.
If you encounter a situation which dictates
violating the conventions or guidelines in order to improve the clarity
of the description, th,n you should 'feel free to do so.
A final note to tL'
reader:
this Description flethod (and its
doubtless more refi||t:1 successors) is -a tool, with specific projected
applicaltibiis,
Foremost of the alp.lticnttons Is the development of team
training programs and techniques, and team performance and evaluation
measures.
Since the Descripion Method is to be widely appLied in the
future, it. must be flexible and adaptable.
The Description Method,
again, is not law, it is a tool for your use, which can be modified or
adapted to suit your specific needs.
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENTATION WORKSHEETS

A-1

/

DOCIUMENTATI' ON WORKSIIFUT

Preparer:

Team Type:

Mission

Title:

......................

Sources:

If
Yes
No.
'.
Do you suspect a nested team organization?
Yes, list
the nested team names and the number of team members in the
nested team.

Size

Name

Stable

Variable

2.
3.
5.

Also indicate

if

the netdta

tutr

ssal

hroughout

the

mission or is variable.

2.

If a nested team structure exists, then enter in the cells below the
dependencies yoti expect between the nested teams which are unclear
from the documentation.

3.
,

i

4.,

__

_

_

__

_

_

______

__

_

___ ___

_

_

__

__ __•___
___

__

_

A-2_._"

_

__

___

__

_

_

_

3

71

51

Additional Conmments

A-3

3.

Develop a matrix for each nested team which will show the
dependencies between each team member of the nested team.
You will
have one matrix for each nested team.
Attach the matrices to this
worksheer.
If rhere are no nested teams, develop- one matrix for the
entire team.,
-Below summarize
observation.

4.

the dependencies which you -feel require careful

Record below when, during the mission, you expect external
dependencies. 'Identify, if possible, the initiator and recipient..
Mission Activity and External Dependency

A-4

Initiator

Recipient

5.

Record below thos•( mission activities which you are uncertain are
tean activities or individual nctivities.

6.

List the equipment used 'by the team (e.g.,
and pencil, etc.).

A-5

shovels,

weapons,

paper
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APPENDIX C

,,ESCRIr"ION OF ..O0MMON MISSION/TEum ACTIVITIESr
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF COMMON MISSION/TEAM ACTIVITIES

This Appendix

is

primarily designed to be a reference

for the user

After a user identifies a mission activity,
of the dts.cription method.
if
the mission activity is common enough to
determine
should
the user
If it is, then much of the work required
be included in this Appendix.
to'complete Block 12 of Form 5 can be minimized, since this document
explains how the mission activity should be described and recorced.
The followi~ng common mission activities are discussed in this
Appendix:
1.

Issuance of orders to team leader by team-external
person(s).

2.

Is.,uance of warning orders to team members.

3.

Issuance of operation frag orders to team members.

4.

Issuance of other orders (e.g., directions or
instructions).

5.

Lifting and carrying heavy objects, which requires
teamwork.

6.

Loading or offloading supplies and materials from a
vehicle as a team.

7.

Aligning or directing a vehicle into a specific location.

8.

Two or more i.zivid,,als preparing a report or form.

9.

Providing security.

For each of these nine activities,

the following are presented:

1. A discussion of the variations in the commotnmission
1
activities.
2.

The standard pattern that should be used to describe the
dependency..

3.

The most appropriate dependency type to describe the
activity.

+t

C-2

:1w .
I 1w
h
aiC t iviry.
A hrict

5.

prpri•vti

e dd lepi'di'icy

plT i,;po

.;

to {e.,: Ihe the

disciission of the deiýenodocy element.

Most nf the i•iforrmatioti
each mission ac',ivitv.

required in V.ock 12 of Form 5 is

liscussed for

Issoance of Orlers to Team Leader by Team-External Person(s)

Variations and Paiterns
Most
O-ders are typical ly issued at the beginning of a mission.
An individual
frequ|entlv the order involves an external dependency.
oujtside the team of interest will give ihe order to the team leader
The external individual
(i.e., tIh. leader of the team of interest).
can give the order directly to the team leader on a one-to-one basis or
to a grotip of inelividh.tll (of which one member of the group is the

These two variations have different

leader of the team of interest).

The first pattern is a simple pattern with one initiator and
pattorns..
The second pattern
one recipient (the leader of the te;im of interest).
is a fanoor pattern with one initiator and multiple recipients (one or
Ohom is the leadr of the' team of interest).
The first pattern can be graphically represented as:

e tis external dependency,
"Fit d.':iot..

where the
initiator
arrowle:lad
recipient

i.4 an individual

oustside the tenat

the "V

denotes the

qf interest,

the single

indir-a!,.s a simple pattern, and "I" denotes that the
is the leader of the team of interest.

1The.

fan-m)t patt,-ri can be repres•nted an:

121
Other +, 1
Xl
E
when the "E" denotes an external dependency, the 'X" denotes the
initiator i s.' .' *i ,ldividal out side the team of interest, the double
i 10 i cat .'s n fineu't -pal I ev, and the phrase "Other + 1"
denoteq that otherm plti, the leader of the team of interest (deAignated
For .xtornat fanout dependencies, it
I) are recspitnt s of the. e•rde'r.
is not iic..s-ma..ry io4l.ee ify the othitr rec ipients, only those who are
Thtus, if two members of the team of
meber.r (if t h. It.a:m -if interet.
i;nteri st rem ive-, Ithe' ewrolri, tblin the pattern would be:
caret

K

j

x

.ther

* 11, 2

C-3-
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the same, except thi- phrase ."Others' + .1 , 2"
d'.notes that incIultbd in tLitt! set of recipients was team members "I" and
"24."

where the' symbols ;itr

If the ord,.r iiivolved a question and answer dialogue (assuming the
order was issued verbally), then a "Z" format would oe indicated.
Pattern 11) would be re'presented as:

r

XI Z-

14:1

A
where the symbol., are the samo, except the "Z" denotes a "Z" format.
"Z" format would be indicated ihere the recipients are permitted the
opportunity to ask questions or clarify the orders, and the initiator
receives an opportunity, to respond to the questions or clarifications.
-Pattern [2] would be represented in a "Z" format as:
E.
Again,

.5
1<

Others + I

XI z

the symbols are the same except the "Z" denotes-a "Z"

format.

Dependency Type
Sometimes,
Orders are usually given verbally and directly.
orders are written 'and notes presented verbally, and often they are
1-f
issued both.in written form (indirectly) and verbally (directly).
they are given only verbally, then the proper dependency type is CD
(Direct Communication), represented as:

>

F

1X
6
1tl

If the ordt,-r is only given in written form, then the proper dependency
type is Cl (indir.'ct Commoni*cation), or:
Ct

If the4, order, is

is-t,,ed both in written form and verbally.,

the most

Ition wou ld be:

appropr i ate repr.i.n1

CT, CD
E

X

z

Thluse c0, h(3'l
i

I~ep,;,thI

cy

__

C1),

__1_

(an a Iso' be, usted with pattern

121.

~lE1_','rt

The element for an order ir, the contents of the order'
orders contain t'h. 'following:
1.

Ohjeetivi'

0f the mitsion.
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Typically,

N
2.

Tactical approach of objective.

3.

Status of equipment.

4.

Status of supplies and materials.

5.

Individiia! assignments (assignments to the various team
leaders).

6.

Friendly situation.

7.

Enemy situation.

8.

Execution of mission.

t

Thus, in , ock 12 under the sketch of the pattern, a phrase or codes
would be entered indicating the-content of the order.

Dependency Purpose
The major purpose of an order is to provide the information
discussed above (the content of the order) to the participants in

mission.
Thus from the content of the dependency element,
following purposes appear to be appropriate:
1. Orders,
2.

Instructions, Directions (OID).

Statv,, of

Individual Activity (SIA).

"3. Status of Personnel (SP).
4.

Status of Supplies (SS).

5.

Status of F.quipment (SF).

6.

Information. about the'Mission Environment (IKE).

7.

Information about the Enemy (NMO).

These ,would he read in patt,'..i 181 as:
C1,
(m"-),

SIA,

81

.s5, S

c:n
iME,
I, IMO

1ci

.

'

the

the

Issuance of Warningu

Orders to Team Members

VariatiOns and Patterns
Warning orders are issued to alert tihe team that they, will be
participating
ready" state.
order.

in a mnission soon.
It is designed to communicate a "get
Warning orders are usually issued soon after the ops

Warning orders can he issued in a variety of ways.
One method
observed is for the team leader (who received the order) to issue the
warning order to the assistant team leader(s)'(say team member number
.2).
The assistant(s) then issue(s) the order to the remainder of the
troops.
This is by no means the only way warning orders are presented.
This situation can best be represented as two separate patterns.
First
the passing of the order to the assistant:

>

[

2

where "I" de(,LvJts the initiator (the team leader), the arros.0ead
denotes the direction of' flow and a simple pattern, the '2" denotes
the recipient (the assistant teasn leader).
If the pattern has a "T'
••format,

then:

V

z,

>>

2

21

The "Z" format designation would indicate that the assistant asked
questions concerning the mission.
The second patte'rn would indicate tha-t the assistant, team member
issuoes the order to th.it rest of the team.
This would be represented
as a fanotut pattr.rn; i.e.,
2,

2'1

Z 1

3, 4,

.

.

131

.. ,

where the '2" indicates the initiator
is
"Z" denotes a "Z" format (only needed if

the assistant team leader, the
the recipients asked questions

about the upcoming mission), the recipients are denoted as t am members
"3 through N' (where N indicates the. last teem member number , and the
double•.ret
W(') donotes a funooit pattern.
Pattern 131 nee s to
spec'ify if the, as.sistaia isquied the order to the rest of th~e team as -k
gr~otp or individ,,all y..- If' ,.ach me.mber was issued the order indivtd~u--

,1

S•

.
ally;
.

,

then

131' is

proper.,
.atten

the order to) some team member as a group,
shoulid he itsed:

S,._ation

S2

Z'

•

•

_I13,_4,

.

NJ.__
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if

the assistant

issued

then i~he following represent-

'
<

141

where the symbols are the same as in pattern [31,*except the brackets
(11)
arounid the recipients indicate the recipients were gathered
If the assistant issued the
together as a group to receive the order.
order to some team members in a group and others individually, then a
Those recipients who received the
different sketch would be required.
Suppose team members 3, 6, and 7
order in a group should be bracketed.
were a group when the warning order was issued, and team members 4, 5,
and 8 were seen individually by the assistant,
appropriate sketch would be:

2[

13, 6, 71

z[

N

The first

>

21

151

4, 5, 8 K<

instead of two separate patterns,

It should be noted that
patterns could bo chainod:
.1 1 z

then the most

Z

13,

4,

.

N

.<.,

the

161

part of the pattern represents the simple flow between the

team leader and the assistant, while the second part of the pattern
represents faroout pattern between the assistant and the rest of the
team niembers.
Warning orders have also been observed as being issued in a
Here the team leader issues the order to the
propagation pattern.
team
assistant who issues it to the next team member, etc., untilall
The correct sketch would be:
members have received the order.

1

171

N

2, 3, 4,

the team loader, the vertical bar ([) represents
where the !'t" dntres
a propagation pat tern, and th#, team memb:rs receiving the order and
passing it to the next team member are represented as 2, 3, 4, .. *
The team
Not ice ih-, t,;iam mt,mbors are recipients and initiators.
N.
if "2@
members .qhoelal bIe listed in their observed sequence; e.g.,,
receivwud and pa,'ssed to "4," who passed to "3," who passed to "5 ," etc.,
thon the correct pattern would be:
1[

2,

4,

"3, 5,

,

N..
Ni

Team members can only pass on
Note that the '!Z" form is not indicated.
Quae:t ions can be asked of the initiator(s) who,
what they ri'",ivw.
The pl;ace where a "Z" formation is
how-ver, cannit ;iIr
equatoly resjo.nd.
Thus, the
likoly is betweii the initiator and tihe first recipient.
oIl IOwi ii, ropri,,ent attion is pIossiblo:

z

2

j-_
_
4

N

191

Notice, it has be.en stated that warning orders can be issued as
lanoijt or a)s a pr-lpagat ion iIt teri.. .it is qu1ite possible that- both
,patterns can occur in combination,' although, this has never been

C-7

Suppose the assistant

observ(-d.

reLeives the order from the team

leader.
Further .;tuppose the assistant informs team members 3, 4, and 5
as a group, and team member 6 as an individual, and that team member 6
This can be recorded as
informs team member 7 who informs 8, etc.
separate patterns.
The first pattern would describe the dependency
between the team leader and assistant:
I.

the second between the assistant and team members 3, 4, and 5 as a
group and team member 6 as an individual (the fanout pattern):

[3, 4, 51 6

2 1 ZI

[111

and the last between team'members 6 and 7, and so on (the propogation

pattern) :

7, 8,

61

Patterns 1101, [ill,

I. zZ

>

> 2

and

,21' N

>.

1121 can also be combined into one pattern:

z. Iz , 4, 51 61

7, 8,

N (31

<~--~6

Dependency Type
Thus,
Typically, warning orders are issued verbally and directly'
it-would be represented as CD (Commvni.cation Direct).. Assuming a
propagat ion pat tern, the ske.tc'h would be recorded as:
2., 1,
S1]
9)t,
, 8, 7) , 6[141 CD

DependeticZ I'l
leIIEI1t

S~The

STypicallys

-mission

content o)f the warning order is

tihe warin__ g is

the dependency element.
orward (e.g., We-have a
:i)ple and st raigm't

to.
given, if known.

'

Aso

the time of, the mission might be

Depe nden(y I'urp)s(:e

SThe

piirlpoSv of a warliiiii

order del)ondency is

iiS trutt iois ;inI 'infCormat ion (OMD);'

thus,

ropres::nd

t12 '_s o • , ? , .1
C-8

to provide

the warning can be
p1!;ri

5

Issuanct' of Operation or Frag Order to Team Members

Variations and Patterns
Frag orders are typically isst!ed to tile team members by the team
leader shortly before the mission .is to start.
The most common
situation is for the teanm leader to gather the team members together as
a group.
Thus, a fanout pattern is appropriate to describe the
situation:

1 1 z -1

[2, 3, 4,

5,

..

.

<,

[11

where "I" denotres ti+ team .lelader, the "Z" denotes a-"Z" format (only
required if questions are asked by the recipient(s), the double caret
(«)
denotes a fatiout patterrn, the brackets denote the frag order was
issued to the group as a whole, and 2, 32 4,-5 .. . ., N denotes the
recipients of, the frag order.
One variat ion of this is also seen frequently.
Often the frag
order is issued by the assistant and not the team leader (since the
team leader might be busy doing cther things).
Thus, the pattern would
be represented as:

2 1 Z

13, 14, 5,

.

..

,

l

It should lie noted that a "Z" format is usually needed to describe
the situiation,.since tle recipients tend to ask a lot of questions
about their own individual assignments, about what to expect, etc.
It should also be mentioned that in missions, the team leader or
.nitiator of the frag order also talks to every team member
indiviimhl.I y afl--r fihl' frag order is issued to verify that each team
member tmndtrstands his assignment.
If this is observed, two' patterns
are rejcliired to dhescribe3 the situation.
The first
pattern required is
the issuance of thie frag order'itself
(pattern [1)), the second pattern
required. is the one which describes the individual discussion between
ithe team leader and the team members.
This can be represented as a
simp'le pattern for 'each team member; e.g.,

z

>2

131

z

>. ,

A fanoitt patterit is not ap)•ropriate bectause the dependency element
trans ferred between the team leader and each! individual is probably
different; i.e.,
the' discuss-ion concern, each individual's assignment

C-9

and re.pois
ibiI lit y in the mi ssioa.
As liu alternative to listing each
individual dependency, the outward cluster pattern can be used.
In
fact, thie oitward cluster pattern is the preferred pattern to record.
The long hand version of the outward cluster pattern would be:

2

FI

33

".4
1

5

""

6
where "I" denotos the initiator; 2, 3, 4, and 5 denote the recipients
and El through E5 denote that the dependency element between the
".nitiator and recipients are all different., The shorthand version is
as f(Qlows:
I

z

2,

3, 4,

..

4)

N

,

where "I" denotes the initiator, the "Z" denotes a "Z" format (only
appropriate if the individuals ask questions during the individual
di.scussion), the single arrowhead denotes an outward cluster pattern,
and 2, 3, 4,1.
.
N, denotes the individual recipients.

It may be elected to represent the issuance of the frag order (the
fanout pattern) and the verification of individual assignments (the
outward cluster pattern) as a chain of patterns; e.g.,
I I.z

j

12,

, 4,

.

.

Ni
NJ,
N<

It

I

! zI

2, 3.4, _

N

,

151

>

should he noted that the verification of individuat assignments

frequen' tly doer not occur on an individual basis. This is particularly
true if the team of interest is organized into nested teams.
Frequently, the. team leader wilL verify the responsibilities of the
nestfed team -as a group.' If tlvis situation occurs, then the outward
cluster patterut is still
appropriate, but the group verification must
be indicatod inste.md of the inidividual' verification. Suppose the team
has one nested team composed of team members*4 through N. Further
suppose all -other team members have individual assignments.
If the
team leader verified the responsibilities' of each individual (individually) and the nested t oam as a'group, then the" following representation
is

nppropriate:

>1.z L

--2, 3 14, 5,..

.,

N

161

who~re "'I" dutw; tio r'ain 1mado r, "Z" denotes the "Z" format, the
single arrowhead denotes the otitward cluster pattern,.the brackets
indicate the, nested tsam'(whose responsibilities were ver;.fied as a
group), and'.2 and 3 r,,present the team'members whose responsibilities
were verified individually-. An alternative representative would be:

I Zf

2,.

[6A]

[IAI

C-10

where the "A" denotes the nested team A, composed of team members 4
through N.

Dependency Type
Thus, the
Frag orders are typically issued verbally and directly.
proper code is CD (Communication Direct) which can be recorded as
follows in the fanout pattern:
CD
[71
<
N
[2, 3, 4, . .1.,
zZ

I

The verification of individual asignments, the outward cluster, is also
Thus, the
usually perform-d as a verbal, direct communication (CD).
proper sketch is:
CD,

Z

181

2, 3 [A]

Dependency Element
Notice two patterns are often required to describe the issuance of
frag orders.
The fanout pattern to represent the issuance of the
order and the outward cluster pattern to verify individual assignments.
Each of these has a different dependency element.
The dependohncy element for the issuance of the frag order is the
content of the frag order, itself. The frag is a "boiled down" version
of the operations order and usually contains the following
information:
I.

Objective of the mission.

2.

Tactical approach! of objective.

3.

Status of equipment.

4.

SLatus of supplies and inaterials.

5.

Individual assig nents.

6.

Friendly sittiati n.

7.

Emtmmy sitmation.

8.

Germvral

informat in and direction (e.g.,

proe.doirv.: , m avni mimof sil"1mls,

•

C-I.

standing operating

etc.).

,

Th, d,,pendhiicy element for the verification of individual
1s: iuirlu,
consists ot the content of the discussion between the team
(0,5t.
leader and each individual.
Thus, there are as many elements as there

are individuals.
To avoid recording all of these, it is appropriate to
state that all the discussions, in general, were the same and concerned
the individual's assignment for the mission.

Dependency Purpose
The puarposes of the frag order dependency are:
1.

Orders,

Instructions,

Directions (OlD).

2.

Statuis of Individual Activities iSIA).

3.

Statuis of Personnel (SP).

4.

Status of Supplies (SS)0'

5.

Status of Equipment (SE).

6.

Information about the Mission Environment (IHE).

7.

Information about the Enemy oý" OPFOR (IMO).

These can be recorded in the following manner:
CD

II z

12, 3,

.

<

[91

011), .,IA, SP,, SS, SE+,. tIM , IMO
ThV1veriFicltion of individual assignments will typically have the
[oI lowing pl rlpo;'s:

I.

Orders, lnstructions,

2.

Status of Individual Activities (SIA).

3.

Feedhack or' CorrectiveAction (FC), particularly if
individsal .has misunderstood his/her assignment.

Theqse cani bo,

Directions (OID).

re:,ordhd as fol lows:
ClD
01D,

SIA,

PC

C-12
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Issuance of Other Orders

Variations and Patterns
During a mission, many orders are usually issued.
Soldizrs are
given instructions and directions to follow. Typically, these orders
are issued using a simple pattern or a fanout pattern.
The simple
pattern is used to represent the situation where there is one initiator
and one recipient:

111

> 2

The fanout pattern is used when there is one initiator and multiple
recipients, and the dependency element transferred to each recipient is
identical.
Typically, the order is given to an entire group of
individuals or a nested team.
Thus, the most appropriate pattern is:

1

[2, 3, 41

<X

121

where "l" denotes the initiator, the double caret (W) denotes:the
fanout pattern, the brackets denote the order was issued to a group or
a nested team, and the numbers within the brackets indicate the members
of the group cr nested team. An alternative to pattern [21 would be:

[A)

[31

where "A" denotes nested team A composed of team members 2 through 4.
In a fanout p:at tern after the order is issued, it may'be repeated
by the nested team leader.
For example, in an In'fantry squad, the
squad lender may issue the order for the Alpha team to flank right.
This is issued tIo overy Alpha team member,1 in a fanout pattern, in a
group. Thus sketch ,131 above is appropriate.
Immediately following
this order from the squad. Leader, the' Alpha team leader may repeat the
order to his teamn.
This situation can also be represented as a fanout
pattern.
Thesepatterns would be recorded as:

,
'2

141

<<

[Al

[3, 4,,5, 61

<<

or chained Logether as:

I. IAI.

<

13, 4, 5, 61

151

It should b,' noted that a "Z" format if:not indicated.
Typically
* in a tactical situation, the recipients d
ot have an opportunity or
"time to ask quest ions about time order. Thds, a' "Z" format is not
usually observed.

C-13
-l

7

"7

Although simple patterns and fanout patterns are the most commonly
observed for issnti g orders, observers havc e:ncountered a rather unique
methiodi in Infant ry qta(dsI.
This method 'is common to meany of the
missions performed by the Infantry squad.
In a movement to ,contact

mission, the squad typically is moving in a wedge formation. The point
man will issue an order using a hand signal (e.g., the hand signal to
stop, danger area).• This order is then transferred down the wedge from
one tnim memhber to another team member (at l using the sam2 hand
signal).' This situation can best be represented using a propagation
pattern, such as:

3i

[4, 5, 6,. 71 [8, 9,

[61

to, III [1, 21

where the "3" denotes team member 3 (the point man), the vertical bar
denotes a propagation pattern, and 4 th-rough 12 represent the recipient
team members.
The brackets denote the legs of the wedge, and the
sequence in which the hand signal was propagated (i.e., the signal
passes from 3 to 4, 8, and 1, and is propagated in parallel
t.ereafter).
Dependency Types
Orders issued during the mission are typically verbal and direct.
Thus, the most common code would be CD (Direct C6mmunication).
However, hand signals, smoke signals, etc. should also be suspected
indicating that codes NI, N2, and N3 nay be possible.
NI through N3
denote the use of signals (NI denotes standard signals, N2 denotes team
specific signals and N3 denotes mission specific signals).

Dependency Elements
itedependency elemeitts will vary depending upon the ccntent of
the orders.

Dependency Purpose
The purpose 'of the dependency will vary with the content of the
orders.
Hlowev(!r, lhe fol lw.igi, purposes should besuspected:
1.

Orders,

2.

Statuis of Mission Progress (SMP).

[nstrmiiions,

and Directions (OD)Y.

lOften the order is directed to tile Alpha team,
understood by the Bravo team.

.C-14

but is

also heard and

3.

StattuF of Individual Activities (SIA).

4.

Fiedback'or Corrective, Act ion (FC).

5.

Status of Personnel (SP).

6.

Status of Supplies (SS).

7.

Status of Equipment

8.

Information about Hission Environment

9.

Information about Enemy or OPFOR (IMO).

(SF).
(IME).

Lifting and Carrying

Variations and Patterns
A situation frequently encountered is the lifting and catrying of
heavy objects by two or more team members.
A convention has been
adopted for recording this situation.
It is viewed that lifting
and
carrying is both a virtual dependency (Type I) and a procedural
dependency (P2).
It is a Type I virtual depen-lency because a team or
nested team of individuals are all performing the same activity and are
dependent upon each other to complete the -A)jective of the activity.
It is a non-mediated procedural. dependency because complete sets of
individual activity are passed from one team member to another
continuiotsy thro-ughout the activity, and there is a definite sequence.
To record 'this situation, use the following sketch:
3,-

VI/P2

5, 6,

4,

7, 8,

[11

9

where VI denotes a virtual dependency, Type I (having a complex
pat torn), 3 through 9 denote the participants. in the lifting and
carrying and P2 denotes a non-mediated procedural dependency.
Frequently the lifting and carrying is accompanied by a supervisor, who is not involved in the actual lifting and carrying, but
issues commands and .adv•''S
(e€g. , "ready," "lift,
one,# two"
etc;).
Thus, an additional pattern would he required to describe the
sittiation(.
A f;6iouut pat-.?u.,
for Lim' comma•ids and cadences is required,
plius a'pattern for thim actimal lifting and carrying:
1

v t/P2

3
3,
-__

4
4,
_

5,
5,
_

6,
6,
_

_

7, 8,. 9
7, '8,. 9
_

_

_

_

_

These two patterns should not be chained together,
simultaneously.

C-15
mom=

since they occur

DepE!!d±!!wy

Type

The command cadence pattern would hlave type (ode of CD) (Direct
No code is tieeded on the lifting and carrying pattern,
Communication).
since the sketch its(lI contains the codes fer virtual and procedural
dependencies.

Dependenct

Element

The command and cadence pattern has a dependency element
"onel"
consiste'it with the commands given (e.g., "ready," "lift,"
".otwo,'" etc.). The elemeit of the lifting and carrying dependency is
However, be su-e to
simply the lifting
and carrying of the object.
specify the object being' carried; e.g.,
CD,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7,.8,
9 -Element:
"Ready," "Lift," cadence count
3,

V1

4,

5,

Elempnt:'

6,

7,

8,

9

"(P2)

..

Lift and carry a-log (tO

feet,

'•
1 foot diameter)

/

Dep ,ndency Purpose

The purpose, of the command cadence pattern is typically the
The purpose
provis'ion of orders, instructions, and directions (OLD).
of the lifting dependency can involve the foLlowing:
1.

Status of Individual Activit,. (SIA).

2.

Feedback and Corrective Action (FC).

3.

A stn(t'#d,
ssite.

nonstandard

purpose:

"carry log to log crib

Loading and Unloading a Vehicle

Variations and Patterns

"Tbrl'e variat i,'nl. of tll• I nld i I'/nt Ioad.i ng sitt at ion have been
The firrst involves a team or nested team assigned the
observed.
to toa;Id or iiload matorials and supplies from a vehicle,
respousibi I ity
but each individual is not given a specific'. assignment and all' the
Each individual continues to load or
items are portable by one perunn.
This
unload the items until all the items are unloaded or loaded.
In addition, the
situation can be reprcsenterl by a complex pattern.
Thus,
the definition of a Type 1I virtual dependency.
situation fits
the most appropriate* pattern would be:
V2

1',2

3, ,

5

ill

, N
C-16.,

'Mm,

where V? .dhvnifes a Type, iI virl.ial dile-enl-eiy and theii
niimhers
the..partic ipatits in the lIoading and unloadinvg.

indicate

The( sTei'wnmd var int ii invwowVes the loading and unloading( of heavy
objects; e.g., logs.
Typically, i6 this situation, a nested team is
form-d at random and assigned a position on the vehicle.
Another
nested team is formed (at random) and is assigned a position' off the
vehicle.
The objective is to pass the object from those on the vehicle
to those off the vehicle.
The dependency between the two nested teams
can be rt=presented as:
z

[Al

"!ihere "A"

21

_

lIBI
denrotes

the nested

team on the vehicle and "B"

denotes the

nesited team off the vehicle.
The "%" format is indicated because therze
may be some give and take between the two nested teams.
It should be
noted that thel d-,ptnhderncy between the two nested teams is not a virtual
dependency.
it is a n,-n-mediated procedural dependency (P2T.
It
should also not 'be forgotten that there are dependencies within each
niested t.eam.
The withi il nested team dependencies are probably
adetqitely des.cribeid by pattern III in the Li fting and Carrying Section
of this Appendix.
The two patterns can be chained together in the
following way:
P2

V2

2,'3

4

z

5, 6, 7, 8

[31

where the first
set of brackets denotes nested team "A," the second set
of brackets indicates'nested team "B," the patterns within the brackets

indicate or describe the dependency within the, nested teams,

the "Z"

denotes a "Z" fonrmat, ad! theL arrowhead denotes a simple pattern
between the two nested teams.

Dependency Type
The within nested team dependencies in pattern [31 are Type It
virtual dependencies and need not be coded.
The between nested team
dependency is a procediiral dependency (P2).

ElemetiL

S.Dependency

Tit,' within nifste I teamin dependency !ias the element of transferring
,
lgs)
f ro )i one' lIt )atiion to a'nothler.
The between
niested teai;m dpenidlen-y has an releme.nt concerning the transfer of weight
between the "A"
nested t•am and the "BI"
nested team.
tliw

*

.

I)b1--c t. 0,
()g.

1C:17

/

Dependencv Purpose
The within nested team dependencies have the following parposes:
1.

Statin of Individual

Activities (SIA).

2.

Status of Supplies (SS).

3.

Feedback and Corrective Action (FC).

The between nested team dependency has the following purposes:
1.

StatOs of Individual (nested

teams.) Activities (SIA).

2.

Feedback and Corrective Action (FC).

Aligning or Directing a Vehicle

Variations and Patterns
The first
Three v.iriations of this situti.;on hawe been observed.
The
variation involves the vehicle '!river and another team member.
other team member is assigned the responsibility to give hand signals
This pattern
to the driver, in order ra position the vehicle.
format.
The individual directing gives
typically involves a "7'
The driver
signals one at a time until the vehicle is in position.
reacts to each sior•.d,
1nd in response, tie person providing the
This situation can. be
signals reacts to the driver's actions.
and one
described by a simple pattern, since there is one initiator
Tlie pattern would be recorded as:
recipient.

where "3P denotes the individual providing the signals, "Z" denotes the
"Z" for-aat,
"4" denotes the driver, and the single arrowhead denotes a
simple pattern.
A second variation was observed when vehicles without rear view
In this
mir-ors were involved and the vehicle was being backed up.
si!uation, a tieas, ,,me,,h,,Ir is positioned to the rear of the vehicle and a
s,-cond team member is positioned to the side of the vehicle, but in
*ront of the driver in the vehicle.
The person to the rear of the
vehicl e pro(vidurs h:id signals to the pers(in at'the side 6f the vehicle,
The
and this individual in turn rf4ayscthe hand signal to the driver.
proper pattern t.6 represent this situation would be:

I3.
zi

4,

[1

C-18

...

w,,r.t " "

t.*3101

I,; r ,,enile

vs-rti-ai

indivicdual
(he

to)

the rear ,,f tlhe vehlicle,

a proi)(vgatio0n p;attern,

tihl

"Zoo

the

denotes a "Z"

tormat, the person to the side anti front of the v(hicle is denoted as 4
and the driver is denoted ;is 5.
A third variation has also been observed frequently, but always
appeared to he in•flfectiwve.

This is

a case where no single individual

was a.signed the responsibility to provide the signals, and as a
result, the driver of the vehicle would be receiving signals from a
group of individ,,als.
Fr4qijently, each individual would provide a
different signal.
This sitnation can best be represented as an inward
cluster, with miltiple initiators (each with perhaps a different hand
*,signal), and one recipient--the driver.
Graphically,

the variation can be depicted as:

3, 4, 5,. 6

!

131

>8

where 3, 4, 5, and 6 denote the position numbers, the initiators of the
hand signals; the !rrowhead denotes an inward cluster pattern; and 8
denotes thee postitno nimber of tie driver (recipient).

Dependency Type

Regardless of which pattern is observed (the simple pattern, the
propogation patt,.rn, or the inward cluster pattern), the dependency
type is always NA (standard hand signals).
//

Dependency E lem.'nt

The. dependency element consists of the hand signals issued during
the alignr.mnt process.
It is not necessadry to list the hand signals in
the .eq,,,.ncP in which they were'observed.
hlowever, it is necessary to
describe each hand signal that was observed.

Dependency Purpose
Alignment of a vehicle into a prescribed location has the
following porpos..s:
Instrictions, Directions (O0D).

1.

Orders,

2.

Status of Individual Activities (ORA).

3.

Status of Equtipment (Vehicle) (St).

4.

Feedback and Corrective Action (FC)..

C-19
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Preparing a.Report

Variations and Patterns
Only two variations of this situation or mission activityhave
hi each variation only two people or individuals are
been observed.
In the first variation, one individual obtained the data to
involved.
be recorded and verbally trnsmitted it to another individual who
In 'this variation, th,, data gathering was performed as a
rec-rdehd it.
The form completing activity is
team activity with the data recorder.
represented by thte following:

whe're "I" denotes the data gathering and transmission, "Z" denotes a
"Z" format, "2" •le•otes thio* data recorder, and the single arrowhead
denotes a simple dIf:pondetcy pattern. The "Z" format is indicated to
represent the back and forth dialog between the two team members.
The. second variation involves two individuals who arbitrarily
decide to divide the labor. One individual takes part of the form to
complete, and the other individual takes the remaining part. This also
can be roprpsont,,d as a simple pattern:

>

z

I

(21

2

indicated beca-:jse often the two members discuss what

The "Z" format is

should I,! entereod on tihe form.

Ssit

However, the two
Notice that pai.ttrns IlI and 121 are identical.
This diff.rence shows up Wien the dependency
latii m; ar,, liffi.rt.ia.

type is

recorded.

Dependency Type
Pattorn III i% 'tylpically coded as a. CD (Direct communication).
.Pattern (21 is coded as a non-mediated procedural product dependency
(P2; sinc,, product. ,of individual activity are exchanged), usually with
a secondary. Cl element (i.p., P2, CO).
Depenencd.•iome

tt

II hai, as tile dependency element, the
Pat t.'ri (or var inat io
Variation 121 has, as the dependency
transfer if data and information.
Plem-nt, thie tralts fr oif comluleted sections of the form.

•

~c-zo.

,7,

-

ii

De,,n,'nttr V Pair|peVW_
Ilk, pI r pi' ose
t ho Iirst depenl.Inaicy is thit( transfer of dat a (DA)
ies
-". dcependehncy is the status of individual
The ptirpiase of the
activities (SIA).

NOTE:
In both variations, the acttial completing of the form is an
y.
"rhet Iirst variation only discusses the transfer
ii'divid-iI act ivit
t.m ,1id
variiatinn only d'iscaasse,; the transfer of complete
of d•I a . The
sections

of the

form.

Providing Security

Variat •inn•

a•nd

P;itte.rns

The most
Two variations of this sitoiation have, been observed.
iivtlvos, a n,.sted tCeam which has been assigned the
,'Onr~f
variatioii
responsibility to provide security for the larger team while the larger
Note that this is a procedural
team is e•s.gaged in another activity.
This situation can best be represented 'es a
proitcrt (P2) pattern.
fanout pattern between nested teams, in the following manner:
:

P2

JAI

AIl

ICI

Ill

-<

where "A" denot,-s the nested team providing security,

"B" and "C"

denote two n.ested 14-ams of the larger team (receiving
,ehnot.os a fanotlt pattern.
and the do,1hl. t;ars-t (")

the security),

Theli'socod

gaccairs

variation

in

two,situations.

First,

suppose a

Each individual is
Ssqula,! i" ellagol,,I ii) a Moi)vemefnt to con tact mission.
'providing secoirity for himself ae well as other team members.
F,,rther,,more, each individual is receiving security from the other team
memberm. This iis the clasqic exa.mtple 'of a Type,. virtual dependency
and can be graphically represented as:
12
123....1N

* "

whi#er#- VI de.notes a Tvl-' I virti .ll d,,pendency and I through N represent
the init,iat or% aiid re.cipients of the security.
atall
This vnrar?ian .illfi
l I hat. pal
.h. n't --

Ia'

! III

m co'irs

in thle nested team example.

It should

re.pre.sents the dependency betwee'n ,the

s.!c..ri t y 114-'a- ,.al i li amail tiho, r,'nmining nested teams or, the. larger team.
It tle.", tinm r,.,pre,,,o a, I h.. dep.,ndfiney within the'security nested tenm.
ti.;am, V.ech individual, is providing' security
Within I li- sect'r it y neste.,
Pattern
members, and the teats at large.
nthi.r
it
...
Jo.4
tetam
for. hin snlf,
PaltLern (21, however, can be
IlI only shows or il'lustrates tho latter.
the formi.r two r•ecipients of the 'security acti'vity..
used to il llstrati,

. "_

(,-.2

L

,,<

112

vi
where tI.

L

2,

N

1,11 1 [(:1.<~

131

first se-t of brackets indicates the security nested team

(nestedI t *:.n "A") , thle pat tern withini cm l
f irst set of brackets ctenotes'
the dependtency with in tIe sectirity nested team, "B's and "C" denote the
rerana iii mg
tienv eIISemIIeof th' [ arger tLeant ( atid are bracketed to

indicato they aire uesstie'd ten;%), andI dlotble caret ((<0 denotes .a fanout
pattern.

Dependency Type

Patterns III andf 131 are non-mediated procedural diependencies
%'P2), while patto-rri 121 is a Type I virtual dependency.

Dependency -Eloment
The~ dependJency e~lement for both patterns is the provision of
siec sr it y.

The fol lowing ptilrposes appear, reasonable for both patterns:
1.

St atuIt.

of lndlividuial/Nested Team Activities (SIA).

1. lvformaIt

on :bihsi

hle Ent-my or C)PFOR (rHO).

APPENDIX I)
OI1)KFL VALIDATIOt

D4L

APPINI)IX I)

IOI)EL VA!.IDATION

-Th" pltrpose td
this appendix is to present a brief discussion of
the val idlat ion of the team organization and performance model discussed
in Section I of this report.
At the concltision of development, of the
model---after iour cycles of observations of teams and subsequent
the model to i ocorporate tihe team phenomena observed--the
.r,-visimis o
model was felt to be substantially complete.
The concepts included in
the model were foiind to be able to describe the nominal and actual
strrit,liral charnrctristi es and the performance/behavioral
characteristics of all of the teams and missions observed to that
time.
In order to determine the extent to which the model could be
j-Iidg.rconpr.h,•i
iv"w', complete, anid conditional ly- general, however, a
validation exercise was planned.
The consistency of the model was
examined by observing teams and missions that had been observed
previoii~ly diuring molel development.
Descriptions of the team missions
observed with thu "repeat" team (1rifantry rifle
squads) were prepared,
and the descriptions comnpared to previously-completed descriptions of
te~ira type p-rforming both the same an,- different missions.
th.' .me
theq
Using thie "
teapromin
"f
both
Using the "repeat" team descriptions, the following characteristics of
the .,e,l
e' r.- il•entifi.ed for ",oth the "development" team mission
descriptions w,,re the "validation" team mission descriptions:,

"?Itimhr and ti tl, . of nominal team positions
*

xcistetico'of nominal 'nested teams

.

Erqipment

.

Nombhr of act,,al

-

Responsib'lites assigned each actual term.role

*

P.q,,ipment
Typos (f

associated with nominal nested team positions
te.m roles and role titles

aisociated with each actual team role
dopendencies observed daring mission performance

*

I),,p,,nto.ncy

posrpo.)st

.

tepol)ien,.y

patterns observed during mission performance

l~xkit,-nre' of actual
E

obse.rvedl

(fierir,

mission performance

ný-sted teams

romparison w,,re madeh between two missions with identical titles
(movemi't to conitat)--one from development ohservations, and the .other
from validation ,hb.nrvatitota---aiid
between twi missions vith different

,

D-2

tat I s, I it , .i•
;I r ivvcra It
;Iit,1 Iit: ,w Ihl. ra i I (v I it I.it
rif
a..,aiIf)
w:; S obse'rve.d
,h.ur
ia
'aio; tWar.' p riarval

goal,:
Is
I ibairat,' attack (deye, opment),
iam ).
Tho, 'naa'' nomni all t n.iamtype ( Infant ry
The development
for at I a
.saons
from oh•servation of Airborno (82nd

Division)

SItiat,
fhoth ,1a li,•lt i on dal'!,ript
ions were based on observation of
Air A-;salts (101%t Division) sqlaala.
Different squads were used to
-p~r.ar .* e.aal. ,f i thlie for
tioscri pttoms.
of tht,

In ;ill tofr

missions,

the squads observed had

identical

the
i-I,,ii
l I -'-atn .I r ('atlalr, (.is r,-I, trted by the' squad leaders);
The structures
"ýati..id.ard" ol,,vw'a-ma.nu sqvi.ld nomiual strocture.
the Alpha and Bravo fire
t tI f,,a!
-.1
niii naI ,rest ed t eams:
';it:hI c'a,,I:

AlIl

fo,tr

Ieaiai;

Ib..-,rv;-ation

wer,',

how,.v,:r,

observed
teams.

iind,-rmtrength tiby one or two men.

of actual team straicturs adopted during the missions

r,-v.iall,,, vry higlh dgrees of similarity between the actual structures
of tha, four ronm-, as well.
The nominal nested team structure of all
four teams was inaintained as an actual structure during the missions,
although in one of the validation missions (movement to contact) two
,naclhiut.' jg,,ni.r% w-re att wchid to the squtadt being observed (the squad
WIN point sqaaad in a company movement to contact).
These individuals
wort, ;allaat'hll'tI
Ilih,
scaad leader, however, rather than being
inacorporated in the. ne.•tud team stiructure of the squad.
Only slight
v;ariations in acttijll team role names wee observed:
one squad leader
dsignatf., his fir- tamnq a.s "fire" and '"maneuver" teams, rather than
standard "Allpha" and "Bravo" designationi.
1.th,
Fqp,.,i.ilt v carefol .tlention wa.- paid to characterizing the types,
piarp,,sa.s, and pat ternsq 'f ulep'ndencies obsrved during these four
Summaries of
mi:i celoins ;anl c,,mparing thecharacterist ics observed.
d,,p.nd.'nr-v Ityp-%, pamrp,."-,,
anad patte'rns are' presented in Tahbl.s 1, 2,
a ,I "1ir
;i1 I t*'.ai typ,.. ;11 ,al issions observed during mdlet de.velopment
;rl.
,I it ilt
• (,,,
i ts.;f
Ihto t'itir mi!s.ion.s con.n idered tliring the
v.1 ldjit. i,,.i ,.ax rt 'ria,').
A- ths., tahbla,
reflect, the dependency types
"b,,.,rv.'I cin ug tih.- fai'r mia ions were identical. Since this part of
ti,- v.Ili,l:,I i1I
a.ffort
wasl e"ontcornad only vith evaluating the
Compl.t.,-TIOss Ind consistency of the modol, no frequency tabulations or
"al,r
,.riair
i,'.t
an:alys.is of ht.01wldn(cy types (or of other dependency
Sh:ir.aet,.rrict ies) wasu..
rf,,rmut. .imil|arly,
the dependency purposes

;,.nt i fid
w,-r•.

ilatha,

ett' kind.s

four mais ion

utinder considorat ion, were identical,

as

it Ihfip.'nd,,ity I,.itterns observed.

,At I, i .' I .v.- I -It
•s it:i I
ii,
the cbs,'rvat ion and comparison of
i,111; at
Ih,. "r,'t.,:t'" tf,:ia
mi q ,itirl indicated that the model was
.nti:0al IV coi'iltt,, witrhin limitq of the team types and missions
.1.rv,.t. P,irit:, III,. v-11 ,0 it ionit ots•,rvations and preparation of
,., :;, [i,
d
,o,..ri
p, im:i; fr
the missions ohsorved, all characteristics of
.I ,,*ri,,a

Vito. t rFig't,ir.', ,)rgani7 it ion, ,,r behavior ,if the "repeat" validation
I ,'.im. aor
i
,,i.;.
filli, Ito,, :ict, ,''ntod for by concepts of the model.
tr
.:hlt,.l, 61.
t0.' 10111;,.,,
,,a,,,I
,,a It'll ehar.
e,' l
irs of th' midelq! were not
r,.Tui ral
re
I
ta,.'a r a hr these, part icia,•lr teams and miss ions ( i...
, Type It
vii tt
, ,i ,?
l,,'aal,'.
,'., lay a. :a I lhr,-l u
la,.uih.uc iea ).
T1 is Was demed
asnimpairtant ,
toit,',' elh.'r.-,'t- fri st ics wer-e firmly established
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during intdel dpv,,lopomnt,

and their absence in tile particular missions

observwd,, :as pre.dict ed froint observations made (luring model development.
The set'ond aspect of the model validation exercise was directed
toward !stahlishing (in a limited way) the generality and external
validity of the model.
To attempt to verify model generality, a team
type which had not previously been observed (Field Artillery Fire
Direction Center - FARr'Y FDC) was observed.
While. the FART'Y FDC is
similar in concept to the Infantry mortar FDCs observed during model
development, the nominal structtre of the FAVT'Y FDC is somewhat
different, as art the details of procedures used in the FDC and the
number of gun tubes controlled.
Four kinds of missions were observed in an FARTY FDC:
initial'
call for fire, adjust fire, repeat missions, and split missions (some
gun tiihs firing at one(, target, the remainder of the tubes at a
different target).
In addition to observing and describing tihe
missions, the nominal structuire of the team was identified, as were the
actual structures for each'of the missions observed.
These data were
used to prepare team structure and mission descriptic.,
using the
concepts of theit modell.
The nominal and actual team structure aspects of the model easily
accounted for the orgnnizational and struictural characteristics of the
FART'Y FIC.
ldontifiying and naming team poiitions and roles, and the
equipment a;.,l respo'n~sibilities associated with each was very simple,
since this team type is -mall (seven positions), and (within the FDC)
there is no movement.
Since the team was observed at mealtime (0630),
the ac( Vll tea'vT !;I ri
mttires were always understrength (people rotated to
the. mess tont: by ones or twos), even thoutgh the team was at fult
strength.
Describing the various shifts of roles and responsib.ilities
was not a probliemt for the model-,
hiowever.
The, perflrm.naocw
characteri stics of the missions observed were also
descrilbfd com, l-t,:ly by mniel concepts (see Tables 1, 2 4nd 3).
Mlile
the typeq.,' poirposes, and patterns of dependencies that were observed
were limited relative to the scope of the model as a Whole (i.e.,
only
pro,'e(liral and .*,m,,miinirti.ve-wrhnl de-pondencies occured), no new
concepts or modifications of concepts were required to describe the
mission performance of the FART'Y FL)C missions.
The objectiv,,s of the model validtion
effort were achieved
Iy by th, ;hb;nrvat i ol 'and d,-sc ri pt ion of team miss ions
',ii ';PII',
nh,,v'o .Roth the cronistenry of description of different
teamsd performin g similar or ident irai missions at different times and
locati,,is (""''rpatet" obs, rv,'1l ia,
) , and the external vil idity ("new team
type" obsrvat ions) of th, mnorel were Confirmed' by this 'effort.. It
muist be nioted, however, that the overall generality of the model
r,.mains uncoin f i rm0,d .rh.
nTodIl has ti•us far been applied only to a
limited variety,'of military teams and missions.
Although the model
appe~irs qhil.,,
t, am'co<tmt( lor a widle variety of teatms'and mission
(tasks) outside Ifih
teams and missions observed in this effort, and has
Scomplet,

'I

.'.,
__

,

'I ,'I.",

-

••..

"- "

to di.;I w ith. hypot bet i e a team~t beha~viors in ana lyz ing
sceviar,,s~, the generality and e~xternal validity of model
ho
I 'sta;b i shed oily aft~er wider appi icat ion of the m~odelI
cic'lS wil
and itco.'ncepts~.
priovo
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APPENDIXkF
I)I.vEi-.opti*;:NT Atli VAI. DA'rION OF THlE DESCRIPTION
METHIOD

APPEI-NDI)X E
mV.vFoPmwtrr ANI) VALI.ATtoN OF T1IL

I)I.SCRrPTION METIIOD

it trod uct ion

A pri*viots section of this report presented the final version ef

the fl.•scription Method.

That discussion (lid not describe how the

Description M•,thol was dovf.lopp4d and validtated.
The purpose of this
section is to doecribe the development of the Description Method and to
present th1 residts of the validation study conducted on the Description Method.

Background

Lniormation

V,.ry .arly in ihe, project, a set of objectives were developed for
the r)0.script ion 4.1r-hool.
Tt was this set of objectives that guided the
development of the method.
These objectives were:
1.

The, Ile.icriptiii, Method had to flow logically from the motlel
of team pertormance and behavior.
The model of team
i-rf,,oriomiuc, ;ed b)ehiavior had, to identify those factors or
dimensions which constituted team performance and behavior.
Tlhiis, onle of the objectives of the Description Method was
to clvolop
prcedfires.For
deseribing those factors and
dimenqions of team performance and behavior that the model
identified as being critical
and important.

2.

The application of the Description Method on a specific
te:.mn typeo ald a specific team mission had to generate
usable team and tenm mission descriptions.
Usable was
(lefined to mea, uuseful in identifying team training
rq,, ir.'meit.
apl ineaseires of tetam performance.

3.

The I)escription Method had to not only 'contain recording
forms; whic-h co.iiit|uted. the team and team mission descriptions, hoot it also hadI to contain a set of procedurs for
r•.,:,.r iti.)
ilh,
lata or i nformat ion which was to be entered
iti fthe frmn; (I.f .w ,h..,ri itg) :;)

4,.

"rhe P),c ripti )n Mtlhod had to be applicable to the wide
vari-aty ort.,an:s
f
,i,,counler,.d in the Army.
In addition,
had to I)o appli cah.l
to the wide variety of missions
pI, fi'ffd
hby Aimy ,'as.lf

'72

it

.

Tit-

had to be ;is prescript ive as
lDe' qritpt iiiii Mt' I Im,,lm'
d
Io m tlile
h d wommi
litj.;tlu.4! 1-1,1
W.-! i :1)1Sc
lt
illc.. it
ni*,

*eventitally be applied by military personnel (e.g., training

Tile, attainmetit of these objcive

as not all scheduled for the

IFor example, the attainment of Objective 2
first /(.;Ir of the. project .
coilu~l n~ir ho! asso-ssed in the first vear of the project , since the
deve Iopiu1.'ul of the. t ra m ig oy tre'iii-mel.ilt 5idelnt if icat ion proc-editre and
the deVPt-.Iptnent Elf t he prooceditre: to idenit ify measures of team
performance were not schedutled for completion until the second and
Thuis, it is impossible during the first
thrid vt-arq of the project.
year to) dot emi no- i f thme De'sc r ipt ion Method generatedI descriptions
whichl wert' omse~fmil in identiifying team training requirements and
measur*!s of teams performanice. Similarly, the attainment of Objective 5
couild not 'be asse-ssed at the end of the first year. During the first
year of the project, military personnel were not scheduled to apply to
time Descriptioni Method. Only the project staif would have an
opportiinity to ap;ply the' moethod doiring tite first year.
11thattainment of Objectives I and 4 could only be. moderately
asse~ssedl at time end of time first year. Notice that both of these
objectives concern the validity of the descriptions generated by the
Thme 1)esc r ipt ioil Met hod cant only be as valid as the
Met hoil,
1)e!sc r l ip,it
If the model is applicable to
!wllhel of team performance and behavior.
thmewidt- variety of Army teams and missions, theni the Description
Iftihe model correctly identifies the
Method woould Asl'o he applicable.
most important aild critical factors amnd dimenbions of teams and team
behavior, the~n lii!' Descript ion Mlethod 'wouild also. This tautology
exists h.'uai'se of rlme' way tihe Description K!timod was developed. - The
it was not
Descri pt ionf Method was derived directly frosm the m~odel.
Thims to0 a l arge' exient , the validity of the
I.mpi riri -illy dletiivs-1f.
IPe~s'ri pt ifl MIte-thiloti is ext regmely depgeslde~tit impon the validity of tile
modo- I
It .1dol it i 'ml, till- D~esc ri pt ion Method was only applie'd to one
toa type5
tY 0
irir
the
~i i iIoit 41 exe.rcise4.val.
.

3 became the major' focus
Py time p ,roc#ess (if .d jimiat ion, Object ivteof tile first year's effort with r'espect to) the Description Method.
Basically,
1.

tile first

year concentrated

on:

Developinfj, recordinp forms* which woUld constitute the
descriptions of teams and team missions.

7.Dvve I opi op. proed.ioire's to gettomeramtt the dat a or' i nformat ion
which wotWeild be' eimttered its the re'cord ing forms.'

E-3.

Delvelopmejnltlt Process

Olevotvew (i

The' Die'ser i p i m l's1t.1ihd wi*-; dt've Iop.'d in three' reat ivt
iy
and di st inct st ager,
Those wore:
1.The. [ir miIi I i v,, lOe'sc r i lit itin1
(,f lhýimide1l4'
prim anI iv.'

Met hod.

y ,teparatf*

Dtiring thre development

(if t eam' pe'rformance anid behavior.' a very
IPe'se tpt ion Me'thod was developed .The, purpose

oIF

the. pir.i
mit i vi' me'thod w.-is solely to facilit .atet the
d..volopm~nt of the' model . Although the primitive vietiod
was fh,
lifort-reinne'r of the Finial nescription methicol, it was
no't roao.ly 'h's agnv'd fi satiasfy the' atated objeet ives.
Nr I4I i tit i ary Dtosc r ipt i on Met hod. After t he- model of team
p*'rfrmant'e''afl4 bvhavior was validated. a' preliminary
Do script ioen Method0( w.-.- devl4VIopo#'.
'This- preliminary miethod
Was 4.1.'Vaeil 4
drectly
Irci ItheI
.~model ;aw1 was systemat ical ly
ilesigiteel to satisfy the stated objectives' of the Description Me'thiod.
It was this preliminary method that was
vn 1

3.

1e:11
#-d

Final Versiop'nf

the Description Method.* After the

proe'I iithiulary Mi'tlOd W.11 V31 idate'et,1

it was revised and

modIified to beo.,rz. the final version.1
The' devolopme4'tal act ivit ies that occurred in each of these phases or
sra:ge's ;iro 41
d~is'4*iiin (let ail belo4w.

ii,.
Prial

V.'

-e;crit ion Method

Ori g inally t he De'sc riapt ion Met hod was not richeduled for developmeint oin11i 'a ft er I lie' thInore't ca modlp4 I 4f team perform ance and behavior
watS bitilt and vat jlated.
hlowwever, during tllvý model development activ-

*

ity, it Ioecsion, cle'ar that some sort of recording; forms-would -be needed.
The m~d,!l was do'v.'opted, by observi ,ng actital teams performing actual
mission...
In ortl.'r tio refi"e t~he ('loncoapti;i the model'and to identify
new C0f1l)4'PI '4, it w. ' Iiý f'e'ii-snary tot -rfcord the infqrmation obtained
4141r in),
hose' edIo vtid
Tot fac ilit ate. Otle .eveltilmt'nt *l the model,
~a 54't ohf st ro-me' v ,'r mitiaye' re'rd1i ug (forms wore developed. TheRP
pirtimat ivo* forms we're' el's i gned withi th'e flo lowing characterist ics in

Finia I vr'rs ion re' Ii'rsto fle, final vers iot de'veloped at' the end of
F
the' first year oil fit #-4',I
lerI
lot ;t elH'
hsversit'on should not he
Ce~nsjdo'rod4 the Omsoltifo, final Ve'rsiomn,' Rincor it'in expected that the'
AP!cond imtid Ihi ri ytears; ci the' jorrnijt Will requtirie modi ficatiton Anti
add'i t i 1) q1 : 4t11tihe' 110gliuol

.c

I

li'

iis.

I li' y dif

w4,1ii,1
i nott
Ot

iiJ

.i-1

I

y

1-

Iy
b,.,

t11,'

pai,j,'c It

I t be,) solli i st i catud

or

ta ff.

r

Th

s

it ro e'ehora I.

.;.it ,I
ltrms didI not have to: lbe coIm,.'Aete or comprehensiv-.
it w.•s neve'r intended that a set o- forms be

Th,

2.

comp lf-t.d for each i-bservation during the model development
ac t iv it y.
Thi. i siitit was not to describe each observation
in d,,tail; the intent was to describe only those segments
or parts of the observttion whie-h might have impacted upon
fI1.# r,'finm.nt oftitn existin
t'eam and te.am behavior
coniic.ept or in the identification of a "new" concept; i.e.,
ltit
Iflr ins w.'re onillIy vit'V,'¶I as a mdchanism cro describe
somo.llini.g lior prir'vvi-,.; ly obse'rved which woolild likely lead
to concept refin.,ments.
3.

The 'forrm' werr Vvarr'd t(% the observation format of
coli,'cting dhata.
No attempt was made to worry about
alternative

ways rf

generating

the data to be recorded;

i.e.,
primitive mi-thod w•aosnat concerned about how the data
spoici lied oit the forms should he generated.'
The Primitive Description Method evolved as the model itself
evolved, hit thi- rltionshsip
was an inverse relationship.
An the
concepts nf the model become clearer and clearer, the need for a more
system:itic primitive Description Method decreased; i.e., as the mcdel
beiilders I.ecaine v,-ire' fami liar with each concept, it was easier to

identify and those, easier to record incidents which woiild impact upon
thel mod..I.
Thes, the primitive forms wtr-e ,stid less and lese until
finally the' primil ivw' Iiornes we're' ent irely re'pilaced by briefly written

narrative"i'. Thie narratives concentrated on describing observed team
Mission acttiviti,. which had the potential to refine the concepts
contaiii.,eu

iii flee' ,,l,.
T1i s wIs uof Consi dhrred harmfuil or detri.,.I
It sho.tiI Ow. remomber'd that tits. primary purpose of the
pr in.i I i',. I),,i i i, i u t
i odt was tiit Ia i
at.' tll'
tit mode
I
ehve lopment
ac'tivity
noidl .itto
:i
ilvinv'
the
i
state'o0f the Descripitinn Method.
m-'nt

l1r i mi I iv,. lO.'sc r lit i lit Me'thiod containeli the following recording'

11'1
formq:

I.

Actnial and nomiinal team, structure' recording forms. These
ffr.,,rn
.r,
hwierinefd to record th, actuial team structure, as
woil .s -i.'sct ilhe how the act'I I team sRtructlire was
diffe.ri'at frii." Iflog, nimitmial t,'am strore ilnro.. Th il
frorm was
illtr'.ititIly
Iv
ii-ed tlhring the model dvvel npment process,
s nmlilyv h'c:ali.i,
fihi' concept s assot' iated with thei actual team
!AtrIt't lire- anid ftle nomi nal team ,t rucnttre were quickly
conf i ri,n'
( allI/ior re.fined).
,An ,iCjl
A.
tiei't
ti st r-ctvrdinp form.
This form was also
in fre•t'ulunt I y empc t,ye'd dhirii!g the 'mhode observation phase of
flit piroiject,
.iim lly |lti.'catse thei' r'ulnc'pts o.i
i
tire model in
this area wver' re'|lntivtly straightiforward.
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I

A
t ,,ati 'inn I maip re o,•rl ifig for,,,.
t;i
Tit is recording form had
a higih frequenicy of us., duri ng the initial stages of modIel
,.,.".'IopincI.lt.
it w;Is Iiot particuilarly related to any givenl
concept in the model, but it (lid provide the project staff
it usWful vehicle for conveying the overall intent of the
Ob).;wrv,,l mi ssiot.
These situational maps were quite
frq.qientlv oised during staff meetings, when concepts were
be i ui disclssed and ref in'd.

4.

A primitive team mission activities recording form.
This
loir-, was desilined to Capturt, either the whole mission or

crtain segmntq of the mission ' ctivities. The form
consisted of ten columns (one column was devoted to each
t-rforrmer).
lIo.lw the column headingl were t/4 inch by 1/4
incIh blocks or boxes. An "X" was placed in the box of the
performier who initiated the dependencies being recorded.
I~iu,'s u,.r,. drawn frosm I[hi box with' the "X" to the reciipi.4nt
of the dependency.
The vertical dimensions of the
form indicated the relative time betwe.!n dependencies or
i l ivvih,:
I aict iois.
Vie form alsto contained a' coaments
'oltnin for each row of boxes (each row described a
dt•ie,.,|,l,,nv'y)
0.The
commi nts column was reserved for
r,'olrdI ta I lit- .iflw.udleniny
ew.nt of the dependency recorded
,'1
in the row.
This form was frequently used in the early observation .to
record most, if not all, the observed dependencies.
As the
.hei),ittiiency concepts wore further reviewed, the form was
,ised lIq. and less.

"lhi6,

form t r'rud nit to be very useful to'the model devel-.
oliment *,ctivit
ije.
In fact, it was this form which led to
lh .... ",,0,'spI( . l depeuh,
I, ,ucy piattrtis. It was not ced, v'ery
oarl'y dirint, the ohservation phase that the box , tended
to form patterns and the some patterns tended t
be
r.'pantedlly oloserve.d.
As. the observation phase
rogrteised,
"tile p)roject staff tended to record patterns ratler than
using the( forms.
Altuiotigh the primitive Description Method was used spat ingly
(e.,;.., only liseil wh1'.11 it was ntecI.issary to des cribe a set of team
acr ivi t ies which h1I fillh- poltv'iatial to affect the model,), it
limited
apPlicati ot ra
No.dil
in ;ome tiful
s.
lessonu. learned.
The ,issons
I. a rii'u 0 ; t
' 10,
: 1,111..4I
il,
two, t' at ,,got •i.r.
I,o*'uson
were Itarued about
the r,''.ordlitg f ,)tins, .',,,I lessois wq.r,, learned about the observation
techiifli pi
(-it l *'c
-ti ig dlata; i.#!*, techniques for generatirg the data
to -be ' ri• l•,ru ii I hi- f.rins
F,'irst, tihle lessons learned about the
reco)rding forms:
1.I

ThI r,'ort
iugp ferivas comIprising the primitive Description
Method .naplipar,.d to be applicable to a wide variety of team
andI t;..atu Iliss i ott .
Ai Ienst it appeared applicable for

I:

II

those lteam and team missions which were observed during the
,o),eI,.
bi Ilding activity.
2.

Th'e primitive mission activities recording form, although
easy 14) t,,,apiete was difficult to interpret and read;
als who did not participate in the observai
i. ., individu
tict,
of the mission found it difficult-to review the form
and ';alAt.ar,.,Lh
flavor of the mission.
The project staff
felt it would have been difficult to use the completed form
to identify team training re:quirements and measures of team
perftirn;iie-i'.
The. form re.quired recording too little
informat ion about the mission, mission activities, and
i|,ividual activities.
Trhe form would need to be revised
dtIring the dev'-lopment of the Description Method.

3.

for recording observel
tle
rht firrms were re-asonab (tvices
a.tivitis,
bit they could not he used during the
observation in a field environment.
They were paper and
pIsw il devices,' tius coutlh not be manipulateid in adverse
environm.ents (extreme temperatures, windy conditions,
Ipr-c ipi tat ion, etc. ).

4.

To compl.rt
the forms, the preparer had to be familiar with
the concepts contained 'in the model of team performance and
lih.hv i or.
11V. f.ornis wierd' not stand-alone recording
devices.
It should be pointed out that there were'no
il?;I ti,'
i .*i;i hev,'l oped for complet ig
the forms of the
primitive Dl.scription Method.
It %insquickly realized that
inst r,•ct itons woottd he needed f( - 'the final version.
Vi,'rtIit it, r#r , it was reali ,zedthat the i nst ruct ions co.i[d
n#,ver really ht, made. very prescriptive, particularly for
cni 1,l.t.,i||g thie tLam mission activities recording form.
),.*pi-a'.'henciecs occur different ly within each mission.
Thus.,
thic proIcrc',.ilrs for c.nspit ing the form could. not be made
very pre'cript ivo,.
It was at this point in the project
iit
the staff started to search for some guidance which
couldI h,, given to the end-users of the method.
It was
r,,alizo.d that specific procedures or instructions cotild be
developed' for recording any given dependency or team
.;It ivity, hit sioh specific instructions could not be given
for ct-mpl ti r, the ent ire form, since the missions to be
dlesr ibli
wvolld vary considerably.

The oh st-irva

I.

ioil I riitiat r,,sited
Sit.',, IhI'
f,,t
while' a'teiIly
cdh,,' va; if urn
Thi' altpra;ito
oh-servat,n.i,
i
toartis (if tih,,

in the following lessons

learned:

('i0 I'dnot he isn,, in the field environmenit
conduthcting the observation, some other
.''ernd ineg 1,ethold or t e'chniqure was requi re.d.
fI'ehniqnuo could he tu•ed to record fihe
aml from the obse.rvation data, tile recording
pr,imit ive Description Method could then be
ins

F.-7

completed.
The, Followinp two alterpative observation
recordiiig methods or techniques were tried during the very
.;irlv stag.s:
:j.

Videit ;!.1p!

1).

Aod iot a.e.

Vid(11-otape was c.ibhersom: for some missions, particularly
Ilho,-' mi:i i .1:; wl..r' the treanm was requi red to move rapidly
through the woods or other difficult terrain.
In addition,
lhe. viihl.,)i pe epi' i'pi volt, i(pi
rird at least two operLt ors.
Furiihermor-, we experietnced many equipuient malfunctions due'
to tih' environment (rough terrain, dust, precipitation,
extrreme te'mlperatutres, etc.).
Awlijotlape app.,;iri'd to work the best.
Hand held tape
ri.'orh.ers i0.ild
,'asi ly be obtained and were extremely
transportabl, and reliable.
They could also be easily
prot ecct .d from adverse environmental conditions.
2.

Soni' I e;im missionis, cotild not he easily observed by one
obse'rver.
D)uring the model phase, there were .it least two
obse'rvers per mission.
It was determined that at least two
oh-,irvers wsould be required under the following
r',ond ititollS:
a.

Mien the team wai.
t earm menhe:rs)

h1.

Wh,''
Ii I, l,;oa was. organ ized into Aested teams, and
the ntested rea mrnsper forme'I concurrently.
This was
.parIrl iciilary true when the'nested teams per formed in
physcilly dii''ri'nt
locations.

c.

Wh•n t'he set of activities performed by the nested
team (or temiii(s) were not repetitive; i.e.,
wien the
variousq nested tnmsqwete not all doing the same
thing or pt-Irforming the same function (regardless. of
whetlhe'r lhe I,.-;tLd t-eans were located physctally
close to each other or not)..

larger (e.g.,

greater than ten

"1

The' n:;v'rv;l ioon for'mal won I t only work if the observers
ki'we what to look for; i.e ., could recognize a team.
a'q iviI y or dh.'ph-'d'icy.
'l'1', primitive Descriptiot i
Method
('oltiI
nlled
io
i 1e,idfli ns ('on(.'rnij u what to look for* The
fi;al
D)escription Mothod had to rectify this problem.
It
hiad t o providlI' some gitidance concerning how to identify
th.am1behaviors, ;ac' i itriesq, and dependencies.

4.

The observ:ai ii
oformiat roqu ired considerable pre-planinmito.
Arrmigpm,'trs hhad to he made to observe specific missions.
It wias renalized th;at ciind,.cting ohs'ervatipons takes a long
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of the ob,.erved missions invowved a laDsedt time
more.
Furthermore, there was some
time spent waiting for the team to get started.

of six h~irs or
downtine,

These lessons learned contributed to the final design of the
Description Method.

Preliminary Description Method

After'the model of~team performance and behavior was judged
relatively stable (and verified), a second version of the Description
-Method was developed.
This preliminary Description Method was derived
directly from the model and the priw.itive Description Method.
The
preliminary Description Method was primarily designed to serve as a
method which could he verified or validated.
It was labeled a
preliminary method because it was expected that the method would be
c0Isidlerably revised after the validatioei study.
Before describing the validation study and results, it is perhaps
reasonabl, Ilo
describee the factors which influenced tile development of
the preliminary method:

1.

The preliminary Description Method was designed to be used
only by the project staff.
It was not designed to be an
exportable method.
Thus, the preliminary method contained
only-tile necessary recording forms and minimum directions
f'-r completing those forms.
The instructions were written
for thle proj.ct staff, who were familiar with the model,
and [lot for military personnel or other researchers.

2.

The preliminary Description Method concentrated on identifying the data items that had to be included on the recording forms.
No.attention was given as to how the data
entered on the forms should be generated.
For example., the
preliminary Description Method did not provide guidance on
how.to identify team behaviors, activities, or dependencies; only how to record' them once they were identified.
This,was considered acceptable-for two reasons:
a.

The val idation study was primarily designed to
determine how the data entered on the forms should
he generatpd. The method used to generated the data
would influence the instructions given to the

1b

Only the project staff would be using the method,
a;id Ihf.y hadi coissiderable experience in identifying
dependencies by developing the model.
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3.

vie' pre I iiniiary D)cscri pt ion Method only contained
.provedires for describing a given team type and a given
mission. That is, the method did not contain procedures
for selecting the train type. to be described or for
selecting those team missions which should be described.
The sampling problem was totally avoided by the preliminary
method for several reasons:
A.

b.

The intvrest was in having recording forms which
the sampling problem was
wouild work (i.e.,
considered a secondary issue which would not
influence the design of the recording forms).
Any sampl'ing procedure which would have been
designod had to consider how the completed recording
forms wouldbe used to develop team training and
At this
identify measures of team performance.
'point in the project, the project staff only had a
few ideas what the training requirements identificaI i o proc.ess5 woinl IJ lok like. Thus, it was
considered wise to postpone developing a sampling
procedure for the preliminary Description Method.

Given these intentions, the preliminary Description Method was
developed in the following manner:
1.

The model that existed at the time waa divided'into its
(;eieral
ev,
Team Type Information, Nominal
componients (
Team Structuro In formation, Actual Team Structure
Information, and Specific Mission Information).

2.

The project staff met in a brainstorming session and listed
,all the data items that, needed to be collected for each
rood 1, component.

3.

The identified data items. were organized in an apparent
The reorganized
systemalic order, as well ns rephrased.
data items were then reviewed by the project staff.

4.

'After some modification of the data items, the recording
Tiqe recording forms were reviewed by
were developed.
They were reviewed for
iii,.mir 'iproject. stfaff member.
each
acritII•y ;anid complet eness.

5.

Again,
For .aIh forin, a s•t of instructions was developed.
the litre tions. did i not includ 'e how the data was to be
attempted to
In fact, the staff
iuly recorded.
generated,
giarantietnat
the forms were agnostic toward any given
method of data collection, since the validation exercise
required 'collecting data from three different sources.

Sformns
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The preliminary Description Method contained the following recording
forms:
1. A Team Mission Listing.
2., Nominal Team Structure Recording Form.
3.

Nominal Team Structure Organizational Chart RecordingTorm.

4.

Mission Description Recording Form.

5.

A Mission Typographical Map Recording Form.

6.

An Actual Team Structure Recording Fortm.

7.

An Actual Team Structure Organizational Chart Recording
Form.

8.

An Actual Team Structure Deviation Report.

9.

Team Member Mission Functions Recording' Form.

10.

A Mission Activities Description Recording Form.

In addition, the preliminary Description Method made provisions for
generating a narrative of each mission. A description of each of the
forms and the format for these narratives are provided in an interim
report, and as such, will not be described here.
The preliminary method was then reviewed by the Technical Monitor.
Both the forms and the instructions for completing the forms were
reviewed, and the method was approved (i.e., approval was given to
proceed with the validation exercise).

Validation Plan
The validation eXercise had three primary objectives.

These

were:
1.

To determine if two or more independent preparers could
generate similar completed recording forms (team type and
team mission descriptions). for the same team type and the
same-team mission, using the same sources, separately.

2.

To determine the similarities and differences of
descriptions generated from three sources (military
documentation, SHE interviews, and observations).

I

S'

"oI'3.To determine the problems associated with generating
information from the three primary sources.

9C4

Basically, the validation plan was simple and straightforward. A
team type. would be selected along with specific missions to be
The recording form contained in the preliminary Description
described.
Method would be completed by at least two senior project staff members
(working ideopendentsy) using the three identified sources, separately.
That is, first descriptions would be generated using documentation.
would then
the two independent
The descriptions generated by preparers
The two
be compared, and the differences and similarities highlighted.
independent sets of descriptions would then be consolidated into one
set of descriptions which would represent the team and team mission
descriptions generated from documentation. Next the same two independent preparers would generate descriptions for the same team type and
Jescriptions generated by the preparers would then. be compared, and the
differences and similarities highlighted. One set of descriptions
representing what can be accomplished from SwE interviews would then be
generated. This set would be compared to the set generated from
documentation
alone.
The
process wasuterviwoernqe.
then basically
for the
samremisos
useing
ftheS,
diffrnt.
the repeated
twpoasetswofl
descriptions gnerated from obsrvation. This approach accofmmodated the
reliability isseme; it would provide information concerning whether two
independent preparers could generate similar descriptions using each of
the sorrces. It also accomodated the other obaectives since it would
be possible to determine if the descriptions gnerated from the-three
sources were, in fact, different. Furthermore, the, approach would
highlight the problems associated with using each source.

.1.

aIr
tiwas determined that the target team type for the validation
effort would, be Combat Engineers, mechanized (both squads and
platoons). Combat Zng'ineers were selected for several. reasons. First,

they could be made available for SHE interviews and obse~rvations.
Secondr,,on the surface Combat Engineers appeared to perform a wide
varietyof team missions i.e. , the team missions did not appear to be
repetitive or similar). For example, installing tactical minefield
appeared to involve different team behaviors than preparing a target
folder. This would-permit some assessment of how well the prelimi nary
Description Method, could be applied to a wide variety of team
c'iss ions.
Since the preliminary Description Hethod did not contain procedures for sampling the mIss ,%s to be described, t heTechnical. Monitor
(with-the assistance of FORSCON personnel, SHEs, and the project staff)
arbitrarily selected the missions to be described. The criteria used
in this proceess were:
1.

Team mission variability; i.e., the selected mission had to
be different with respect to suspected team behavior in
order to determine if the forms were appropriate for a wide
variety of the missions.

2.

Expectancy of obaiervation;. i.e., 'the selected missions had
field
to
be. exercise.
observable; one which might be practiced in a normal

I.1
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3.

Mission length; i.e., there was interest in selecting
mission which would take no longer than eight hours to
compelte or observe.

4.

Combat influence; i.e., the selected missions had to be
ones which would normally be performed in combat, since it
was felt that the description techniques would eventually
be used to describe such missions.

Discussions with SMEs revealed two Major Mission Areas which were good
candidates:
Mobility and Countermobility.
This was sufficient for our
purposes, since no attempt was being made to select a representative
sample of mission or mission areas; i.e., the descriptions generated
'from the application of the preliminary Description Method were not
going to be used to identify team training requirements'
Thus, a
rigorous or systematic sample was not required.
The following missions within the Mobility Mission Area were
selected, according to the established criteria:
1.

Clearing a Log Crib Obstacle.

2.

Breaching a Minefield.

The following missions from Countermobility were also selected,
according to the established criteria:
3.

Constructing a Log Crib.

4.

Preparing a Target Folder.

5.

Installing a Tactical Minefield.

It was initially planned that the same five misstons would be used
throughout the validation study; 'i.e., the same five missions would be
described using documentation, SHE interviews, and observation.
However, this was not the case. The list of missions was somewhat altered
"during the validation exercise. Alterations were needed in the list
because it was difficult early in the validation effort to precisely
determinc which missions would actually be observed. Our approach was
to mitigate the demand on FORSCOM field units by observing misiions
which would be practical in a normal field exercise.
The field exercise was in the process of being prepared wher the initial list of
missions was setected.
As time progressed, the field exercise changed,
and the initial list had to be altered immediately proceeding the SHE
interview phase of the validation exercise.
The missions described at

*
S
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each phase of the validation effort are reported in Table'K.

.
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Table 1
Missions Described by Source
Source
Interview

Mission

Documentation

Observation

Clearing Log Crib
Breaching- Minefield
Constructing Log Crib
Preparing a Target
Folder
Installing at Tactical
Minefield
Constructing a Barbed
Wire Entangement
Reconnaissance of
Bridge
Bridge Demolition
Installing a Point
Minefield

X
X
X

x
X

x

X

x

X

X

x .x
X"
X

x

x
Ix

It should be noted that only three missions were common to all
three sources (Constructing a Log Crib, Preparing a Target Folder,
Installing a Tactical Minefield).
It was discovered during the observation phases that Preparing a Target Folder was sore of an individual
activity than a team activity.
Thus, only two mission descriptions
could bu compared across all three sources.
It should also be noted
that four missions were described by only one of the sources, meaning
that comparisons across sources would not be possible on these
missions.
However, two, missions were described by at least two
sources, permitting some degree comparison between documentation and
SHE interviews for one mission (Clearing a Log Crib), and a comujmisom
between SHE interviews and observation for the other mission
(Reconnaissance of a, Bridge).
in total, very few comparisons could
actually We made.
The same two individuals were involved in all three phases of the
validation effort.
During the observation phase, a third individual
was added.
A third observer was addediin order to determine If a naive
observer could use the preliminary Description Method.
The observer
was naive with respect to the missions, but not naive with respect to
the preliminary Description Plethod.
It was thought that by adding this
third observer, it would be possible to assess the effect of participating in the documentation review and SHE interview process (i.e., to
isolate the kind of information that would be added or deleted by an
observer who did not know anything about the missions be-ing
described).

.- 14
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Introduction to Validation Results
For clarity, the results of the validation effort are presented in
It should be recalled that the validation
three separate sections.
effort had three primary objectives (reliability between preparers, the
similarity or differences between the descriptions generated by the
three sources, and the problems encountered in using each source).
There is one section devoted to each of these objectives.

Consistency Between Preparers
No statistical tests or procedures were used to determine the
degree of consistency (or agreement) between the independent preparers.
The preparers reviewed each others descriptions and noted areas of
Areas of consistency (and/or
agreement and disagreement.
inconsistency) were further clarified when the two dependent preparers
generated the consolidated descriptions.
The consolidated descriptions
the descriptions generated
(or
expanding)
were generated by collapsing
by the preparers into a single description for each team type and each
each mission by source.
To report the results of this part of the validation effort, a
The tables highlight areas of
series of tables are presented.
consistency and inconsistency between the preparers for each source.
Areas
There is one table for each of the three sources that were used.
of consistency or inconsistency are reported as data items (e.g.,
existence of dependencies, dependency elements, nominal team position
It should be noted that the data
titles, size of nominal team, etc.).
items fall into three major categories (data items describing the
nominal team, data items describing the actual team, and data items
The labels of the data
describing the mission and team behaviors).
items typically indicate its membership in one of the' three categories.
It should also be mentioned that the tables present areas of
consistency and inconsistency collapsed across the various missions and
the tables
team types described during the Validation exercise; i.e.,'
are' agnostic toward each, mission and 'team type.,
Table 2 presents the areas of consistency and inconsistency
between the two independent preparers when military documentation was
Table 3 presents the same information when
used as the primary source.
SHE interviews were used as' the primary sour6e for preparing the
descriptions, and Table. 4 presents the areas of agreement and
disagreement when direct observation was used as the primary source.
A brief discussion of the results reported in Tables 2, 3,. and 4
It should be noted that the degree of consistency
is appropriate.
In general, the least
between independent preparers varied by source.
attractive degree of consistency occurred when SHE interviews were used
The highest degree of consistency occurred when
as the primary source.
These results raise a critical issue.
direct observation was employed.
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Do the results indicate that preparers could not reliably apply the
amzthidd, or do the results indicate that the sources vary in their
ability to provide the necessary information; i.e.,,was it the sources
which caused the preparers to generate descriptions which appeared
similar or dissimilar? To answer this question, the following must
be
recalled:
1.

The two preparers interviewed different SMEs. 2 The
differences in the descriptions appeared to be due to the
different opinions (and/or judgments) the SHEs had about
the team type and the missions3 and not due to how the
preparers applied the method.

2.

The two preparers used approximately the same military
documentation.
However, the documentation was frequently
incomplete caissing the preparers to make many inferences
and assumptions (e.g., as to who initiated a dependency,
who received the depende-icy, etc.).
Different assumptions
caused the preparers to generate different descriptions.

3.

During the observation phase, the two preparers observed
the same actual team performing the same missions at the
same time (i.e., the missions were not repeated for each
observer).
Because both preparers were observing the same
events their descriptions looked remarkably similar.

Thus, it would appear that given a fixed set of inputs (like in direct
observation), two independent preparers can reliably apply the method.
In the SHE interview and the military documentation cases, the reasons
for the inconsistencies appear to be the inconsistencies in the Sources
and not in the way the preparers applied the method.
If SMEs give
different i puts, then it makes sense that the resulting descriptions
would be di ferent, regardless of the reliability of the preparers to
apply the m thod.
This same rationale applies to using documentation.
If preparer make different assumptions while reading the documentation, therl heir descriptions would be different.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 also indicate another, uaeful property.
Notice
that the ar.as of agreement and disagreement vary by major data item
category.
?or example:
I.

2

3

Documentation appears"to be a reliable source for
generat ing data items concerning the nominal teams; i.e.

1t was :on idered unreasonable to duplicate interviews with' the same
SHE. Vie ;HMs volunte.ered their time and would have preceived the
exercise an being unnecessary.

W•hen the cnsolidation effort was conducted, the preparers tended to
agree that the, other preparer recorded the obtained -information
correctly, given what, the SHE has. said.

,

I'.
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preparers do not have to make assumptions from the
documentation when reading about the nominal teams.
On the
other hand, documentation is not a reliable source for
generating team behavior info-rmation.
Preparers must make
tG. many inferences and assumptions to reliably identify
dependencies, dependency initiators, and recipients, etc.
2.

Direct observation is most suited to gathering reliable
data concerning team behaviors and actual team structures,
but is not particularly suited to generating information
about the nominal team structure (e.g., existence of
nominal team nested teams, etc.).

3.

SMEs are too vAriable to use as a reliable source for
either nominal team information or for team behavior
information.

One other point needs to be made concerning the consistency
between indendent preparers.
During the observation phase of the
validation exercise, a mission naive observer participated in the
observations.
The naive observer was familiar with both the model and
the method, but was not familiar with the content and procedures of the
observed missions; i.e., he did not read about the missions or discuss
the missions with SMEs.
The descriptions prepared by the'naive
observer looked different than those prepared by the two preparers who
participated in the review of military documentation and the SHE
interviews.
In general, there was more agreement between the two
independent preparers than between the naive obberver and either of the
two independent preparers.
It can therefore be concluded that
reliability between preparers can'be increased if the preparers
understand something about the mission to be observed (particularly the
general procedures of the mission).
It should be mentioned that the degree of agreement between
independe'-. preparers cannot be interpreted asa statement of accuracy.
Juat because two independent preparers generated similar descriptions
when us'ing direct observation, does not necessarily mean that both
preparer's descriptions are representative or accurate.
It only means
they tended to agree to record events in the same manner.
It is
possible that the preparers were reliably recording inaccurate
information.
In g( eral, the following statements can be made concerning the
degree of consistency between preparers:
1.

Independent preparers can generate highly consistent
descriptions if the input source is "fixed" (i.e.,
non-variable).

,

.
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2.

Independent preparers generate dissimilar descriptions when
using documentation and SNE interviews as the, primary
source of data or information.

3.

The degree of, consistency during observation is enhanced if
the preparers become familiar with the missions before
conducting the observations.

Consistency Between Sources
As' part of the validation effort, it was necessary to determine if
To mitigate
the three sources would generate similar descriptions.
the differences between preparers, after the descriptions were prepared
from each source, the preparers would consolidate their descriptions to
It was
produce a set of descriptions representative of the source.
these consolidated descriptions which were compared to assess the
Again, no statistical
differences between the three sources.
procedures were performed to determine the degree of similarity or
The sets of
difference between the consolidated sets of descriptions.
descriptions generated from each source were logically analyzed to
While making
determine general areas of consistency or inconsistency.
this logical comparison, it was quickly discovered that blanket
For some missions, there was remarkable
statements could not be made.
similarities in the descriptions, for other missions there was
For
considerable differences between the generated descriptions.
example, the descriptions generated for Installing a Tactical Ninefield
appeared remarkably similar. There was agreement between the sources
on:

1.

Existence of nested teams

2.

Function of nested teams.

3.'

Function of individual team member within nested teams.

4.

Dependencies between nested teams.

5.

Existence of dependencies.

6.

Dependency types.

7.

Dependency elements.

8.

Equipment used by nested teams (and some agreement on
assignment of equipment to individual team members).

9.

Mission goal.

10'.

General mission procedures.

11.

Situations map.

12.

Sequence of mission activities.

E-23
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This high degree of agreement betweeni the three sources can be
attributed to the following Factors:
1.

The documentation available for lnstalling.a Tactical
Minefield was clear and relatively complete.

2.

SMEs tended to use the same documentation during the
interview as used by the preparers during the documentation
phase.

3.

The observed teams tended to follow the documentation when.
performing the missiop.
In fact, the observers reported
seeing the team leaders using the same documentation
material.

On the other hand, there was very little
sources for the other missions.

consistency between the three

These results *seem to indicate that descriptions can be generated
from all three sources with some degree of consistency (providing that
the documentation is clear and complete, the mission procedures are
relatively prescriptive [as for the minefield and-bridge reconnaissance], SMEs are experienced team members and know what the documentation prescribes, and actual teams perform the mission as it is
prescribed in the documentation).
This is not to say that the description would be accurate and identical.
There is some variability among
SMEs, and ,here is also variability concerning how actual teams perform
the missions'of interest.
In fact, there were some subtle differences
between the descriptions generated from the three sources, even though
the descriptions in general appeared similar. Let's briefly discuss
these
differences:
t
1.

The descriptions generated from observations are much more
complete than those generated either from SHE interviews or
documentation.
SWE generated descriptions are, in general.
more complete than those generated from documentation.

Descriptions generated from observation tend to contain
more dependencies.
In addition, they contain more
information to clarify and modify each dependency (i.e.,
Sobservation generates more information about each
dependency permitting the observer to classify the
dependency type, expand upon the dependency element,
identify the dependency purposes,'etc.).
It is much easier
to ascertain this information from observation than SME
interviews or documentation.

2.

Dependency patterns are a particular.problem.
Many
patterns can be hypothesized from the documentation.
In
addition, SMEs tend to give a specific pattern, which may
or may not be observed.
The only patterns that one can put

-,
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any faith in are those patterns actually observed (at least
the preparer is certain that the observed pattern does
occur in the field).
Issuance of an operations order is a
case inpoint.
SHE interviews indicated that most
operations orders (or frag orders) are issued by the team
leader to the team in a group setting. During observation
that particular pattern was indeed observed.
However, so
were other patterns for the same team activity. One common
pattern was the issuance of the order in a group setting,
followed by individual communicative dependencies witheach
team member (to clarify each team member's responsibility
in the mission).
It is highly unlikely the observed
pattern would have emerged either from the documentation or
SHE interviews.

4

3.

Observation identifies more dependencies than the other two
methods, but these dependencies may or may not be
important.
For example, during observation, more communicative dependencies between team members were identified
Typically, these
than by the other two sources.
"additional" communicative dependencies were associated
with the following:
a.

A supplement to another dependency (e.g., a hand
signal supplemented with oral communication).
Typically, SHE interviews or documentation would
indicate the hand signal, but not the observed oral
communication.

b.

Contingency events.
During observation, it was
obvious that "things" would not always go smoothly.
As a result, "additional" dependencies would occur
to correct the actions. Often these "additional".
dependencies were not only communicative dependencies, but also procedural dependencies, which could
not possibly be inferred from military documentation
or SHE interviews.

I,

'
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c.

aMEs and documentation tend
Directions and orders.
to assume the individual team members "know" their
assignments.
This is not the case during observation. Frequently team leaders issue communicative
orders and directions to either correct individual
actions or to point out ways an individ4al action
can be performed easier. These kinds of dependencies are not evident from documentation and SHE
interviews.

d.

Status and verification.
SHEa tend,to "forget" that
some dependencies are needed to verify that

,
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i ud ivil,;ilu
. hayv,

(co.lm)letedf(I Ifhoir missions

ass igunients.
Observation clearly identifies
kiniids of dependencies.

these

Although the observation method generated more data and
dependency information', it is not positive that these
"eadditional" dependencies are important for team training
Since
purposes or team performance evaluation purposes.
there' is some degree of uncertainity, it seems reasonable
to suggest that the observation method is perhaps the best
It is better to have too'
way to gather the information.
much information rather than not enaugh•information, given
that we are in the early stages of the project.
Tn summary, the following statementscan be made about tfie degree'
of consistency between team type descriptions and team behavior
descriptions generated from the three sources:
I.

Some degree of consistency between the three sources can be
achiv,(Id

Sprforming

if

the doctimentation

is

clear and complete,

if

SMEs are aware of the documentation content, and if actual
teams use (or at least follow) the documentation when
missions.
This is only likely to' happen for
very descriptive missions.
Missions'for which the
(documentation is

ambiguous (or allows for local options)

are likely to be described differently from all three
sources.

2.

Direct observation appears to generate descriptions whicfi
are more complete (contain more information).
However, the
utility
of this additional information is not known.
The
addit.ional information may either complicate or make easier
the devettopmemut and application of the training requiremonts identification procedure and the performance measurement identification procedure.

Problems Encountered
The three specified sources have their own unique set of problems.
The problems experienced were not related to completing the required
forms of the pro!liminary method. .They were related to the ease of
tusing thli soaires.
Tn the paragraphs below,.the problems encountered in
using each source is hr i!ely, summar i zed.
When using documentation as 'the, primary source,
problems were experienced:
1.

the following

There was'considerable variability in clearness and
-completeness among thie available document4ation.
As already
noted for some missions the documentationwas clear and
complete, for ,other missions the documentation was almost
non-.existent.

_4
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2.

in gion-.ral,

the documentation was not written with concern

for team behaviors.
As a result, 'the preparer is forced to
mnake inferenwces and assumpt ions, part icularly about the
existence of dependencies, dependency patterns, and
dependency types.
Thus, the accuracy of descriptions
p,-nerated from docie!itation alone should be considered
suspect.
3.

The documentation typically provided little
information
Typically, it discussed
about team activity sequences.
individual's activities causing the preparers to make
inference to and about team behavior.

4.

Th,,re were some problems in actually locating the most
appr(opriate documentation.
The preparers found 'themselves
reading from various docuraents trying to select the most.
appropriate source to use.
In fact, a good deal of time
required to prepare the description was devoted to
selecting the most appropriate documentation.

5.

For each mission, many different documents can be used as
s.ources.
Frequently, the different documents contained
contradictory information making it difficult for the
preparers to make judgments and selections.

The SME interview process highlighted several potential problems.
However, some of these problems were directly related to the way the
interviews were ronducted.
It.was initially
planned that each intervieswer would conduct the interviews on a one-to-one basis; i.e.,
one
interviewer per SME.
On(, interviewer, because of the circumstances,
had to conduct a group interview (the size of the group varied over the
two-day period from two to five SMEs).' It was determined that the
group interview technique was not a reasonable way to collect team
behavior information.
The fotTo'ing reasons are Jfered:

"1.

The SMEs in the group often had different views about how
specific, missions should be performed.
As a result, much
dialogue occurred between the SMF9s, and the interviewer was
forced to select points of view in
necessary descriptions.

order to generate the

2.

R•cn',,.s
of the variability among SMEs in the group,
resulting descriptions were not always internally
(cEonls; i st ,'it.

3.

tt was suspected that the group interview process requires
morf, Iime to conduct per mission than the one-on-one
interview;

the.

In general, the-following problems were encountered during both
the one-on-one interviews, and the group interviews:

V-2/
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1
"rh
was coiisilerable variability among the SHqs who
part icipated.
The quality of the resulting descriptions to

a Iargo* ext oi:t dIpentiled upon the quality of the SMEs.
2.

The interviewers

3.

The quality of ,the interviewer also influences the
completeness of the resulting descriptions.
Interviewers
must list a probing technique, continually asking questions
to clarify the information that has been volunteered by the
SMEs. Thus, the interviewer must "know" the model t.o
generate the'right questions at the right time.
Often the
interviewers felt as though they had to "pull" the information from the SHE, rather than have the information flow
from the SME.

found it difficult to explain exactly what
Ihoy were aftfer.
SN1I',; have dlifferent views onwhat
constitutes team behaviors.
In fact, some SW~s found it
difficult to think about team behaviors at all.
They foundi
iiore, roni fort ab lo to t a lk about in(divi dual activities
than team activities.

The interviewers felt that a structured interview schedule
would be difficult to develop for* the end user of the
desciption method, because of the type of.probing that was
required.
4.

SMEs, although willing to help, have other responsibilities
and the time taken for the interview is often perceived as
time which cotild have been devoted to completing those
resp(onsihiliti's.
Vie extra duty attitude is indeed real
and may infitienc-e the type of information obtained from
SMEs.

5.

Although the existence of dependencies was not difficult to
identify frolin SHE interviews, it was often difficult
to

"pull" enough information about the dependenc-, from the SME
to classify it by type, or to determine its purpose or
pattern.

SThe

ohserva.t i,n method revealed a set of interesting problems.
These problems were similar to those experienced with the primitive
Description Merhod .ised during the development of the model.
Basically, the problems weei:
1. Oh•brvatrions .a. hbe diffictilt to arrange.
The observed
FORSC6M units must he willing to participate.
2.,

The ohstsrvers typically had no control -over the "quality"
of the teanm observed.

Obhs'erv#-d ,ttial.
the same- type.

As

such,

one is never certain if

the

tonvi in represenitative of other teams of
Thius, one never "knows" if the resulting

descri'ptions are represfntlt ive.
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Nt vI ak ing iir ing observation was a re;al problem.
The
Oh.s'vrvers fouind it convenient to rise audiotape recorders
becauise of their transportability.

4.

It was difficult during the observation to set the bounds
of the.mission (its
beginning and its end).
Setting bounds
from docmentlat ion and SME interviews appeared to be less
difficult (at least less confusing).
During observation,
it was possi bie to observe several missions being merged
together.

5.

Obhsrving large teams was extremely difficult, particularly
if the team'(ras not organized into static nested teams.

6.

The ability to ideutify a dependency, depended t'o a large
extent on the quality of the observer and his or her
familiarity with the coacepts in the model.
The preparers,
however, felt that it was easier to identify dependencies
(and to determine dependency types) from observation than
from the 6ther two sources.

7.

Some"problems were experienced in getting to and from the
locatio'n of the 'observation.
Often the observers had to be
transported tn the mission site in different vehicles than
tire actual team.
This meant that parts of missions could
not be obsorved.

8.

Freqtwntly, tie observer had to remain tactical (in order
not to betray the actual team being observed).
This
condition inhibits the ability of the'obse'rvers to clearly
observe, cert alin dlelpendenc ies.

The discussion above indicates that there are problems associated
with
teach of Hi.t Iflr,.- sourcos.
Ilowevwr, the problems do not appear to
be insurmountable for any given' source.

h-TieFinal Descriptidin Method

Following thW vati'dartion effort, the project was faced with the
task of crnst'r'ct ing a .iahl,, description method; i.e.,
tho design the
final versions of tih(! recording forms and to suggest the ways that the
data items on tihe forms could be'gathered.
Minor changes were made in the recording forms.
Two forms were
deleted (the Deviation Rporit and the Actual Team Striicture
Organizational 'Chart), while one form was added (a form to record the
actual nested teams, and their functions).
The Ileviati.,n Report was
deleted b.cause it was rot a recordr•ng devict,
it was an analysis
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device,

and as s.uch, helongs in

the team. training requtrement-s

method

and/or theu Iam itea rf lorlm;aice measure mu•lt method.
The Actual Team
Organizt i mi:l Chart was delethtd becaii;e it was cumbersome to record the
actuaL team str1tcLure when the actuaL team was comprised of many nested
teams.
A form was added to replace the Actual Team Structure
Organtzational Chart which requires the preparer to enter the name and
function of each nested team, but not to show the relationship between
the nested teams.
The mission activities recurdiiig form was altered to make it
easier to tse.
C.'iiilvpttially, the altLreld
iorm was the same as the
previotus form, vkrcept It no longer requt red the user to describe in the
space provided the activities of the individuals who participated in
lthe delpendency.
The activities of the 1ndividual s are described in the
comments column of the altered form.
A more d( fffic ,It problem was t1 determine how the data to be
entered in the recording forms were to be generated.
This determinatioi was made by examining the validation results.
A matrix was made
between rh? reqgii red data items and the three- sources.
In the cells of
the matrix, commrents were entered concerning hhow well the source could
generate the required lnforma:,ion.
The comments were based upon the
experiences gained during the validation effort.
The matrix appears in
Table 5.
in addition, another matrix was constructed.
The rows of the
matrix represented the Lhree possible' sources, while the columns of the
matrix represented the variouts dependency types.
In the cells of the
matrix were comments concernting how easy or difficult' it would be to
identity the depoitti'ncy types from the various sources.
This matrix
was constre,*ted ho'c,;ise 1lwe projec.t staff felt that there were some
di ffrre,|¢,s ;among the sources with regard to how easy -or different it
wou)ld . Iho idvletily v,'_lil
depen'deliy types.
Tie logic here was that
the depondnies wtere of tel identified by ficg. notirng the dependency
typc'.
This matrix is preselted in Table 6.
The two matrices we're then logically analyzed and it
determined that:
1.

NI.csion

was

listing informatioticould be reliably obtained from

doe"ulnieufll I I Oill

2.

Nomlin:l team Iniormattim (stitctureO, organizational chart,
lo;i,,
fi ll
,', :;iz,, eflti!pmnet, etc.) could be reliably
and ei'slly obtained from doc umentation.

3.

Actwivl team Informatlon cottid only (by definition) be
obta ned from observation.

4.

Specitie mission team aetivities information could he
.otained more reliably 'fram observation than fron, any other
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.
I v add it i oii t he mi .. ion d sc r i pt ionrs goiie rat (d
from ohservation appeared to be more complete, detailed,

SO I '

and cmnprehiens•iw.
S.

SHE interviews were only useful to confirm information
obtained froms the other two sources.

Given these determinations, instructions were written for completing
the, forms (i.e., for geenivrating the data to be entered in the forms).
To make the final version of the Description Method complete, a
procedirri, for selecting the team type to be described and a procedure
for sampling missions were, developed.
These two procedures were
not tested (i.,o.,
not validated), but were offered only to make the
syst em as (coIpl(-tf. as p,.slsible,.
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